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1 Introduction

In the last decades research in the field of robotics has produced impressive ad-

vances and many interesting applications arose, ranging from e.g. industrial ma-

nipulators, search and rescue, up to robots on Mars. Nevertheless, robots have still

not found their place in everyday life, such that today robotics faces theincreasing

requirement of a paradigm shift from industrial applications with fixed require-

ments and conditions to everyday, dynamic human environments. Robotics re-

search has made great progress with respect to applications in such environments

with a higher level of autonomy. But still, there are many tasks and applications

where humans acting as coordinators or operators are needed. Reasons for this

need of human support can be for instance safety issues and/or complex, dynamic

real-world scenarios. The most obvious application examples are robots applied

in human-robot teams in search and rescue scenarios or robots utilizedin space

missions. These scenarios include very complex tasks due to e.g. unknown or

hazardous environments, danger for human live, or the risk of a complete mis-

sion failure resulting in costs of some million Euros. During most of these com-

plicated missions the human is an irreplaceable part. The level of human percep-

tion capabilities and interpretation of the situation, as well as the ability to make

decisions on basis of available limited information, past experience and intuition

is currently not reached by artificial systems. Moreover, the human is needed for

certain tasks, such as in search and rescue missions performing rescue activities

or giving medical and psychological support to victims.

In order to take advantage of the superior adaptive and cognitive abilitiesof

human in such missions it is a must to provide reasonable user interfacesto the

humans fitting to the current task and the interaction role. Autonomous features of

the vehicle, e.g. path-following or obstacle avoidance, relieve the operator from

simple robot control tasks, and should be integrated as assistance functions to the

user interface. Here, a major issue is to enable the human to both, gain andmain-

tain situation awareness, and common ground. If common ground between the
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1 Introduction

(semi-)autonomously behaving robots and the human operator is not achieved,

the operator will either neglect this specific robotic system or turn off all theas-

sistance systems. Thus, the user interface for the human operator plays one of

the most significant roles for the success of any application of robots operating at

remote.

Due to the nowadays available hardware providing graphical calculations, as

well as computing power at reasonable costs mixed reality systems as a novel

way of building effective, intuitive and integrated human-machine interfaces are

increasingly of interest and realizable. Mixed reality systems combine real and

computer generated objects correctly aligned in real environments and run inter-

actively and in real-time. Dependent on the ratio of virtual and real elements the

mixed reality interfaces can be further subdivided into augmented reality and aug-

mented virtuality interfaces. Realizing this type of interfaces raises a lot of new

technical challenges. However, these mixed reality concepts with the principle of

integrating all necessary information the same spatial context allow for improved

user interfaces in many areas of robotics. Looking at human factors theory, many

of the requirements for teleoperation systems and user interface design, cannot

be meet as perfect with standard methods as it is possible with mixed reality.

This work investigates the application of mixed reality technologies for tele-

operation of robots. Based on careful analysis of human factors theory, literature

research, and own experiments innovative technological concepts and method-

ologies are developed which enable to realize enhanced integrated mixed reality

user interfaces in dependency on the current application, task, and corresponding

interaction roles. This covers the overall teleoperation system from perception,

autonomy design, communication, haptic and graphical user interface elements.

1.1 Exemplary Application: Robots in Urban

Search and Rescue

Mobile robots become more and more an attractive tool to accomplish workin

hazardous environments or in areas not accessible for humans. Oneof the most

attractive application areas is the field of search and rescue, because of the often

unpredictable danger for human life during an accident or a catastrophe. Typi-

cal scenarios where robots are very desirable to support the humansinvolved are

natural disasters (e.g. earthquakes, hurricanes), fire or terrorist attacks. In these

2



1.1 Exemplary Application: Robots in Urban Search and Rescue

scenarios often the current state of the environment is unknown and maybe dan-

gerous (e.g. discharging hazardous gases, materials,...). Things that might hap-

pen, when entering different areas, might be often unpredictable (e.g. danger of

structural collapses). Additionally one cannot rely on previously existinginfras-

tructure to get information about the incident area. In all these scenarios robots

with appropriate equipment can support and assist the human search and rescue

teams by e.g. taking sensor measurements to characterize the remote areas and

perform tasks such as exploration, search or manipulation of remote objects.

Figure 1.1: Exemplary application scenario of human-robot teams in search and

rescue.

The different roles of the team members in a typical search and rescuemission

(cf. Figure 1.1) supported by robots might be formulated as follows. Humans

are involved as operators outside the emergency area, taking over the role of a

coordinator and supervisor (comparable to the commanding officer in current

fire fighting missions). Inside the emergency area human rescue workers perform

their scenario specific task (find and rescue victims, find the fire sources and

extinguish fire, shut off gas valves and secure the surrounding etc.). New sensors,

localization methods, and data transmission units can be integrated into existing

rescue equipment [25]. Robots mainly provide efficient advanced exploration of

the emergency area by sensor measurements. In this way, they help to reduce the

risk for the human rescue workers and enable faster search of wide areas. The

map that can be built from the collected data helps the operator to understand

the situation and supports quick decision making and task distribution. Another

important task for robots is to serve as a communication platform between a

found victim (not immediately reachable by human rescue workers) andpeople

outside the workspace (e.g. medical staff). Robots with more specific equipment

can also take over more complex and specific manipulation task, e.g. shutting of

3



1 Introduction

gas valves. Humans may always take over the direct control of the robots.

Many user requirement analyses were preformed to understand what are the

needs and wishes of today’s rescue personnel for rescue robots.For instance

Jones and Hinds [26] studied SWAT (special weapons and tactics) teamsin train-

ing in order to transfer the observations made in multi-robot systems. Burke et

al. [27] participated with robots in training of urban search and rescue personal

as well as in real incidents [28], [29]. Adams [30] described requirements for

human-robot interaction by analyzing human teams from a bomb squad and fire

department.

This work is also based on a user requirement analyses [31] performed for im-

plementation of rescue missions [32] in the context of the "PeLoTe" project. The

results provided additional important guidelines for the design of robot capabil-

ities and the user interfaces. Many ideas and suggestions of potential end-users,

who were mainly from the area of fire-fighting, entered the design processes of

this work. Thus, the search and rescue scenario is used as reference application

for this work.

1.2 Outline

The remainder of this monograph is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives the

problem analysis. It includes a detailed analysis of related work on human-robot

interaction, teleoperation and relevant human factors theory. Based onthis, de-

sign elements for such teleoperation systems are derived. Design background,

conditions, and demands for user interfaces and driving assistance systems are

given in order to support and strengthen the understanding of the overall teleop-

eration system including the human. Finally, the resulting system model putting

the human in the loop is presented.

Chapter 3 investigates two advanced technical elements for implementing a

teleoperation system under considerations of the human operators’ needs. For the

core component communication of a teleoperation scenario an intelligent traffic

shaping mechanism is introduced and evaluated which enables to optimize the

experience of the video stream in a mixed reality user interface for a navigation

task. The second part of this chapter considers the fact that the humanperception

in the here assumed scenarios is limited by sensors of the remote machine.Three-

dimensional perception with a time-of-flight camera is investigated and evaluated
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1.3 Innovations

with respect to calibration, parameter optimization, and pre-processing and with

respect to the applicability for mixed reality user interfaces.

Chapter 4 introduces the concept which enables seamless sliding autonomy

during navigation of a mobile robot by a multi-modal user interface with haptic

and visual components. The introduced system is based on a robust environment

perception and a task specific driving assistance system, which renders the cur-

rent intention of the robot’s autonomy system to a force feedback deviceand

hereby enables the human operator to maintain situation awareness and common

ground. The concept and its components are validated by extensive user studies.

Chapter 5 focuses on the developed concepts for integrated, mixed reality user

interfaces. It is shown how the additional information from the robots’ sensors

can be used to realize advanced, fused representations of distance sensor data

and camera images, which also enable a dynamic occlusion handling for an aug-

mented reality view. In the following the mixed reality approach for graphical

user interfaces for this work is discussed, and how a software framework corre-

sponding to the needs for this kind of interfaces can be derived. Different novel,

elaborated mixed reality user interfaces and corresponding evaluationsare de-

veloped for team coordination but also for (assisted) direct operation of a single

robot. Based on the introduced generic mixed reality user interface a newtype

of control of a robot with a short-term predictive user interface is proposed and

analysed.

In Chapter 6 a short summary, final conclusions, and directions of future re-

search based on this work are presented.

1.3 Innovations

In order to enable a performant mixed reality teleoperation system for robots,

a human centered design of all system elements of the teleoperation chain is

required. Therefore, this thesis aims to optimize the different elements ofa tele-

operation scenario from an overall system performance point of viewincluding

the human as design factor. It provides consistent insights in the potential,de-

mands, and solutions for successful application of mixed reality technologies

and autonomy components for increased performance and acceptance of robot

teleoperation systems.
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Design of Teleoperation System

The human and the actual task introduce unchangeable design factors into a tele-

operation system. A detailed problem analysis taking this into consideration is

provided in order to achieve a task-oriented optimization of the performance of

teleoperation systems from a holistic point of view. The well-known supervisory

control model [33] is applied as basis for the teleoperation model. Humanfactors

have a significant impact on the overall performance of a teleoperationsystem as

the human is always finally the limiting factor. For this reason design goals and

demands for a user centered design of the different elements of a teleoperation

system are derived including the human in the loop.

Application of Autonomy as Assistance Systems

Nowadays, autonomy can be designed and implemented very robust in defined

spatial and time horizons. Taking advantage of this fact, first a sliding autonomy

concept based on a multimodal mixed reality user interface is introduced and

evaluated which enables seamless transition between different levels of autonomy

for the robot navigation task. The user studies with the systems prove the signifi-

cant increase of navigation performance and safety. The results arealso strong in-

dicators that the proposed combination of local autonomy, haptic feedback of the

systems’ intention, and augmented reality graphical user interface increase sit-

uation awareness and common ground, and reduce operators workload. Robust

local autonomy also enables the introduction of a novel way to operate robots

- a short-term predictive mixed-reality user interface. Hereby, a graphical user

interface can be realized which allows for a combination of both advantageous

viewpoint approaches - an exocentric viewpoint and a spatially correctlyaligned

augmented reality view. In addition, the system implements a partial decoupling

of the teleoperation control loop such that the visibility of network effects in a

mixed reality user interface can be reduced.

Three-Dimensional Perception

Various novel sensor technologies are available for robot teleoperation. We inves-

tigate novel time-of-flight cameras like the PMD camera for potential application

areas in teleoperation of robots with a special focus on human-robot interaction

aspects. Characteristics, calibration methods, and limitations of this novel sensor
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type are analyzed. Task-oriented optimization principles of sensor parameters

are introduced and validated. The calibration results and the specific parameter

adaptation schemes enabled to significantly improve the image quality for various

applications in robotics (e.g. autonomous behaviors, driving assistance systems,

graphical user interface). Building maps with this type of sensor as one appli-

cation example is evaluated in a qualitative user study. The optimizations and

findings have enabled further advanced elements in the graphical mixedreality

user interfaces.

Graphical Mixed-Reality User Interfaces

Mixed-reality provides a technological solution for many requirements ofthe

user-centered design of the graphical user interface for robot teleoperation but

also bears a lot of challenges.

The camera image from a robot is the major element of mixed reality user

interfaces for the operator during a navigation task. A traffic shaping method is

introduced in order to optimize the experience of video streams for the human

operator in ad-hoc networks. These ad-hoc networks are especially interesting

for the reference application scenario search and rescue. The evaluation shows

that the achievable increased robustness and stabilization of the video stream for

a mixed reality user interface in such scenarios.

In general robots have additional distance sensors. In this work, we take ad-

vantage of this fact by a fusion of distance sensor data (e.g. from a PMD camera

or laser-range finder) with two-dimensional camera images to three-dimensional

environment representation for the user interface. The combined user interface

element can provide a better spatial understanding of the remote environment in

an integrated, natural fashion. This way of modeling a two-dimensional camera

image as a three-dimensional structure based on data from distance sensors also

enables to realize communication bandwidth efficient three-dimensional visual-

izations on any stereo device. In addition to the improved spatial perceptionof

the remote environment, the provided approach is also a performant solution for

the dynamic occlusion handling problem of augmented reality interfaces without

a priori knowledge of the operating environment.

The elaborated design guidelines for the user interface are transferedto a

graphical mixed reality user interface concept. A dedicated mixed reality soft-

ware framework is developed which allows to quickly realize and modify mixed
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reality user interfaces. It also supports the usage on various stereo display devices

without any further implementation effort. As the interaction role is the major

design parameter for the user interface two implementations of role specific user

interfaces are realized in the context of this work - one with a focus on teamco-

ordination and operation in the supervisor role, and one dedicated to the operator

role for (assisted) teleoperation of a single robot. The performed evaluations of

these interfaces also include the aspect of using stereo devices.

Based on the results of various conducted user studies the mixed reality com-

ponent of the role specific graphical user interfaces are further developed to a

generic mixed-reality user interface, which makes use of the differentadvanced

mixed-reality technologies. Hereby it enables a better adaptation to the inter-

action role and the task. Together with the elaborated mixed reality framework

and the three-dimensional camera image modeling it can inherently be used with

stereo display devices and exploit the advantages of stereo visualizations. The

generic mixed reality user interface combined with a robust autonomy compo-

nent also facilitates the development of the already mentioned predictive mixed

reality user interface.
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2 Human in the Loop

2.1 Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)

Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is an emerging field gaining more and more in-

terest by researchers from many different fields of research [34]. Due to the tech-

nical developments of the recent years robots are applied to more and more tasks,

and thus get closer to the human. Before, they were in most cases only better tools

without the need for any real interaction with humans. Nowadays robots start to

move out to everyday life and humans and robots have to interact in manyways.

Goodrich and Schultz [35] define HRI as "a field of study dedicated to under-

standing, designing, and evaluating robotic system for use by or with humans",

and to "understand and shape the interactions between one or more humans and

one or more robots". This requires communication or more abstract aninforma-

tion exchange between the humans and the robots through an user interface. It can

be realized in many ways - through graphical user interfaces in all its different

shapes, force rendering systems, gestures, speech, etc.. Often acombination of

different communication elements to a multimodal interfaces offer the optimum.

HRI research is inherently interdisciplinary. Contributions from fields of cog-

nitive science, linguistics, psychology, engineering, mathematics, computer sci-

ence, human factors engineering, and design are demanded in orderto success-

fully design HRI systems [35], and hereby open up new applications forrobotic

systems in everyday life. The topics which need to be covered by HRI aremani-

fold due to the different application areas for instance in home, assistiverobotics,

entertainment, education, industry, search and rescue, police, military,space, etc..

These applications often require very different interaction schemes between hu-

mans and robots Earlier HRI was mainly covered by the terms telerobotics and

teleoperation which focused at that time on direct continuous control of aremote

manipulator in industrial scenarios [33]. Robots were simply tools in a master -

slave relationship. The slave robotic system reflects the movements of a master
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system operated by a human at a remote location. Nowadays, human-robot in-

teraction goes much beyond direct operation of a remote system and allows for

a much more interactive, intelligent behavior of the robot [36]. It is important to

recognize that both, human and robot, are part and need to be part ofthe system

and design process. It is the performance of the combined system which finally

matters. In this work the focus of the presented HRI concepts is on increasing the

performance in remote navigation and coordination of robots in exploration and

search scenarios by applying mixed reality technologies.

2.1.1 Characteristics of HRI

HRI as new, strongly related topic can build upon a large repository with respect

to theory, methodologies and technologies from Human-Computer Interaction

and Human-Machine Interaction. Adams [37] points out the importance of the

user centered design in HRI and the application of already available resultsin

human factors research. Especially the design of "humane" interfaces which is

responsive to human needs and frailties is important [38].

Although design of interaction between humans and robots have many compa-

rable issues to the design of interfaces for human-computer interaction,human-

robot interaction also has some major differences [39]. Fong et al. [40] differenti-

ate between HRI, HCI and HMI as follows : "HRI (...) differs from bothHCI and

HMI because it concerns systems (i.e., robots) which have complex,dynamic

control systems, which exhibit autonomy and cognition, and which operate in

changing, real-world environments.".

Scholtz [36] identify six dimensions which need to be taken into consideration

in order to successfully apply and adapt knowledge from topics like HCI and

HMI:

• Different requirements based on interaction roles.The relationship be-

tween human and a robots can totally differ. A person can for instance

supervise a robot, he/she can be a teammate to the robot, or he/she can re-

pair or modify the robot. This leads to different requirements on the HRI

system

• Physical nature of robot.Robots are physical entities, acting in a physical

world. Thus, they need to have a certain understanding and model of their
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environment. This needs to be transfered to the human in order to enable

him/her to understand the behavior and decisions of the robot.

• Dynamic nature of the hardware.HCI assumes a deterministic behavior

of the computer. There is no physical change a human must track. HRI

is different. Systems might change and failures might occur. It needsto

be traceable by the human what changes to the system and functionality

occur.

• Environment in which the interactions occur.The application scenario de-

termines the conditions in which the whole interaction system must be

able to work. The environment can e.g. be very dynamical, harsh, danger-

ous, noisy, etc..

• Number of independent systems the user interacts with.In HCI the human

in general only interacts with one computer, even in collaborative systems.

This can be totally different in HRI. The ultimate goal for HRI in team sce-

narios for instance is, that the human is able to interact with heterogeneous

robots like in a human only team.

• Autonomy of robots.Most of the robots can act autonomously for specified

periods of time based on their own gathered information .

In addition, typical design issues can be derived based on the six dimension of

Scholtz [36] which need to be dealt with when designing human-robot interaction

for a specific task and scenario:

• What are the interaction roles between human and robot?

• How is information exchanged between human and robots (e.g. graphical

user interfaces, speech, gestures, etc.)? Which combination fits bestfor

the task?

• How should autonomy be designed? Is the level of autonomy changing?

Who selects the level of autonomy?

• What type of cooperation is realized? What kind of team setup is applied?

• What is the shape of the robot (e.g. humanoid, wheeled robots, walking

robots, manipulators, etc.)?
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• What are the relationships with respect to time and space? Is the inter-

action synchronous or asynchronous? Are the humans and systems collo-

cated?

Yanco and Drury [41] offer a taxonomy in order to classify human-robot in-

teraction. It enables to characterize and describe human-robot interaction along a

set of categories like e.g. task type, team composition, level of shared interaction

among team, interaction roles, time/space, autonomy level,... .

2.1.2 Interaction Roles

Robots switch over to be no longer simple stupid machines, which continuously

repeat pre-programmed work sequences, but to be complex, interactive systems,

which interact intelligently in various ways with humans. Thus, the differentin-

teraction roles of humans and robots need to be identified in order to optimizethe

interaction with respect to the requirements of the specific interaction role and

the user interface accordingly .

One way to differentiate between the different ways of interaction is the model

from Scholtz [36]. Scholtz’s identifies five interaction roles based on the five

generic supervisory’s functions in the context of human interaction with auto-

matic systems outlined by Sheridan [33]: planning what task to do and how todo

it, teaching or programming the computer, monitoring the automatic action to de-

tect failures and deviations, intervening to specify a new goal, react on emergen-

cies or take over manual control, and learning from experience. Scholtz mainly

focuses on the support for specifying actions, monitoring actions and the inter-

vention. The assumption is made that the robot already provides a set ofbasic

functions and the action of reprogramming as called by Sheridan is the interven-

tion component. The five defined interaction roles in the theory from Scholtz[36]

do not consider directly the learning part on human and machine side.

Based on the model from Scholtz [36] it can be distinguished between the

following basic interaction roles which a human can take over when interacting

with robots:

• Supervisor Interaction

A human in the supervisor role is monitoring and controlling the overall
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situation during a task or mission. He/she evaluates the situation based on

a given goal. Accordingly he/she specifies plans on a higher level. The

robot’s software generates the specific actions considering its perception

of its environment and the given plans by the supervisor. The supervisor

can step in and specify an action or modify plans for a robot. Here the

human-robot interaction focuses very much on the perception element.

The supervisor can interact with a single robot, multi-robot systems or

even human-robot teams. He/she is responsible for the long-term planning

and the final fulfillment of the mission goal. The supervisor has to be well

aware about the robots’ capabilities, problems, and current state. Typically

an external coordinator of a robot team has the supervisor role in a search

and rescue scenario.

• Operator Interaction

As operator the human will mainly act on the action level of the robot.

The human will take over the operator role, when the behavior, control

parameters, software, or internal models of the robot needs to be changed.

According to the model longer term plans are not changed by the opera-

tor, but only by the supervisor. During direct teleoperation of a robot the

human i.e. takes over the operator role.

• Mechanic Interaction

The mechanic role deals with changes and adaptation of the robots’ hard-

ware. A human in mechanic role has also to take care that the applied

changes to the robots have the desired effect on the behavior of the robot.

• Peer Interaction

In general in the peer or teammate role the human has direct interaction

with the robot. The interaction is mostly on a higher level compared to the

operator role. For instance a command like "Follow me, please!" would be

on this higher level. In most cases a spoken dialogue or gestures compara-

ble to that of humans working together, would be the most natural way of

interaction between human and robot for this role. The peer or teammate

role most often occurs when humans and robots work together co-located

as a team in order to fulfill a joint task. A typical example is again in

search and rescue where humans and robots enter a incident area together

as team and use the complementary abilities to reach a common goal. In
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case a human e.g. wants to change the long term plans and goals of a robot

he/she would switch to the supervisor role.

• Bystander Interaction

In the bystander role the human has only limited or even no knowledge

about the robot and the possibilities for interaction are very restricted. A

bystander is in general not familiar with robots and though it is very dif-

ficult to design [42], predict and evaluate [43] interaction concepts for

this role. However, for real-world scenarios it is very important to design

the robot for a certain level of bystander interaction - at least to guarantee

safety for people acting as bystander. A typical bystander role has a victim

in a search and rescue scenario.

From the explanations above it is obvious that the boundaries between the dif-

ferent interaction roles are very fuzzy. It is even possible that one person takes

over multiple roles, switches between the roles, or that different people take over

the same role. For real-world scenarios a robot has to provide the support for

the interfaces and behaviors to cope with all the five types of interaction. Nev-

ertheless, it is very important to optimize the user interfaces especially foreach

interaction role in order to maximize the performance of interaction on all levels.

In this work the main focus lies on the supervisor, the operator interaction role

and to some extend the peer or teammate role. The human in this work most of-

ten acts as operator and supervisor at the same time. Nevertheless, many of the

results can be transfered to the other interaction roles. One example is the mixed

reality approach to visualize system information. This provides inherently away

to intuitively present information to bystanders or mechanics.

2.2 Teleoperation

Teleoperation can be defined as "operating a machine at a distance" [44]. In tele-

operation all decision of the operator are based on what he/she can perceive and

understand from the information presented to him/her through the user interface.

This is limited by the perception of the robots sensors, limitations and distur-

bances of the communication channel and how the information is pre-processed

and presented to him/her. In addition, especially for the teleoperation of mobile

robots it is necessary that all information is presented in a correct spatial relation-
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ship to each other and all offered autonomy and assistance functions are trans-

parent in behavior to the human operator. Here, key issues are localization and

navigation. These characteristics and demands are especially challenging as tele-

operation is in most cases applied in scenarios with unknown and unstructured

areas. In these application areas full autonomy is not feasible or desired. Human

operator(s) are incorporated for many tasks, including perception, cognition, de-

cision making, or navigation support. Teleoperated robots are often used in areas

where it is impossible or dangerous for human to access - such as in search and

rescue [28] or planetary exploration [45]. Moreover, there are other applications

for the remote scenario, such as e.g. remote learning units with real hardware

[23].

In order to operate the robot at remote efficiently it is necessary that theop-

erator understands the remote environment around the robot. This awareness of

the remote environment and the robots surrounding is typically named as sit-

uation awareness [46], [47]. Sometimes also the term telepresence [48] is used

with this respect. In contrast to the perception and understanding goal ofsituation

awareness, telepresence aims for the feeling of being really present inthe remote

environment. This topic is mainly covered in the area of bilateral teleoperation

[49] where a closely coupled master slave systems is designed for telepresence

and stability.

Sheridan’s [33] supervisory control offers a way to model the entireteleop-

eration system including the human, the remote environment the remote robot,

different autonomy functionality, and the technical components involved. It also

considers the nested control loops involved on the different levels of thetele-

operation system. It is also possible to introduce the autonomous functionali-

ties/behaviors of the system on both core design elements of the system: theuser

interface and the remote machine.

Often the supervisory control concept is only referred to systems where the

operator really takes over a role comparable to the supervisor role like defined

before (cf. Section 2.1.2). But the introduced supervisory controlmodel allows

for more. Adding the extension to scale the autonomy on both sides of the intro-

duced supervisory control model enable to model different levels ofautonomy

ranging from full direct teleoperation to supervising an autonomous robot.

The autonomy design is also a core component and issue when designinga

teleoperation system. Although full autonomy might not be reachable of feasible
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in many scenarios and tasks, autonomous functions included into teleoperation

systems can increase the performance of the teleoperation system. There are lot of

experimental results which support this e.g. [50], [33], [51], [52]. Different levels

of teleoperation and autonomy are thinkable. All this levels lie somewhere be-

tween the extreme cases direct teleoperation and full autonomy. In addition there

are also many ways to switch between this levels and to decide who switches

between these levels e.g. [53], [54].

Another important issue is the communication link. Especially in bilateral tele-

operation [49],[55], where a closely coupled master-slave system is realized over

a communication link, parameters like for instance delay, jitter, and packetloss

have a strong influence on the systems performance and behavior. Inother tele-

operation concepts where the abstraction between the user interface andthe op-

erated system is higher (e.g. mixes reality approaches [21], [19], [15]), the limi-

tations are less but still significant. A consideration of the network properties can

significantly improve the user interface quality [11], [10].

Concluding - in order to establish high performance teleoperation systemsa lot

of aspects need to be considered. The three major areas are the remotemachine

with its perception, control/autonomy systems and actuation, and the communi-

cation channels inbetween and the user interface system on the operator side.

2.2.1 Interaction between Humans and Autonomy

Schilling et al. [56] define autonomy as the capability for a spacecraft "tomeet

mission performance requirements for a specified period of time withoutexter-

nal support," and "to optimize the mission product, e.g. the scientific measure-

ments, within the given constraints". For the robot scenarios this can be adapted

to: Autonomy is the capability of a system to fulfill specified tasks within given

performance requirements and constraints for specified periods of time without

human guidance. Autonomy of robots on any level can be achieved by combin-

ing technologies from signal processing, control theory and artificial intelligence.

Nevertheless even robots which are declared to be highly autonomous require

interaction with humans. Various studies have been taken out, that analyzehow

humans can interact with autonomy, e.g. [57]. [58] gives a theoretical model for

human interaction with automation. Supervisory control [33] allows the user to

enter high-level commands for monitoring and diagnosis of the robot. Providing

this type of control includes a certain level of autonomy of the different robots
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and makes the system capable to work even under low-bandwidth conditions or

time delay in the communication link. Mixed initiative [53], adjustable autonomy

[54] or collaborative control [59] [60] describe concepts of interaction between

humans and autonomous behaviors of a robot. Collaborative control isbased on

event-driven human-robot dialogue. The robot asks questions to thehuman when

it needs assistance for e.g. cognition or perception, i.e. the human actsas a re-

source for the robot. Since the robot does not need continuous attentionfrom

the operator, collaborative control is also useful for supervision of human-robot

teams. Dias et al. [61] present challenges and a study for sliding autonomy in

peer-to-peer human robot teams. [62] give suggestions for mode selection in HRI

and summarizes observations from user studies. In particular it is mentioned,

that users have problems to understand if the robot is in an autonomous mode.

Goodrich et al. show in [63] observations from four experiments regarding au-

tonomy in robot teams. They support the hypothesis that adaptive autonomy can

increase the team performance. Stubbs et al. [64] provide results from a two year

observational study with a science team applying a highly autonomous robot.

They showed how common ground is disrupted on different levels of autonomy

and the necessity of adapting the information and HRI communication dependent

on the level of autonomy.

2.2.2 User Interfaces

There are different ways to realize the information exchange between the robotic

systems and the human. All human senses can be considered for the user inter-

face. Classically, the three human senses sight, hearing, and touch areaddressed

by HRI systems in order to realize information exchange between human and

robot. Thus, communication is achieved with visual, haptic or audio elementsin

both directions from human to robot and vice versa.

Visual elements of the user interface can be implemented in various ways.

While for remote operation this class of user interface elements is mainly repre-

sented by graphical user interfaces, for teammate or real peer to peer interaction

gesture recognition and gestural cues of the robotic system provide a very natural

visual interaction component. Hoffmann et al. [65] extensively use ofgestural

cues and gaze control in order to allow a human to naturally and collaboratively

fulfill a task with a humanoid robot and the robot in a real teammate interaction

role. It was possible to use this gestural cues to maintain common ground and
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have a collaborative task fluently solved.Haptic or tactileelements of the user

interface can be used for instance in order to give the operator feedback of forces,

surfaces or distances in the remote environment. They can also be usedas input

control. An operator can e.g. apply a certain force to a input device, which should

be applied to an object by the robot.Audioelements can be used to allow a natural

conversation with speech between human and HRI system. The HRI system can

give feedback through spoken language or simple tones and might understand the

human through speech recognition.

Dependent on the design goals and tasks assigned to a HRI system, any of

these ways of communication can be combined to multimodal interfaces between

human and robot like it is in human-human communication. Halme [66] shows

such a concept where a human is enabled to work with a service robot in an out-

door environment on a collaborative task with various types of communication.

In this work the focus is on remote operation of robots. Thus, in the follow-

ing and in more detail in Chapter 5 relevant, exemplary user interfaces for the

task of remote operation and coordination of robots and human-robot teams are

presented.

A wide range of user interfaces for the operation of mobile robots have been

developed. For instance, [44] summarizes this in a review on several vehicle

teleoperation interfaces. Conventional graphical two-dimensional user interfaces

(e.g. [67], [68]) present the information as different interface components side

by side without correlating them spatially. From the cognitive point of view this

leads to the effect that the operator has to switch frequently between the dif-

ferent elements and has to correlate all the presented information in his mental

model. These mental transformations may lead to significantly increased work-

load, hereby a decreased performance, most probably a decreased situational

awareness and problems to maintain common ground between robot andhumans.

More advanced graphical user interfaces try to present the information in an

integrated fashion. Kadous et al. [69] describe one of the recently successful in-

terfaces used in the Robocup USAR competition. [21] shows an approach, how

to use mixed reality for teleoperation of mobile robots in the search and rescue

scenario. Nielsen et al. [70] compares a three-dimensional world representation,

integrating the video as projection in front of the mobile robot, against side-by-

side presentation of map and video as well as two-dimensional maps together

with video. An ecological interface paradigm is introduced in [52], that combines
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video, map and robot pose into three dimensional mixed reality display.

The existing user interfaces and its evaluations offer a good insight in the in-

teraction process and allow to derive a certain set of basic guidelines forthis

thesis.

2.2.3 Studies and User Interface Guidelines

In the area of HCI a lot of studies have been performed and guidelines have

been derived. Shneiderman [71] gives a summary on design guidelines for HCI.

Raskin [38] points out the importance of a "humane interface", which is also

very important for HRI [37]. The Apple Human Interface Guidelines1 give an

idea of the design process of the recently commercially very successful Apple

user interfaces.

Experience has shown that the challenging application search and rescue is a

good domain for the investigation of human-robot interaction. In this application

area many studies were accomplished to determine requirements and guidelines

for an efficient work between humans and robots. Navigation and solving tasks

simultaneously or in joint human-robot teams assigns special requirements to the

user interface.

Goodrich and Olsen [72] developed a basic list of seven principles in order to

implement efficient human-robot interaction based on own experiments, experi-

ence and relevant factors from cognitive information processing:

• Implicitly switch interfaces and autonomy modes.Switching between dif-

ferent user interfaces and autonomy modes is often required in remote

operation of mobile robots. This switching should happen implicitly with-

out requiring any cognitive effort or attention by the operator. Still, it is

important to give enough feedback to the operator to enable him to keep

track of changes.

• Use natural cues.Humans have well well-calibrated and well-practiced

mental models of interaction. The use of natural cues (e.g. icons, gestures,

...) allow for effective interaction as well-practiced response generation is

possible.

1http://developer.apple.com/mac/library/documentation/UserExperience/

Conceptual/AppleHIGuidelines/OSXHIGuidelines.pdf (17.09.2009)
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• Directly manipulate the world instead of the robot.The teleoperation sys-

tem should be designed with respect to the task and not with respect to the

robot and interface per se. An example would be to enable the operator to

point to a location in the world and the robot will do the rest autonomously.

• Manipulate the robot-world relationship.If directly manipulating the

world is not possible, keep the focus on the information regarding the

relation between robot, task and world.

• Information is meant to be manipulated.The operator should be enabled to

directly manipulate information presented to him/her in order to perform

a task.

• Externalize memory.The short-term memory of the operator is heavily

used for remote operation of robots in order to fuse and maintain relevant

information from the robot. Thus, information should be presented in an

integrated fashion and important information should be made available as

history in the interface.

• Support attention management.At lot of information is presented to the

operator. If the interface has no good attention management the operator

will most probably miss relevant, critical information.

Yanco et. al [73] performed a case study for the mobile robots designed for

a rescue robot competition 2002. Based on their observations they derived the

following guidelines for the interface:

• There should be a map allowing the operator to keep track of where the

robot has been.

• Sensor information should be fused in order to lower the cognitive load of

the operator.

• For multi-robot operation a single display should be used.

• Minimize the use of multiple windows.

• Provide spatial information about the robot in the environment and espe-

cially the robot’s immediate surrounding.
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• Provide help on deciding which level of autonomy is most suitable.

Scholtz et al. [74] also derived guidelines for teleoperation interfaces inthe

field of urban search and rescue (USAR) from an analysis of the observations

of the RoboCup USAR competition. User interfaces for the remote controlof a

mobile-robot in USAR scenarios require:

• A frame of reference to determine the position of the robot relative to the

environment.

• Indicators for the health and status of the robot.

• Information from multiple sensors presented in an integrated fashion.

• Automatic presentation of contextually-appropriate information.

• As the main feedback of the robot, the camera image, might suffer from

disturbances (e.g. communication problems or brightness), it is recom-

mend to supplement the video by other sensors.

• The ability to self inspect the robot body for damage or entangled obsta-

cles.

Burke et al. [27] participated with robots in training of urban search and res-

cue personal. They point out the large amount of effort required bythe humans

to percept and comprehend the information (>50% of the time) deliveredby the

robot in this exerices. Most of the studies and guidelines are based on designed

experiments/tests and competitions. By contrast Murphy and Burke [29]com-

piled a list of four lessons learnt from the experience of applying mobile robots

in urban search and rescue operations during real disasters (World Trade Center,

2001; Hurricane Charley, 2004; and the La Conchita mudslide, 2005) and nine

high-fidelity field exercises:

• Building and maintaining situation awareness, not autonomous functions

(e.g. autonomous navigation) is the shortage in robot operation.

• The robot should be considered as a source for information, not as some-

thing that needs to be controlled. The team members should be able to

exploit it as an active information source through the provide HRI system.
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• Team members use shared visual information for building shared mental

models and facilitating team coordination.

• Both victims and human rescuers interact with the robot socially.

Steinfeld [75] provides a set of more technical hints based on interviewsand

hereby experience of six experts in robotics. Many concepts presented in this

work are also based on a user requirement analyses [31] performed for imple-

mentation of rescue missions [32]. The results provided additional important

guidelines for the design of robot capabilities and human interfaces. Many of

the functionalities provided by the presented interfaces in this work are based on

ideas and suggestions of potential end-users, which were mainly from the area of

fire-fighting.

2.3 Human Factors

The overall teleoperation system performance is always limited by the human

and the information which can be delivered to the human from the limited remote

sensing of the robot. To optimize the presentation of the limited information from

the remote environment and the robot, the user interface needs a careful consid-

eration. It is the basis to understand the current situation and to make decision no

matter what level of teleoperation is used - direct teleoperation or supervision of

a robotic system with high-level commands only. In order to design an effective,

efficient and usable human-robot interface it is necessary to include the user’s

perspective in the entire design and development process [37]. This istypically

termed as user centered design. It demands to understand and incorporate the re-

sults and theories from technologies like telepresence and from human factors

research, like situation awareness, common ground, operator workload, and spa-

tial cognition in the design process of novel human-machine interfaces inorder

to reach maximum performance.

2.3.1 Telepresence

Steuer [48] defines telepresence "as the experience of presence in an environment

by means of a communication medium". This means that the human operator re-

ceives enough information from the remote environment and the remotemachine

to feel physically present in the remote scenario.
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A lot of work with respect to telepresence is performed in telerobotics [33].

Typically this type of telepresence in HRI is investigated with haptic systems

(e.g. [76]). The challenges to keep these systems passive, robust,and transpar-

ent are especially high. The operator directly commands a master system, the

generated inputs are transmitted over a communication network, rendered to a

slave system, and the resulting displacements are send back to the operator. This

closely coupled master-slave systems are covered by the research area of bilateral

teleoperation [49].

In this work telepresence only plays a minor role as telepresence not necessar-

ily leads to the maximum achievable task performance. In many applicationsthe

feeling of "being there" is not essential compared to situation awarenessand com-

mon ground. Here, often systems which do not one-to-one render thegathered

information from the remote environment achieve better results. Nevertheless, a

lot of technologies and findings can be adapted to the demands of a task-oriented

user interface.

2.3.2 Situation Awareness

A very precise definition from Endsley is cited in [46] - Situation awareness(SA)

can be defined as "the perception of the elements in the environment within a

volume of time and space the comprehension of their meaning and the projection

of their status in the near future". This already indicates the three levels of the

situation awareness model. The first fundamental level is theperceptionwhere

most of the SA errors occur. The second level is thecomprehension. This level

deals with how people combine, interpret, store, retain and integrate information.

The third level isprojection. This level of SA is reached by operators which have

the highest understanding of the situation and are able to project the situationin

the future.

In the field of operating mobile robots, Murphy et al. [29] showed that thissitu-

ation awareness is even more important than any autonomy or assistancefunction

implemented in the robot. Especially for the application in the challenging search

and rescue scenario, it emerged that situation awareness is the major bottleneck.

Due to the importance, a lot of studies are performed in the area of HRI withre-

spect to situation awareness, e.g. [30], [77], [78], [79], [80]. Adams [81] presents

a concept to adapt the human situation awareness to unmanned vehicle awareness

including automation aspects.
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Todays systems in HRI generate a large amount of data and information.In

order to generate and maintain situation awareness it is very important to filter

out the information which is really needed, when it is needed and how it should

be presented in an optimal way. It is generally accepted, that more data isnot

necessarily more information. Data overload is one aspect which can have neg-

ative effects on SA. It is very important in the user interface design process to

avoid typical traps which have a negative effect on the situation awareness. Bol-

stad et al. [47] identify eight "SA-demons" which might have negative effects

on SA: attentional tunneling; requisite memory trap; workload, anxiety, fatigue,

and other stressors; data overload; misplaced salience; complexity creep; errant

mental models; and out-of-the-loop syndrome.

Common Situation Awareness

Common situation awareness or also called common presence [82],[83],[84] is a

technical concept to transfer task related knowledge between humans and robots.

It is based on a virtual model of the environment to which all entities (humans

and robots) involved in a cooperative task contribute information. This model

provides the interfaces such that both robots and humans can understand the in-

formation in the same way through their specific cognition system. The concept

strongly relies on localization and up-to-date map information. Thus, both hu-

mans and robots require localization systems and optionally mapping abilities.

For humans this can be achieved by a personal navigation system like introduced

in [84], [85]. Driewer [86] presents a related extension to the situation awareness

model for human-robot team setups.

2.3.3 Common Ground

The common ground framework [87] was actually developed to understand com-

munication and collaboration between humans. Nevertheless, it is also a key issue

for HRI, as the involved human also needs to have some common groundwith

the robot in order to come to decisions. Common ground is needed for any coor-

dination of a process between independent entities, what means that between the

coordinating entities is mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs, and mutual assump-

tions. It is also necessary to continuously update the common ground. Inorder

to properly update common ground a so called grounding process is needed in
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which the entities try to reach the mutual belief. Grounding in HRI is especially

needed when (as in most scenarios) autonomy comes into play. The interaction

system needs to support grounding processes such that the human is able to form

mental models of robots how the robots collaborate. In most interaction systems

there is no way of reasoning why a machine is doing what, although it is a very

important issue to enable a human to collaborate with a robot comparable to hu-

man human collaboration.

Jones and Hinds [26] made a study on SWAT (special weapons and tactics)

teams and how they coordinated and maintain common ground inside the team

during their extreme missions. They use these results to adapt their user interfaces

and show how important common ground is when the entities are not locatednext

to each other. Stubbs et al. [88] give some examples of information which should

be fed back to a human operator or supervisor, e.g. technical information about

system status, status of activities requested by the human, exact information about

failures and its reasons, and information about constraints under whichthe robot

operates.

Stubbs et al. [64] present a study on teamwork with a science team, an engi-

neering team, and a mobile robot. Their results also show that grounding isa key

issue in HRI. They state different autonomy levels of the robots require different

information to be exchanged in the team in order to enable the grounding process

inside a human-robot team. Also the way of information exchange very much

depends on this autonomy.

There is a clear overlap between situational awareness and common ground. In

HRI the common ground focus on whole information exchange and collaboration

process of human and robot, while situation awareness focus more on the user’s

information needs.

The robot’s abilities for grounding are especially desirable in interactive social

robots [89] in order to make the robot more natural and efficient. As it very much

supports the situation awareness, the common ground and grounding framework

is also very important when designing teleoperation systems. It allows formore

efficient user interfaces with better performance results. In teleoperation system

which support grounding in a very good way, a much better acceptanceof auton-

omy and assistance functions of the robots can be expected.
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2.3.4 Workload

Workload covers mental and cognitive workload as well as physical and tempo-

ral workload [37]. A high workload can e.g. lead to reductions in vigilance and

problems to maintain accuracy. The same can be the case for very low workload

because the operator is under stimulated, what might lead also to reducedvigi-

lance, boredom, etc.. The mental processing capacity varies from human to hu-

man. This mental capacity can be influenced by many circumstances, e.g. stress,

lack of sleep, environmental conditions, .... If the mental workload is too high, the

operator may take wrong decisions. If the mental work load is too low, the opera-

tor may not properly monitor the robot and loose track of what is currently ongo-

ing, such that he/she get problems to maintain situation awareness and common

ground. Mental workload can be optimized by a good task distribution between

operator and robot. It is essential in HRI design and development to address this

topic, such that the operator is not continuously under or over loaded. In some

cases additional mechanisms might be needed to adapt the task allocation accord-

ing to the current operator’s workload.

2.3.5 Spatial Cognition

Spatial relations and spatial cognition play a key role in teleoperation and nav-

igation tasks for robots. Related to this there are various aspects which require

consideration when designing a user interface:

• perspective taking of the human operator.The operator needs to be able to

take over different frames of reference in HRI systems. This needsto be

supported by the HRI system.

• mental transformations between user interface elements.The user inter-

face itself has in general different frames of reference. Thus, a lot of men-

tal transformations are required by the operator in order to fuse the differ-

ent information in his/her mental model

When people communicate about physical spaces and tasks, perspective tak-

ing plays a substantial role. People switch perspective around 45% of thetime

when they talk without being interuptted [90]. For HRI systems a comparable

importance can be identified. HRI system need to be able to meet perspective

taking demands, in order to optimize the information exchange between human
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and robot. Trafton et al. [90] analyze perspective taking in HRI for a collabora-

tive tasks between human and robot for a space scenario. HRI systemshould be

able to solve ambiguity if it occours. Fong et al. [91] show an system architecture

for solving collaborativly tasks in human-robot teams also for the spacescenario,

which has a dedicated component ("Spatial Reasoning Agent") responsible to

cover the demands of perspective taking in the setup human-robot team. Five

perspective taking frame of references can be identified when communicating in

HRI systems:

• exocentric (e.g. "move in northern direction")

• egocentric (e.g. "move to my left side")

• addressee-centered (e.g. "move to your left")

• object-centered (e.g. "move to the table")

• deictic (e.g. "move over there")

Perspective taking is a major issue for real peer-to-peer human-robot interac-

tion and in human-robot teams. For remote operation at first the different frames

of reference which can occur in an user interface need to be considered. A lot

of mental workload of the operator is caused by effort required for mental trans-

formations. Mental transformations are needed to fuse the delivered information

by the user interface in one mental model of the operator. This may significantly

reduce the overall system performance.

Wickens et al. [92] analyses the implications for the user interface designwith

respect to human performance limitations related to mental transformations in or-

der to support the operators understanding of three dimensional spatial informa-

tion and motion. Six basic frames of reference for the operator can be identified

in a teleoperation system:

• World frame.This is global frame of reference in which operation occurs.

• Ego frame.Typically the location of the observer/operator.

• Head frame.The orientation and location of the operator’s head with re-

spect to the trunk.

• Vehicle frame.The frame associated with the operated vehicle.
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• Display frame.The frame of reference of information on a display.

• Control frame.The frame of reference of control input devices.

Different user interface components might even introduce more frame of ref-

erences in the system. Assuming at maximum six degrees of freedom (three for

position and three for orientations) per frame of reference already shows the com-

plexity for the human to match them. It even gets worse if one considers that

frames of reference can also have motions in all degrees what leads toanother

six degrees of freedom. Thus, a key design criteria is to setup a user interface

with the demanded information while minimizing the needs for mental transfor-

mations which corresponds to the task. It might not be possible or undesired to

avoid all mental transformations. Thus, it is important to look at the different

costs for mental rotations. Hereby the task is very important. Wickens et al. [92]

provide an analysis on these costs. A key finding is that mental rotations have

higher cognitive demands than translations. The costs for mental rotations are

not linear. For example if an operator has two maps which have a rotational mis-

alignment, the cognitive demands increase with a higher misalignment. Over45

degree of misalignment these demands are significantly higher. A major design

implication from the findings is that for travel or navigation tasks, the heading

of the vehicle should always correspond with the upward direction of the map in

contrast to fixed north-up maps. Interestingly, a three dimensional scenario and

a two dimensional map where the forward direction (3D) and upward direction

(2D) correspond can easily be matched by the operator. If two or moreuser in-

terface elements show the same scene in different frames of reference, the frame

matching of the operator is supported by applying the concept of "visualmomen-

tum". Common elements need to be visualized similar and highlighted in both

representations.

The results of the different studies in the area of perspective taking andspatial

reasoning/thinking clearly point out the importance to minimize the amount of

different frames of reference to those absolutely necessary. The needed mental

transformations by the operator need to be optimized for the task when designing

user interfaces for HRI.
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2.4 Evaluation of Human-Robot Interaction

In order to evaluate the performance of human-robot interaction systems both the

performance parameters of the technical components as well as the performance

parameters of the involved humans need to be considered. The evaluation of the

human robot system from a holistic point of view is difficult and complex. It often

requires a limitation to specific task-related parameters.

A lot of evaluation methods already exist in HCI. One example is the "Goals,

Operators, Methods and Selection rules" (GOMS) method [93][38]. Itprovides

an analytical way to quantitatively evaluate user interfaces without users and

to hereby predict the performance of a system. Another analytical approach is

the measurement of interface efficiency [38] based on information-theoretic con-

cepts. Drury et al. [94] provide a case study on how to apply GOMS for HRI.

Clarkson and Arkin [95] provide hints how heuristic evaluation from HCI can be

adapted to HRI.

HRI research showed the importance of human factors for HRI [37] like for

HCI. Thus, the user should be involved in the whole design process. Especially

the final evaluation has to be performed with users. Due to the complexity, HRI

systems are very difficult to quantitatively evaluate and compare. Thus,it would

be even more important to have standards to evaluate HRI systems in order to

identify interdependencies and key influencing factors. Human factorsresearch

provide a good background and models to explain different effects ofsystems,

their elements and functionalities on human robot interaction. But often these

human factors are difficult to measure directly. The NASA TLX (Task Load In-

dex) [96] is a widely used [97] method to subjectively assess the workload of an

operator through a rating of the demands on different sub-scales. The SAGAT

[98] test for instance is designed to measure situation awareness directlyon all

three levels of situation awareness. The tested system is frozen at selected ran-

dom times and the user is asked a set of questions. The answers can be compared

to the real situation and provide an immediate objective feedback on situation

awareness. Drury et al. [80] propose the LASSO technique to evaluatesituation

awareness along five awareness categories: location awareness, activity aware-

ness, surroundings awareness, status awareness, and overall mission awareness.

The major data source for the evaluation here is the comparison of utterances

during the test runs (think aloud approach) with the situation at that time.
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Many approaches exist to find metrics to evaluate human-robot interaction e.g.

[36], [72], [73], [74]. Steinfeld et al. [99] suggests a summarizedset of common

metrics for HRI. Due to the incredibly large range of robot applications thefo-

cus of these metrics is on task-oriented mobile robots. These metrics are applied

as experimental design background for this work. Thus, in the followingthese

metrics are shortly introduced. Five task categories are selected. Thenavigation

task covers all related to global, local navigation including obstacle encounter.

Theperceptiontask relates to task like search, surveillance, target identification

but not to perception required by other tasks. Themanagementtask covers the

coordination and management single entities or groups of a human-robot team.

For themanipulationtask there is a direct physical interaction between robot and

environment.Social tasks are all tasks related to social interaction between hu-

mans and robots e.g. in health care. Task metrics for these five task categories can

include:

• Navigation.Effectiveness measures: percentage of navigation task com-

pletion, covered area, deviation from planned route, number of success-

fully avoided obstacles or overcome obstacles; Efficiency measures:time

for task completion, time operator needs for the task and average time

for obstacle extraction; Workload measures: operator interventions, aver-

age time for an intervention, effectiveness of intervention and the ratio of

operator time to robot time.

• Perception.Passive perception (interpretation of received sensor data) -

Identification measures like percentage detected, recognition accuracy;

Judgment of extent measures like absolute and relative judgment of dis-

tances, sizes; Judgment of motion like absolute or relative velocity to other

objects.

Active perception: (actively obtaining sensor readings in order to e.g.solve

a problem or reach confidence about a situation) - Active identification in

addition includes e.g. the time or effort to confirm identification and im-

provements and the overall effort; Stationary search measures like e.g.

accuracy of detection; Active search measures like e.g. time and effort,

number of identification errors.

• Management.Fan out [72], Intervention response time, level of autonomy

discrepancy.
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• Manipulation. Degree of mental computation, contact errors (uninten-

tional collisions).

• Social.Metrics for social robots, differ from the more performance ori-

ented metrics for the other categories. Metrics are interaction characteris-

tics, persuasiveness, trust, engagement, and compliance.

For this work the task specific metrics for navigation, perception and manage-

ment are most relevant. The task specific metrics are complemented in [99] by

the following common metrics:

• System performance.Quantitative performance measures effectiveness

and efficiency, subjective ratings, appropriate utilization of mixed initia-

tive.

• Operator performance.Situation awareness, workload, accuracy of men-

tal models of device operation.

• Robot performance.Self-awareness of the robot, awareness of human, au-

tonomy.

Task-oriented performance measurements allow for an evaluation andcan be

explained with the help of models from human factors in many cases. Still qual-

itative results from the user tests provide important aspects for the systemeval-

uation. This can be gained through questionnaires and observations during the

experiments. Thus, in this work a combination of quantitative performance mea-

surements, subjective ratings of the test participants and qualitative observations

are used to evaluate the presented concepts.

2.5 Designing the Teleoperation System

2.5.1 Model of the Teleoperation System

The supervisory control model is often used for teleoperation systems. Sheridan

[33] defines that supervisory control in the strict sense means that one or more

human operators intermittently programs and continuously receives information

from an system which itself closes an autonomous control loop between sensors

and actuators of the machine. In the less strict sense according to Sheridan the
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autonomous control loop is not necessarily needed. Sheridan developed the man-

machine system diagram for the supervisory control model which provided the

basis for the diagram in Figure 2.1. Although a great development of technologies

and concept has taken place in the last years, the basic underlying conceptional

model can still be applied to most teleoperation systems. While earlier manual

control and direct teleoperation were really direct by means of directly inter-

connected inputs, which are provided to the human operator, with actuators of

the operated machine, nowadays almost all systems include autonomouscontrol

loops to a certain extent.

Figure 2.1 shows the adapted model which served as basis for this work. On

the one end the human interacts with input devices with the human interactive

system and receives information rendered on any kind of rendering device. On

the other end the task interactive system interacts with the remote environment

through its actuators and gathers information about the environment andsituation

through its sensors. Both systems exchange information through communication.

It provides also the different components, parameters and technologies which

influence the elements and its nested control loops and information channels of

the model. The ten basic closed control loops of such systems are shown. The

level of autonomy which can be modeled with this approach can be somewhere

on the continuum between direct operation and full autonomy. Current research

shows that autonomy has often reached a level where the one way relationship

of a human only commanding and receiving information is broken up. Concepts

are available where a more bilateral relationship is reached between humans and

robotic systems. Initiative can also be taken by the robotic systems [51]. Hereby,

a human can also be used by the robot as information source and ask for help to

solve a task. In order to use the heterogeneous capabilities in human-robot team

in an optimal way and to achieve optimal team performance, this new relationship

is needed.

The design constraints and limitations for a teleoperation system can be found

at the top and the bottom of the list provided in Figure 2.1 - the human factors

and the task related factors. These factors and constraints for a specific task or

application can only be changed marginally. They determine the optimum which

can be reached at maximum. Everything in-between is a matter of research and

development to reach the optimal system. Each of the components has a more or

less task depending influence on the system performance, which raisesthe need
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Figure 2.1: Control loops based on the supervisory control model (adopted from

[33]) and related system elements/parameters for a teleoperation sys-

tem for a mobile robot.

to look at and design such systems from the overall system perspective.

Figure 2.1 provides a teleoperation task related interaction relationship be-

tween humans and an robotic system inside a human-robot team. The extension

of the supervisory control concept for entire human-robot teams which also very

much influenced the work presented here can be found in [86].

Breaking it down to a technical data flow model for a specific teleoperation

system inside a human-robot team, the model in Figure 2.2 can be derived. It

shows where which data is generated, where information is processed and where

potential disturbances can occur. Information processing and autonomous func-

tionalities can be realized on both sides of a teleoperation system. This very much

depends on the task and the corresponding constraints.
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Figure 2.2: Technical data flow model for the proposed teleoperation system for

a mobile robot.

Concluding, when designing a human-robot interaction system, it needsto be

considered that the human always is included in the control loops of the overall

system. The system are designed to support humans, hence the humanis always

needed in the design process and the operation. As robots are getting closer to

the human, HRI is a quickly growing field in recent years. The complexity of pa-

rameters influencing HRI systems and teleoperation system in particular, which

can be seen in Figure 2.1 and 2.2 reveal the need for a system perspective of the

system design and to put "the human in the loop".

2.5.2 Design Goals and Demands

In this thesis new concepts and components for advanced teleoperation systems

are developed and evaluated. As reference task navigation of mobile robots and

exploration with mobile robots is considered. In the following a brief outline of

design goals and demands is given which has been elaborated based onliterature

and own tests and experience. It serves as guideline for a task orientedteleoper-

ation system performance optimization in this thesis.

Design Goals for the User Interfaces

The most significant influence on the overall teleoperation performance has the

interface between the human operator and the system. On the one hand theuser

interface provides feedback from the operated robot in the remote environment.

On the other hand it enables the user to give commands and thereby control the
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robot through specific input devices. The feedback component canbe realized by

any combination of elements addressing the different senses of the human (e.g.

visual, audio, haptic,...). As input devices also very different devices and their

combinations are possible. The spectrum ranges from simple keyboard/joystick

inputs to speech recognition, user tracking and gesture recognition systems.

The different design goals for the user interface and the most important chal-

lenges can be summarized as follows:

• Design an integrated display.An integrated display for the user interface

should be used in order to display gathered information and sensor data

which has a spatial relationship to the environment or robot, at the cor-

rect spatial location. Appropriate representations of the environment as

platform for the integration of the information is needed. It should be pos-

sible that the human can reference information to certain locations through

landmarks and spatial cues. The selection of viewpoints should be enabled

in the integrated display. It is important to provide the operator enough in-

formation to reference the viewpoint change spatially.

• Minimize mental transformations.The need for mental transformations

should be minimized as far as possible without disturbing natural relation-

ships. This includes all interface components provided to the operator, e.g.

graphical user interface and force feedback components and inputdevices.

If mental transformations are needed, avoid larger mental rotations.

• Use visualizations which are natural to the human and natural cues.It

is helpful to make use of the mental models of interactions and objects

each human already has. Humans and machines work with different men-

tal models. The user interface needs to be able to provide a seamless trans-

lation between these models.

• Reduce user interface elements.Minimize the different elements of the

user interface to the needs of the current task and situation. Information

which is not needed should be faded out. If information can be fused nat-

urally, it should be present in a combined user interface element. If it is

needed that different elements show the same information in different con-

text (e.g. viewpoint) it is important to provide the operator matching cues

between this elements.
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• Support attention management.The operator’s attention needs to be di-

rected to crucial information. This might for instance be information

which requests immediate action or information which is needed to main-

tain situation awareness or common ground.

• Externalize memory.Support the operator by enabling him/her to build

up a history of information insight the interface which might be needed

for situation awareness. This enables to relieves the operator’s short-term

memory from memorizing all necessary information in order to keep track

of what happens and to fuse it his mental model.

• Support gaining and maintaining situation awareness.Support for gaining

and maintaining situation awareness is needed in different categories. With

respect to the current situation knowledge about the surrounding localen-

vironment is needed and a basic knowledge in which global environment

the whole thing takes place is needed. With respect to the mission and

the task, awareness about the current goals, the current task allocation and

the progress of the different task is needed. If multiple entities cooperate

information of the work load, work progress and allocated task might be

necessary. With respect to the robots and other entities, information about

status, capabilities and behavior are needed.

• Support awareness of autonomous behaviors.Autonomous functions are

desirable with respect to task performance, i.e. robots can take over control

about themselves by certain autonomous behaviors (e.g. obstacle avoid-

ance). If the robots are not completely manual controlled, the human op-

erator have to be properly informed about the action of the robot. This is

needed to gain and maintain common ground between humans and robots.

Otherwise, a frustration and mistrust might result. In the worst case the

human operator will deactivate all support functions. At the best the user

interface supports an optimal combination the the skills and capabilities

of humans and robots.

In the context of this thesis also a preliminary study with respect to user in-

terface design for human-robot teams in general has been performed. Details on

this can be found in [18].
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Demands on the Robots and Communication System

In addition to the user interface as the interface for interaction between human

and the system itself in a teleoperation scenario, the other core challenge onin-

creasing overall teleoperation performance is to optimize all the other crucial

components of the teleoperation system from a system perspective and not from

a single component perspective.

• Implicit switching of autonomy modes.Navigation of the robots can vary

from direct teleoperation to fully autonomous movements. In many cases

different levels of autonomy are desirable in one mission according to cur-

rent situation. Thus, switching between these functionalities should hap-

pen with minimum cognitive effort for the human operator. Ideally the

levels of autonomy are not discrete but continuous.

• Carefully design autonomy and assistance functionalities.Driving assis-

tance system and autonomous functionalities should be designed and im-

plemented very robust. Stability problems and failures can significantly

disturb the teleoperation performance. Human operators will get confused

and i.e. switch of this functionalities because of mistrust or in worst case

even abort a mission.

• Human centered environment perception and representation.The human

mainly relies on visual impression in his daily life and lives in a three-

dimensional world. Thus, visual feedback from the environment and3D

representations are natural and can be very helpful. Some map represen-

tation correspond better to human cognition than others. For a human a

topological description of a path might be more natural than a metric one.

• Appropriate environment perception.Robots need sensors which are cor-

responding to their working environment, the application scenario and the

actual task of the robot in order to support the spatial understanding ofthe

environment. The environmental perception sensors have to provide the

needed accuracy and need to enable robustness of the implemented au-

tonomous and driving assistance functionalities according to the current

situation.
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• Optimize communication system.All available and needed information

and commands in a teleoperation system are transmitted over a commu-

nication link. Thus, significant disturbances can be induced by this com-

ponent. Thus, a careful selection of the communication technologies and

a careful design of protocols, communication architectures and topologies

are needed.
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In order to enable a successful and an efficient operation of mobile robots from re-

mote (no matter of the level of autonomy) a suitable communication network,and

environment perception are demanded. Only well designed communication se-

tups, a good environment perception, and its comprehension by the mobile robots

and humans enable the large application potential of mobile robots, rangingfrom

industrial transport robots [100], to robots applied in emergency operations, and

search and rescue [31], [32], and robots for space exploration [56],[101].

The application scenario and the type of interaction between humans and

robots influences the requirements on the different communication layers of the

ISO/OSI model [102]. For instance, if a robot replicates human movements in

a master-slave constellation over a communication network, there are highcon-

straints on this network (e.g. with respect to the tolerable delay). If the robot

is teleoperated with a certain level of autonomy included in the teleoperation

system, these requirements become already loose, or if robots cooperate au-

tonomously and actively with humans in order to fulfill a joint mission goal, the

communication network is only needed to send status updates, send findings and

receive new data asynchronously from mission coordination center.

In addition, for the successful application of mobile robots in dynamic real-

world environments, a three-dimensional perception of the robots’ surroundings

is a must - for both autonomous reactions as well as for assisted teleoperations.

Currently, mostly nodding 2D laser range finder or cameras are used toretrieve

3D data. In the last years the new technology of time-of-flight range cameras

offer here a small and light-weight camera generating 3D images, whichallows

for an even better environment perception with minimal required processing time.
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Nevertheless, for such innovative sensor principles, further research needs to be

invested to characterize performance details and to optimize parameter settings

for typical application scenarios in robotics.

This chapter summarizes the contributions of this work related to two major

components of teleoperation systems - communication and environment percep-

tion. The first part focuses on the implementation of teleoperation inside ad-hoc

communication network setups for joint human robot teams. The adaptation of

the usage of the application layer for mixed reality user interfaces dependent on

the underlying IP based communication on top of a specific physical communi-

cation technology is considered. Therefore, an approach to optimize video traffic

for teleoperation inside such a communication network for human-robotteams is

introduced and evaluated. In the second part the sensor characteristics and appli-

cation potential of a PMD camera for three-dimensional perception of theremote

environment for mobile robots are analyzed. Specific aspects related toparameter

optimization and limitations in measurements are discussed. In particular, range

images in unstructured and changing scenes are of interest. Specific properties of

mobile systems are taken into account to generate appropriate range images for

navigation and mapping tasks in robotic applications. This is also incorporated

into the considerations and developed concepts in Chapter 5. Compared toother

related work, here the focus is on the human point of view. Thus, basedon the ap-

plication example of local 3D panoramas a qualitative user study was performed

in order to get an idea how good humans can orient, navigate, and detectobjects

in this type of 3D environment representations.

3.1 Enabling Technologies

3.1.1 Communication Technologies

Nowadays, a lot of standard communication technologies are available in the

consumer market, which are affordable and also well tested. Some of them al-

ready offer the basic characteristics and designs in order to be applied insystems

where humans and robots work together. Setups of communication networks for

human-robot systems need to be able to support different classes ofcommunica-

tion traffic. Dependent e.g. on the tasks, the autonomy of the differentsystems,

the team configuration, and also the type of user interface, different demands on
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the communication network arise. For mixed reality user interfaces the position

in the virtual continuum (cf. Figure 5.1) has a significant influence on which re-

quirements can be met. For instance an augmented reality interface wherethe

camera image as real world component is in the focus, has high demands on the

bandwidth and the jitter of the communication link compared to a pure virtual

user interface which can work more or less asynchronously.

Most often, wireless communication is demanded and chosen to distribute and

share information between robots or between humans and robots forming a joint

team. This includes the transmissions of sensor data from the robots, observations

from the humans, commands, and plans to the different team entities fromthe hu-

man coordinators. Compared to very specialized missions like Mars exploration

with Rovers [101] or short range investigation of collapsed buildings [29], where

also tethered communication can be applied, for almost all applications of mobile

robots in changing environments, changing operation areas, and changing tasks

this wireless communication is a must. While in the past mainly proprietary com-

munication systems [68] and protocols were used for mobile robotics, nowadays

a clear trend towards IP1 based communication systems can be identified. The

main drivers for this trend are the availability of well-tested, high performance

communication hardware and the overall trend in the consumer and professional,

industrial market to use IP based networks. The selection of an IP based commu-

nication systems enables a seamless integration of robots into existing networks.

This is especially interesting in industrial scenarios, the area of service robotics

and home automation. Figure 3.1 shows how a future robotic team can be setup

for instance for the exemplary scenario in this work - a search and rescue mis-

sion. Future missions where humans and robotic systems work together toreach

a common goal require communication networks with interfaces for heteroge-

neous communication technologies, systems with world-wide access to informa-

tion and human expertise. Especially in the exemplary application search and res-

cue, where at least parts of the communication infrastructure might be destroyed

in the local mission workspace, the systems in the local mission workspaceneed

to be able to setup their own communication infrastructure on demand or bridge

communication gaps. Heterogeneous communication technologies can supple-

ment each other. In this work the two broadband communication technologies

IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN and the mobile phone network UMTS as outlook are

1IP - Internet Protocol
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considered as wireless interface technologies.

Figure 3.1: Future example scenario of a heterogeneous network of mobile robots

and humans working on a joint mission.

As part of this work on the demands of mixed reality teleoperation systems

also a simulation setup was proposed in order to test communication setups with

real communication devices and without the effort of setting up the whole human-

robot team in a real environment. The communication is realized with real com-

munication devices and the environment is simulated with a three-dimensional

simulation including a good physics engine - USARSim [103][104]. Further de-

tails on this and the test runs with a distributed collaborative collision avoidance

[105][106] algorithm can be found in [9].

Wireless Lan In many cases IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN (WLAN) is used as

underlying technology for the wireless network in-between mobile robots,hu-

mans and other systems. Nowadays, modern telecommunication equipment with

small power consumption and interfaces for easy integration are available for

these wireless LAN standards. Further advantages of WLAN are the availabil-
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ity of a relatively high bandwidth dependent on the standard (e.g. 802.11b max.

11 MBit/s, 802.11g max. 54 MBit/s) and the high flexibility in integrating new

protocols or extending features of available protocol implementations. WLAN

devices can work in infrastructure mode and in ad-hoc mode.

As currently the cooperation of several vehicles is very important, challeng-

ing problems like nodes acting autonomously as communication relay, a highly

dynamic and variable network topology (some network nodes may leave or join

the network at any time), routing problems, and several data streams and sources

with different bandwidth requirements have to be solved in order to successfully

setup an appropriate communication network. Often, ad-hoc capabilities have to

be present to meet this needs. The usage of IEEE 802.11 wireless LANenables

to realize an affordable wireless communication which satisfies these demands

for teams of mobile robots and humans.

Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks Human-robot team scenarios demand for de-

centralized communication networks which allow for any to any communica-

tion. During the last years, several teams achieved remarkable resultsin the

research area dynamic wireless communication network topologies. In 2007,

Rooker and Birk presented multi-robot exploration with robots using wireless

networks [107]. The University of Pennsylvania presented a mobile robot team

connected via wireless network which performed localization and controltasks

[108] in 2002. [109][110] placed relay nodes on demand to setup the required

telecommunication infrastructure and in [111][112] mobile robots are used as re-

lay nodes where each mobile node not only works as host but also as router for

data packets of other nodes. In [113] a live audio and video data transmission

via a multi-hop wireless network is demonstrated. In addition, several systems

of rovers with autonomous functionalities [114], groups of unmanned aerial ve-

hicles [115], as well as heterogeneous multi robot systems were proposed. For

ground based systems Chung [116] presented a testbed for a networkof mobile

robots. In the field of rescue robotics [117], or for integrating UAVs intoIP based

ground networks [118], the use of wireless networks is quite common nowadays.

With respect to unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), [119] presented a system using

an access point running in WLAN infrastructure mode onboard the UAV.[120]

presented a system for communication between a ground station and a UAVus-

ing WLAN in combination with a high-gain antenna and radio modem. These
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wireless ad-hoc networks offer a lot of advantages in contrast to static wireless

network configurations, but also raise a lot of new challenges in the system de-

sign. Wireless communication always implies unpredictable communication de-

lays, packet loss, or in worst case the loss of the link, which makes the provision

of the required quality for teleoperation or control tasks rather complex [121].

The already mentioned ease of use, the affordable prize, small weight,and ap-

propriate power consumption makes WLAN often a reasonable choice to set up

dynamic topologies providing direct and indirect any-to-any communication of

each network node. In addition, also benefits like redundant communication links

in larger networks, no central administration, and a distribution of the traffic load

in large networks are present. Of course, these advantages can only be used with

rather complex and special routing protocols providing each node the necessary

information of the network topology. The nodes itself are working as routers and

must store the routing information of the complete network locally. In the fieldof

wireless telecommunication, more than 80 different approaches for ad-hoc rout-

ing mechanisms of different types (classes) were developed. Well known classes

of these protocols are pro-active, reactive, or hybrid (pro-activeand reactive) pro-

tocols but also flow oriented, power aware, multicast, position based, or situation

aware approaches are available. The number of implemented protocolswhich

have reached the status to be used in lab-environments is much smaller [122] and

if an appropriate real world scenario with mobile robots is considered, thealter-

natives are quite small. Some simulations for performance evaluations for larger

scale telecommunication networks were done in the past [123][124][125] and

based on [126][127][128][129]. Recently AODV, DSR, OLSR, andBATMAN

and the application of multi-hop communication were analyzed with respect to

mobile robot teleoperation [12][130][8]. The work published in the before listed

publications served as basis for the communication of the later presented concept.

Outlook - Teleoperation over UMTS connections The upcoming high-

bandwidth networks for mobile phones or mobile Internet like UMTS2 offer an-

other new widely used and commercially available technology with high potential

for the application in mobile robot teleoperation. Up to now, the coverage ofthese

networks has increased in a way that at least all bigger cities have access to broad-

band networks. This "everywhere availability" in large areas is a major advantage

2UMTS - Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
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for any telematic application compared to a solution where infrastructure initially

has to be built up and maintenance effort is necessary. Besides the operation of

mobile robots, this includes applications like tele-maintenance, tele-support,or

tele-monitoring of industrial facilities. These applications in general demand also

these high-bandwidth communication links. Often, an additional own infrastruc-

ture might be not feasible or possible and thus, the high-bandwidth telephone

networks provide there an interesting alternative. The design of this networks in

a way that they should provide a seamless transition between different commu-

nication cells, the scheduling concepts for resource allocation for the different

users and the ability to work indoors to a great extend are also very promising is-

sues for robotics. In particular, the application area of service roboticscan largely

benefit from these characteristics.

On the other hand, the mobile phone networks like UMTS are designed for

different purposes and under different constraints. Therefore,it is important to

investigate the critical parameters of a communication technology like UMTS in

order to adjust the possible communication parameters on the application layer

in a way to realize the optimum usage of this technology for the own application,

here mobile robot teleoperation. First analysis performed in the contextof this

thesis can be found in [7][131].

3.1.2 Network Parameters and Video Streams

Network parameters have a major influence on the overall performance of human-

robot teams in scenarios where remote interaction or components exist. For tele-

operation or supervisory tasks typical network parameters like communication

bandwidth, delay and jitter are of major importance. In teleoperation systems in

general a data flow of commands and information to the robot exist and adata

flow back to the operator with sensor data and in most cases a video stream.

For teleoperation different levels of automation can be applied. A higher level

of automation (e.g. through autonomous obstacle avoidance) in cases where the

operator is able to maintain situation awareness and common ground in general

leads to a better navigation performance in time and errors. In addition, a higher

level of automation leads to a higher robustness against the duration of commu-

nication delays and its jitter. The results of an investigation of the influence of

latency in mobile robot operation for four different levels of automation from

Luck et al. [132] and own experience with such systems supports this hypothesis.
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A video stream is still one of the most important data sources for the user

while operating a mobile robot at remote. The video feedback still delivers the

most and richest information from the remote environment to the operator. This

detailed information from the remote site is needed to increase and maintain the

situation awareness (cf. Section 2.3.2) and common ground (cf. Section 2.3.3) be-

tween robot and human operator as basis for any future decisions andcommands

done by the human operator. Human operators have comprehensivecapabilities

to interpret the displayed image information, but therefore, some constraints must

be fulfilled. Constant frame rates and delays below a certain threshold are a mini-

mum requirement to use video for teleoperation. A certain delay of teleoperation

systems is inevitable but a human operator can adjust to a certain extent to it.

In general it is much easier for an operator to adjust to an constant delay com-

pared to an varying delay. The selected framerate, the resolution and thequality

of the video stream determine the required bandwidth from the communication

links. Dependent on the human teleoperation task different characteristics of the

video stream are important. If a navigation task is considered, the most important

parameters are a high frame rate, low number of frame losses, and a constant

inter-arrival time between the frames. Compared to these parameters the quality

and resolution of the video stream is less important for navigation. On the other

hand if the human has a search task (e.g. identify objects in a delivered video

stream), the quality and resolution have a higher importance than the framerate.

Sheridan [33] shows the influence and importance of framerate and resolution on

the performance of a telerobotic systems.

In order to compress and transmit video data a lot of standards and codecs

exist. Typical examples are MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, DivX and MJPEG.

The MPEG family and the DivX codec make use of redundancy between subse-

quent images in a video stream. Thus, a better bandwidth usage is possible. For

MJPEG each video frame is transmitted completely and so a higher bandwidthis

needed. Typically network cameras like applied in this thesis offer MPEG-4and

MJPEG video stream with different hardware compression rates. The experience

with this systems showed that the selection for MJPEG is often the better choice.

Although the bandwidth requirements are higher, a short communication drop

out and packet loss does not cause a disturbance of a longer sequence of video

frames like for the other codecs. In addition, the implemented compressions for

MJPEG introduce a much lower processing delay for encoding and decoding than
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for MPEG-4, which is significant for the overall system delay in the teleoperation

system.

3.1.3 Three-Dimensional Perception

Three-dimensional perception of the environment offers significantpotential to

improve navigation solutions for mobile systems. Classical approaches for 3D-

imaging refer to stereo-cameras, optical flow approaches and laser range scan-

ners, while so far in industrial applications still mainly simple and reliable 2D-

sensors are in use [133]. With the progress in robotics and the movement to work

environments which are not completely pre-defined anymore, three dimensional

perception is essential. Today, mainly three-dimensional laser range finders are

used for three-dimensional perception and mapping in robotics [134][135]. As

an alternative stereo cameras provide high framerates and high lateralresolution.

Nevertheless, there is still high complexity on finding disparities and calculating

distances from the image pairs. In addition, the applicability very much relieson

the environmental conditions (e.g. lighting, structure). As three-dimensional laser

range finders systems exist with nodding 2D laser scanner, as well as high accu-

rate 3D laser scanners. The frequency of getting point clouds from thistypes of

sensors differ from some seconds to some minutes depending on the increment of

the tilt angle. In other approaches for mobile robots, two or more 2D laserscan-

ners are mounted horizontally or vertically in order to provide a field-of-view of

360◦ [136]. Recently also laser range finders with a horizontal field of view of

360◦, and a vertical field of view26.8◦ like the Velodyne HDL-643 are available.

It provides three-dimensional point clouds with a frequency of 10 Hz.

All these systems are quite expensive and include complex, moving mechani-

cal components. Thus, the newly available 3D time-of-flight range cameras pro-

vide a promising alternative to these existing techniques and attract much interest

[137], [138], [139]. The following Section 3.1.4 gives a more detailed overview

on this new type of cameras.

3.1.4 3D-Time-of-Flight Cameras

3D time-of-flight (ToF) cameras provide instantaneously a depth image of the

environment, without the requirement of any further processing of thereceived

3http://www.velodyne.com/lidar/ (24.10.2009)
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(a) PMD 19k (b) Swissranger SR3000 (c) PMD CamCube 2.0

Figure 3.2: Example 3D-ToF cameras.

data in order to get distances. In addition to the depth information for everypixel

of the image, an amplitude image, and for some cameras also an intensity image,

which can be interpreted as a grayscale image of the environment, is received.

These compact cameras can be operated at high frame rates and do not include

any mechanical moving parts, being thus very suitable for mobile systems. Fig-

ure 3.2 shows two examples of ToF cameras from the leading companiesPMD-

Technologies4 and Mesa Imaging5. The current implementations of these cam-

eras have limitations in the field of view and the resolution. Nevertheless, these

implementations already offer high potential for mobile robot applications.Table

3.1 gives important characteristics of some examples for existing implementa-

tions of 3D-ToF cameras. All this 3D-ToF cameras are based on photonic mixing

device (PMD) technology. Thus, in the following also the term PMD camera is

used equivalent to 3D-ToF camera.

Working Principle

In order to understand the considerations, calibration and determined characteris-

tics of the later Sections 3.3, and 3.4 in the following the basic working principle

and important parameters are summarized. The basic equations of this section

and more details on electronic principle are given in [140].

A PMD camera actively sends out a modulated infrared light. In each of the

pixels of the camera chip a so called photonic mixing device (PMD) or smart

pixel is embedded [137, 141]. Each of these pixels allow to determine the cor-

relation (cf. blue line in Figure 3.3) between modulated emitted reference and

4http://www.pmdtec.com/ (27.10.2009)
5http://www.mesa-imaging.ch/ (27.10.2009)
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Model Resolution Default Ambiguity Range Field of View

PMD 3k-S 64× 48 7.5 m 40
◦
× 30

◦

PMD 19k 160× 120 7.5 m 40
◦
× 30

◦

PMD S3 64× 48 7.5 m 40
◦
× 30

◦

PMD A-Sample 64× 48 40 m 52
◦
× 39

◦

PMD CamCube 2.0 204× 204 7 m 40
◦
× 40

◦

Swissranger SR 3100 176× 144 7.5 m 47.5
◦
× 39.6

◦

Swissranger SR 4000 176× 144 5 m/10 m 43.6
◦
× 34.6

◦

Table 3.1: Characteristics according to data sheets of exemplary 3D-ToF cameras

in standard configuration.

perceived optical signal, such that the phase shift can be calculated and respec-

tively the proportional time-of-flight and the distance.

Figure 3.3: Schematic principle of phase-shift algorithm (adopted from[140]).

The correlation function is sampled four timesM1, M2, M3, M4 with a phase

offset of90◦ in-between each sample (cf. Figure 3.3). The phase shiftϕ can be

calculated as follows:

ϕ = arctan

(

M1 − M3

M2 − M4

)

(3.1)

From the phase shiftϕ the measured distanceD can be derived:

D =
ϕ

2π
· dmax; dmax =

λmod

2
=

c

2 · fmod

(3.2)

The maximum distance without ambiguity of the measurementsdmax is deter-

mined by the modulation frequencyfmod of the camera. It is half the wavelength
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λmod of the modulation frequency.c denotes the speed of light. Besides the used

modulation frequency of the camera also the illumination power of the camera’s

illumination limits the maximum distance which is measurable.

In addition to the distance two further values can be derived: the incident light

intensityI (cf. Equation 3.3), and the correlation amplitudeA (cf. Equation 3.4).

The intensity value can also be regarded as a kind of grayscale value. The ampli-

tude can be interpreted as kind of measure for the quality of a determined distance

value.

I =
1

4

4
∑

i=1

Mi (3.3)

A =

√

(M1 − M3)2 + (M2 − M4)2

2
(3.4)

Besides the modulation frequency the most important adjustable parameter

for the PMD camera is the integration timeτ . The integration time specifies the

time in which incoming photons are considered for the distance measurement. It

is comparable to the shutter speed of a standard camera. Tests with the camera

showed that it is very important to adapt this integration time to the observed

scenario and the task. A wrong selected integration time can cause either oversat-

uration or insufficient saturation and hereby invalid distance measurements. The

desired optimal working range and the reflectivity of observed objects have in-

fluence on the the selection of the integration time. In Section 3.3.3 an algorithm

is introduced to adapt this integration time automatically during runtime for the

mobile-robot navigation tasks.

Quality problems, oversaturation, or false measurements can also be caused

by environmental sources like natural sunlight or artificial light sources, which

have an infrared component in the wavelength of the PMD camera illumination

units. Thus, older camera models like the PMD 19k cannot be used in outdoor

scenarios. Newer cameras (e.g. PMD 3ks, ASample, CamCube2.0)have a tech-

nology like theSuppression of Background Illumination (SBI)[142] integrated,

which enables the cameras to work to some extend also in outdoor environments.

Applications

Many potential applications of 3D-ToF cameras in automotive, multimedia, en-

tertainment, robotics, and other areas have been described [139]. Inautomotive

industry, range cameras are used for crash avoidance, as a distance sensor for
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cruise control, traffic sign detection, park assistance, or driver tracking and mon-

itoring, e.g. [143],[140]. In the area of multimedia and entertainment 3D-ToF

cameras were used for a virtual keyboard [144] and for an interactive canvas.

Another application of PMD cameras which currently raised a lot of interest is

gesture and body tracking e.g. for game consoles [145]. This gesture and body

tracking is also of interest for future interfaces in HRI. It might enable amore

natural and intuitive peer to peer interaction with robots through higher safety

[146] and new ways of commanding and teaching robots even in the industrial

application area. In the context of mobile robotics [138] and [147] present ideas

of potential applications. In [148] and [149] a PMD camera was used for land-

mark detection in order to localize a mobile robot. May et al. [150] shows an

approach for 3D-pose estimation in robotics. Weingarten at al. [151] described a

simple obstacle avoidance and path planning with a 3D-ToF camera. Hong et al.

[152] also reports about obstacle detection for AGVs (Automated GuidedVehi-

cle) in factory environments. Sheh et al. [134],[153] investigated 3D-ToF cam-

eras for map-building and stepfield traversal in an artificial USAR (urban search

and rescue) environment. Craighead et al. [154] tested a 3D-ToF camera for use

in USAR. They especially analyzed the influence of lightening conditions and

movement disturbances.

Hybrid systems of a PMD camera and a CCD video camera [155],[156],[157]

or stereo camera [158],[149] have also been investigated. In orderto fuse multiple

depth images scale-invariant features can be used. Two approachesto retrieve

such features from PMD cameras are presented in [159] and [160].

Another application of PMD cameras would be in space robotics. If the tech-

nology proves to be applicable in space, a very promising application for this type

of cameras would be e.g. spacecraft tracking for rendevouz and docking maneu-

vers. In the context of this thesis work also contributions to this application were

made. These contributions will not be covered in this monograph. Details on this

work can be found in [5].

Compared to the related work described before, this thesis work investigates

the application of PMD cameras for user interfaces and driving assistance sys-

tems in mobile robot teleoperation from the human point of view. Parts of the

results were also published in [13].
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Figure 3.4: Geometry of pinhole camera model.

3.1.5 Optical Camera Calibration

Both 3D-ToF cameras and cameras for visual image capturing are optical systems

which project elements of a three-dimensional world to a two-dimensionalpixel

array. For 3D-ToF cameras a model of this projection is required in order to trans-

form the spherical distance valuesDs[i, j] for each pixel at pixel positioni, j on

the camera chip to metric Cartesianx, y, z coordinates relative to the camera.

For the intensity and amplitude image and visual cameras the projection model

is necessary in order to find the correspondence between the three-dimensional

objects and the received two-dimensional images. Thus, the application of such

optical camera systems in robotics requires a careful calibration in order to gather

meaningful distance information (cf. Sections 3.3, 3.4, 5.2). In the following the

models for projection and calibration for optical camera systems which are used

in this work are introduced. This background is necessary to understand the pro-

posed methods and concepts in the later sections.

Perspective Projection

For the projection of an optical camera typically the pinhole model is applied

(cf. Figure 3.4). Three basic frames of reference exist in this model - the three-

dimensional world coordinate frameLW , the three-dimensional camera coordi-

nate frameLC and the two-dimensional pixel coordinate frameLE correspond-

ing to the pixel array of the camera chip. In order to derive the transform from
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world coordinates to pixel coordinates two transformations are required. The

transformationTWC corresponding to the extrinsic parameters of a camera cali-

bration transforms world coordinates to camera coordinates. The transformation

from camera coordinates to pixel coordinatesPC corresponds to the intrinsic or

projection parameters of a camera. Equation 3.5 gives the needed mathematical

model to project a pointm = (xW , yW , zW , 1)T in world coordinates to a point

m′ = (xs, ys, s)
T on the two dimensional pixel array of the camera.
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f denotes the focal length in metric units.sx andsy scalef to the unit pixels.

Thus, 1
sx

= wp and 1
sy

= hp correspond to the physical widthwp, and heighthp

of one pixel on the camera chip. During typical calibration processes asdescribed

in the later section, the focal length and the scale factors can not be derived sep-

arately. The result of an intrinsic calibration yields the combined termsfsxand

fsy - the focal lengthfpx andfpy in pixels. However, these combined values to-

gether with the pixel array width and height allow to determine the field of view

of a camera directly. No further knowledge about the physical size of the camera

chip is required. By contrast the field of view calculation based only on the fo-

cal lengthf requires the physical size of the camera chip. Withfpx andfpy the

horizontal and vertical field of viewFoVh, FoVv can be calculated as follows:

FoVh = 2 · arctan

(

xmax

2fpx

)

, FoVv = 2 · arctan

(

ymax

2fpy

)

(3.6)

xmax andymax denote the dimensions of the camera chip in pixel.

αc is the skew factor which is the angular relation betweenx andy axis of

the pixel array. For available cameras this angular relation can be assumed to be

orthogonal, such thatαc is equal to zero, and hereby the whole matrix element.cx

andcy denote the pixel coordinates of the principal point on the pixel array. The
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matrix TWC is a standard homogeneous transformation matrix with rotational

and translational components.

Assuming perfect projection without distortion, the final coordinatesxn, yn in

the pixel array can be derived by normalizing the vector(xS , yS , s)T as follows:
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(3.7)

Distortion

In most optical camera systems the real lenses compared to the beforelisted math-

ematical model show distortion effects (mostly radial and slight tangential). This

is mainly due to imperfectness of the real lenses. Thus, a distortion modelis

needed in order to compensate this for the application in augmented reality inter-

faces and sensor measurements. The common distortion model in Equation 3.8

was first introduced by Brown [161] and is used in many machine vision and

calibration approaches (cf. Section 3.1.5).

xd = xn · (1 + k1r
2 + k2r

2 + k3r
6) + 2p1xnyn + p2(r

2 + 2x
2
n)

yd = yn · (1 + k1r
2 + k2r

2 + k3r
6) + p1(r

2 + 2yn
2) + 2p2xnyn

with r = xn
2 + yn

2 (3.8)

Here the coefficientsk1, k2, k3 correspond to the radial distortion coefficients,

andp1, p2 to the tangential distortion coefficients. These distortion coefficients

can be determined with standard calibration tools, and can be used with the dis-

tortion model to calculate a corrected, normalized image for further usage from

the retrieved distorted image. For standard field of view cameras the radial dis-

tortion coefficientk3 is neglectable and set to zero. Thus, most calibration tools

do not determinek3 by default.

Camera Calibration

Various calibration tools exist to determine the intrinsic and extrinsic parame-

ters of a camera. Most of them are based on calibration models and concepts

introduced in [162], [163], or [164]. For calibrations in this work the Matlab

Camera Calibration Toolbox6 by Jean-Yves Bouguet and the GML Camera Cal-

6http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/ (30.10.2009)
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ibration Toolbox7 are utilized. The basic procedure of this calibration is always

that a reference pattern (here a printed regular black and white chessboard) is cap-

tured with a camera from different point of views. Based on these images and the

known reference pattern at first the intrinsic and distortion parameters are derived

through optimization approaches. With the now known intrinsic parameters,for

each of the images the relative position and orientation - the extrinsic parameters

- to the reference pattern can be determined.

3.1.6 Sensor Data Fusion, Localization and Mapping

For robotic systems sensor data fusion from different data sources isoften re-

quired. As example Kalman-Filter and various modifications like e.g. the ex-

tended Kalman-Filter (EKF) or analytical optimization methods are used forsen-

sor data fusion. In particular, sensor data fusion is needed for localization and

mapping in order to make use of the complementary advantages and properties

of the different systems.

There are different sensor systems which allow to determine the absoluteposi-

tion of a robotic system. The global positioning system (GPS), Galileo, and vari-

ous systems which require to setup an specific infrastructure (e.g. Metris iGPS8,

A.R.Track9) are examples for such systems. Relative localization is realized by

dead reckoning systems, e.g. odometry systems based on wheel encoders or vi-

sual odometry system based on feature matching between subsequentimages

from a camera system. In general these relative localization approaches provide

a good localization for short periods of time, but they have the problem oferror

accumulation over time. Thus, many robot systems use additional distance sen-

sors together with an a priori known map (no matter if occupancy grid, feature

map, or topological map) to reference and correct the relative localization to the

environment in order to retrieve the absolute position of the robot.

Nowadays localization and mapping is often related to the simultaneous local-

ization and mapping (SLAM) problem. Most approaches also allow to integrate

a priori map information. The SLAM approaches are in particular interesting for

the here mentioned exemplary application in search and rescue where in most

cases no localization infrastructure is available and its unknown if map informa-

7http://graphics.cs.msu.ru/en/science/research/calibration (30.10.2009)
8http://www.metris.com/large_volume_tracking__positioning/igps/(30.10.2009)
9http://www.ar-tracking.de/(30.10.2009)
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tion e.g. of a building is still valid. Two main directions exist to tackle the SLAM

problem - probabilistic approaches and analytical optimization approaches.

For metric two dimensional occupancy grid maps, proper probabilistic meth-

ods like EKF-SLAM or FastSLAM are applied (for an overview see [165]). Here

mostly two dimensional laser range finders are used. There exist also alot of

Visual SLAM approaches [166],[167]. Visual SLAM algorithms use either opti-

cal flow or robust image features. Nowadays they mostly rely on SIFT10 [168] or

SURF11 [169] features, as these algorithms deliver currently the best results com-

bined with a reasonable calculation time. Robust feature detection algorithmswill

also play an important role for future pose estimation and mapping application

with PMD cameras [5].

Future robot applications, e.g. urban search and rescue, will require the ex-

tension towards 3D mapping. Because of the additional degrees of freedom in

pose and orientation, the term 6D-SLAM is often used in literature. Nüchter et.

al [170] for instance used the Iterative Closest Point algorithm (ICP) [171] as

analytic approach to do scanmatching of point clouds, which are recorded by a

3D laser range finder. For global consistent maps and loop closing, further pro-

cessing is done. On the other hand, probabilistic EKF-based 3D-Mappingwas for

instance done by Weingarten et al. [172].

Many of the here mentioned methods are applied in the prototype systems im-

plemented for the research covered in this monograph. As the algorithmsbehind

these localization and mapping approaches are not focus of this work they will

only be covered very shortly if necessary.

3.2 A Concept for Intelligent Traffic Shaping in

Wireless Networks

Modern multi-hop networks often use WLAN to set up ad-hoc networks ofmo-

bile nodes with each node acting as traffic source, sink, or router. Considering

these networks, routes between sources and destinations might be established via

several relay nodes. Thus, the utilization of intermediate nodes which arepart of a

route influences the overall route performance, whereas sender and receiver have

no direct feedback of the overall route status. Even worse, the whole network

10Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
11Speeded-Up Robust Features
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topology and behavior might change as nodes move or other nodes communicate

with each other.

In case video is transmitted via wireless ad-hoc networks in a teleoperation

scenario (like for the mixed reality interfaces in this thesis), the displayed video-

stream for the operator might face variable frame rates, very high packet loss, and

packet inter-arrival times which are not appropriate for mobile robotteleopera-

tion.

In the following an approach using a feedback generated by the networkto

adapt the image quality to present communication constraints is introduced.Ac-

cording to the current network status, the best possible video image is provided to

the operator while keeping constant frame rates and low packet loss. The concept

and results can also be found in [10] and [11].

3.2.1 Scenarios

One special and very challenging application scenario for mobile robots isthe ex-

emplary application search and rescue. This scenario has very high demands on

almost all aspects of mobile robots, multi-robot teams, and human-robot teams.

Besides for instance mobility, localization and human-robot interaction oneof the

most important elements in this scenario is communication. After a disaster,the

search and rescue team probably cannot (or only partially) rely on existing pre-

installed communication infrastructure. Often the environment is very unstruc-

tured and cable communication systems are only applicable for short distances.

Therefore, these scenarios require a wireless communication which can adapt to

the current needs and constraints in a reasonable time. One idea to support this

is to equip all the heterogeneous team members (humans and robots) with com-

patible communication devices. These team members are now available forthe

other team members as communication relays by implementing ad-hoc routing

protocols which allows redundant communication links and higher communica-

tion distances. Another interesting chance for the application of ad-hoc networks

is the use of the heterogeneity of mobile robots. On the one hand, it is possible

that team entities with limited communication capabilities can use any team en-

tity with better communication in its limited communication range to reach the

rest of the team. On the other hand, the ad-hoc network offers the possibility to

build subteams and to use nodes only if they are really necessary to communicate

with the target. In [173], several of these scenarios were analyzed in asimulation
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study comparing the performance of several ad-hoc routing protocols. Figure 3.1

shows how such a typical heterogeneous team might look like.

The dual use of mobile nodes (e.g. robots) for their own communication

and as communication relay for other nodes opens the possibility to extend

the communication range between a control station and a teleoperated machine

[111][109][112][110] or to set up a communication infrastructure inan environ-

ment containing several obstacles [118]. Figure 3.5a shows a mobile robot being

teleoperated and several nodes – which could be stationary or mobile – are used

to keep up the communication link. In the presented scenario a chain of nodes

is established which can be considered as a kind of worst case scenarioas the

grade of meshing is very low (only minimum number of neighbors in range) and

no redundant routes between robot and operator are available. These topologi-

cal constraints have a large effect on the behavior of the used protocols and the

corresponding parameter settings which was demonstrated in [174] and[130].

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: (a) Communication relay to increase the range for teleoperation of a

mobile robot. (b) Communication inside and between teams.

The dynamic characteristic of ad-hoc networks allows the very flexible and

efficient adaptation to the current communication needs. It is possible that nodes

spatially co-located can communicate directly without involving any other node.

As there is no special central node present for coordinating and forwarding the

traffic, the probability of this node being a bottleneck while a larger number of

nodes transfers large amounts of data (e.g. video streams) is reduced (cf. Figure
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3.5b). Therefore, ad-hoc networks also very much support a distributed, decen-

tralized communication architecture on the higher communication levels. This

characteristic also supports the establishment of smaller communication sub-

groups on a logical or spatial level inside the whole group of nodes. Thepos-

sibility to adapt the ad-hoc network to current needs for communication allows

an intelligent solution to use the different wireless links more efficiently. If there

are heterogeneous nodes in the ad-hoc network where some of the nodes have

better communication capabilities (e.g. higher transmit power), a mobile node

with only short range communication can use any of the the nodes with long-

distance communication which is currently in its own communication range to

transmit information to any other node in the network.

Setting up a testbed or a prototype of a multi robot system is quite easy, but

nevertheless, several technical aspects which are discussed in this section must be

considered to prevent unstable communication links or not suitable packet round

trip times.

3.2.2 Concept

The developed concept enables to stabilize the framerate of a video stream trans-

mitted over a multi-hop network through a variable image quality of the video

stream. The quality is adjusted automatically to the current state of the wireless

multi-hop network and respectively the available bandwidth of the used route for

the video stream by using a feedback of the network status. Hereby, the required

bandwidth for the video stream from the communication link is reduced through

a dynamic higher image compression This leads to a lower image quality and to

a smaller size of an image instead of taking the risk of packet loss, link conges-

tion and complete link breakdowns. As above mentioned, the state of each single

node of a route has a strong influence on the quality of the used link in terms of

bandwidth, delay, and packet loss. To increase the performance of mobile robot

teleoperation through a mixed reality user interface, the available frame rate at

the operator user interface should be almost constant. In order to adjust the im-

age quality according to the link, an active feedback mechanism is implemented

at the application layer of each node. Thus, a feedback of the network isavailable

for the video stream source which can be used to adapt the image quality. The

proposed mechanism requires only little resources, is portable and easyto im-

plement, and provides the operator the highest possible video quality for mobile
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robot teleoperation which can be guaranteed for the current network state. As it

supports no traffic classes as it is known from wired IP networks, it should not be

considered as a quality of service (QoS) mechanism. Anyway, availablequality

of service (QoS) mechanisms – e.g. integrated services (IntServ) ordifferentiated

services (DiffServ) – are currently not applicable in ad-hoc networksof mobile

robots due to very specific hardware requirements and the special solutions which

are currently only available for network service providers.

3.2.3 Network Feedback and Adaptive Video Quality

The mechanism mainly consists of two parts: the network feedback, and the adap-

tive adjustment of the video quality. The mechanism is used for a simple admis-

sion control of the video source and intends to provide the best possible video

image quality considering the current state of the link. The objective is an ef-

ficient use of the available bandwidth without overloading the route with video

traffic to the operator. Thus, it is not used to increase the link quality directlybut

uses the available resources most efficient and reliable for the operators’ video

stream. In addition, it supports the avoidance of congestion of the communica-

tion link on the MAC Layer.

Network Feedback

The network feedback is responsible to transmit the status of a node to the video

source. Therefore, nodes of the network host a small client program at the ap-

plication layer. This client application is listening in promiscuous mode at layer

3 of the ISO/OSI model (IP-layer) and measures the utilization of the wireless

link. All kinds of traffic are monitored: incoming and outgoing packets, packets

for forwarding, and packets with other nodes in range as destination – basically

all traffic causing the radio link of this node to be busy. The network feedback

client sends very small UDP packets with an adjustable frequency (in the test

setup 10 Hz) and 8 bytes as payload to the video-source if it is a used hop in

the video stream route between video-source and receiving node. Thispayload is

used to indicate the status of the corresponding node, either “normal operation”

or “overload situation”. In the beginning, each node is in the “normal operation”

mode. As soon as a certain utilization of the supported bandwidth is exceeded,

the status of this node switches to “overload situation”. Important parameters for
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the network feedback clients are the feedback frequencyf and the threshold for

status determinationd. In casef is too high, too much feedback traffic is gener-

ated which degrades the performance of the network. Even these packets are very

small, too many small packets with a high sending frequency will have a very bad

effect on 802.11b WLAN and will significantly decrease the throughput.Thus,

the generated feedback traffic should be limited depending on the interpretation

rate of the video adjustment mechanism and the selected load window for the

wireless nodes. Often it is even not necessary to run a feedback clienton each

network node. For setting parameterd, it should be considered, thatd specifies

the percentage of the nominal bandwidth (e.g. for 802.11b this would bemax.11

Mbit/sec) which can be used without switching to the “overload situation” state.

The feedback clients measures packets on layer 3, where the maximum avail-

able bandwidth corresponds to the “goodput” of the wireless link which is about

75% of the nominal link bandwidth (e.g. for 802.11b this would be75% of 11

max. Mbit/sec). In order to allow a reaction on potential overload situations while

providing the user a video stream with a bandwidth of1 to 1.5 Mbit/sec for the

best quality,d is set to50%. Figure 3.6 gives an overview of the setup for the

described mechanism.

As the proposed mechanism is used within a network where a link failure can

occur at any time, the measurement and signaling is implemented such thatlink

failures and link reestablishing can be monitored reliably. As the mechanismfor

video quality adaptation performs best with a feedback frequency off = 10 Hz

(according to the presented scenario an experimental setup), the generated mea-

surement traffic has a bandwidth of less than0.003 Mbit/sec per measurement

node.

Adaptive Video Quality

The video quality in the presented system is adapted according to current state

of the ad-hoc route for the video transfer. The adaption mechanism receives all

status packages from the nodes between two received frames from theimage

source, interprets these packages and selects the quality for the next frames with

a combination of previous status data and the current state. Do reduce oscillating

behavior in quality switching near the selected load limit of the nodes a kind of

inertia mechanism for the adaptation process was integrated. The implemented

inertia mechanism guarantees not to change the image quality whenever a status
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Figure 3.6: Test setup components for intelligent traffic shaping.

of a node changes. It is possible to set a certain number (cf. Algorithm 1, min/max

of inertia_counter) of receiving same successive route load states until the quality

is changed. Algorithm 1 shows the mechanism how the quality for the next frame

is selected according to the received network status messages.

In the current test setup, four different video qualities are used at a frame rate

of 11 frames per second each. Table 3.2 shows the average size of one image for

the corresponding image quality level.

A higher number of different quality scales would also be possible. In the

current test setup a minimum of−3 and a maximum of3 are selected for the

inertia_counter. With this value the mechanism reacts in the worst case after six

frames with subsequent overload states and in average after three frames. This

keeps the load caused by the video traffic on the different nodes in a certain de-

fined window around the selected threshold for overload state. In combination

with parameterd of the above described feedback mechanism, the quality adjust-

ment intervenes as soon as a node exceeds a radio link utilization of more than ap-

prox.78% (≈ 50% of nominal bandwidth). This prevents the node from reaching

a utilization of100% of the available maximum throughput which would result

in a high packet loss rate due to an increasing number of packet collisions.
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Algorithm 1 : Video quality adaptation.

Input : video streams of different quality;

load status messages;

foreach frameVq of current selected qualityq do

if one of the nodes overloadedthen
inertia_counter + +;

else
inertia_counter −−;

end

reset node states;

send video frameVq;

if inertia_counter > inertia_countermax then

if q > qmin then
q −−;

end

inertia_counter = 0;
else

if inertia_counter < inertia_countermin then

if q < qmax then
q + +;

end

inertia_counter = 0;
end

end

end

Table 3.2: Average size of one image per quality level.

Quality minimum low medium high

Size (kbytes) 15 26 34 47
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3.2.4 Experiments and Validation

Problem Definition

In the above mentioned scenarios, the available throughput of a route viaa wire-

less multi-hop network is a highly dynamic parameter which depends on many

environmental influences and affects the quality of the application significantly.

The throughput of a wireless node can be decreased due to differentreasons. In

case intermediate nodes of a route are also part of a route which has to transport

other bandwidth intensive flows, the available bandwidth must be shared between

all present routes via this node, which will reduce the available bandwidth for the

video link. Furthermore, also a decreasing link quality will reduce the bandwidth

and increase the packet loss probability. If the network is not reacting to traffic

overload at a specific node, this will lead to unpredictable packet loss at this point

and delays at the different receivers. For the teleoperation scenariothe effect will

be that the video stream will get randomly stuck, because packets get lost. Most

probably the operator will get confused and will stop the robot.

Evaluation of Test Scenarios

In [12], difficulties of a proper setup and evaluation of scenarios with wireless

ad-hoc networks are discussed. The biggest challenge is the design ofa scenario

which provides a base for comparable test runs. The used radio link might be dis-

turbed by many external influences. Besides, parameters like link qualityor sig-

nal strength which can be an indicator for external disturbances, theremight still

be an external disturbance which cannot be detected and characterized so easily.

Thus, the influence of existing error sources on the test runs must be minimized

or at least considered in the evaluation. In general, two methods are available for

the evaluation. The first possibility is, that many test are performed in the differ-

ent scenarios with the setup to be investigated. Then the settings are changed and

again many test runs are performed in the same scenarios as before.Thus, a trend

between the two present behaviors might be observed. The second possibility is

the repetition of many test runs in one meaningful scenario. After tuning the pa-

rameters, the test runs must be repeated with the new settings. In both cases all

tests runs must be performed contemporary in order to minimize environmental

changes (e.g. weather). These two methods do not directly allow a quantitative

evaluation, but a relative evaluation and the determination of a trend of the be-
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havior due to changes in the parameter settings of the observed mechanisms are

possible and often enough to analyze the investigated system. This work uses the

second method.

Test Scenario Additional Traffic

To set up the scenario where a node is used for more than one bandwidthintensive

traffic flow, four nodes are used (cf. Figure 3.7). All nodes are located such that

they are in direct communication range. During the tests, defined additional UDP

traffic will be generated between node 3 and node 4 while the investigated video

stream is transmitted via UDP from the mobile robot to the user’s PC via node

3. The generated UDP traffic is used to reach certain load levels at intermediate

node 3. As in this scenario, node 3 and node 4 are in communication rangeto all

other nodes which will also cause interferences at the physical layer.

Figure 3.7: The test setup for additional traffic.

To provide best repeatability of the tests, all nodes are stationary. Only the

additional traffic between node 3 and node 4 will be varied according to a defined

profile. Measured categories are the packet loss and the packet inter-arrival times.

These categories are measured while the amount of additionally generated traffic

is increased. As reference test, video transmissions of constant target quality are

used and compared to the packet loss of the transmission with adaptive quality.

The proposed mechanism was tested in a real outdoor environment with a

wireless ad-hoc network of four nodes. One is the PC of the operator, one is an

Outdoor MERLIN [68], and two intermediate nodes are MERLIN robots (indoor

version). Figure 3.7 shows the detailed test scenario setup. All MERLINrobots

have a C167 microcontroller for low-level operations and sensor data process-
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ing, as well as a PC-104 for more complex and computationally more intensive

tasks. The PC-104 uses a Linux operating system and all nodes are equipped with

802.11b standard WLAN equipment (Atheros chip).

To grab the video from an analog camera (approx. 65 degree field of view)

an Axis video server is used. It can grab the video from up to four cameras with

a resolution of 768x576 pixels. Dependent on the configuration and connected

clients, a frame rate of up to 25 images per second can be provided eitheras

MJPEG or MPEG4 over a TCP/IP connection. For the described tests the PC-

104 is connected over a cross-link cable to the Ethernet interface of the video

server. As nothing else is connected to this Ethernet interface of the PC-104 it

can be exclusively used for the video traffic. For the presented tests four MJPEG

video streams with full resolution are established with four different compression

rates. MJPEG as video compression was selected, as MPEG4 compression takes

a significant longer time on the Axis server what causes a significant delay in the

video stream. Secondly a loss of a packet during transmission of MPEG4streams

to the robot might lead to longer set of distorted images because compared to

MJPEG not all frames of the stream contain the full image information needed.

In case of the investigated scenario, the MJPEG frames are transmitted viaUDP

protocol over the wireless interface.

In a first step, a reference scenario was set up and measured. Therefore, no net-

work feedback mechanism is active and a mobile robot generates a video stream

which is sent to the PC of the operator as it is shown in Figure 3.7. Between

node 4 and node 3, additional traffic is generated during the different test phases

according to Table 3.3 to reach a defined load at intermediate node 3.

Table 3.3: Generated additional traffic.

Phase generated additional traffic (Mbit/sec)

1 0

2 3,2

3 4

4 4,8

5 5,6

6 6,4

7 7,2

8 8

9 8,8
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The results of this reference test are shown in Figure 3.8a. The x-axisshows

the test time in milliseconds. The left y-axis describes the received framerate in

frames per second (fps) and the right y-axis displays the received video data rate

in bytes per second (bps) at the receiving node (operator’s PC).
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Figure 3.8: Framerate and traffic without and with network feedback.

The test started with no additional traffic being present. Successively, more

and more additional traffic is generated by switching to the next phase each 20

seconds according to Table 3.3. After 200 seconds of test time, the additionally

generated traffic is reduced by switching back one phase each 10 seconds. In the

beginning of the test – during phase 1 up to the end of phase 3 – the received

frame rate is about11 fps. After switching to phase 4 at about 60 seconds, the re-

ceived video frame rate decreases significantly. The received frame rate between

100 and200 seconds drops to2 − 3 fps while node 3 is overloaded. After the

additionally generated traffic is reduced, the received frame rate recovered to11

fps. Increasing the additional traffic forces node 3 to an overload situation. As

the bandwidth used by the video stream cannot be adapted to the new situation,

a packet loss of the video data is inevitable which is shown in Figure 3.9. The

y-axis shows the number of lost packets vs. the test time on the x-axis.

Another measured category is the frame inter-arrival time of the video stream.

This is a quite sensitive aspect, as a large jitter (variance of the frame inter-arrival

time) is very irritating for the operator due to a very unsteady motion of the video

image. Without additional traffic, the frame inter-arrival time is smaller than 100

ms with a variance close to0 (cf. Figure 3.10a) what corresponds to the average
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Figure 3.9: Packet loss without network feedback.

frame rate of11 fps. After 60 seconds and an additionally generated traffic of

4.8 Mbit/sec, the frame inter arrival time increases to more than400 ms with

a variance of more than10000 which indicates an unacceptable video for the

operator.
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Figure 3.10: Frame inter arrival time and jitter without and with network feed-

back.

The same test setup is used again – now with the network feedback and adap-

tive quality mechanism (cf. Section 3.2.3), which should improve the observed

behavior. In Figure 3.8b, the frame rate and the video data rate is shownwhile

using an adaptive video quality together with the network feedback mechanism.

In the beginning, without additional traffic, the mobile robot generates a video
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stream of about450000 bytes/s. During the test, the additionally generated traf-

fic is increased similar to the test run described before. The implemented mecha-

nism takes care that the video source reduces its generated video trafficto about

300000 bytes/s as soon as phase 3 (with an additional load of4 Mbit/sec) is en-

tered. Increasing the additional load at node 3 to more than4.8 Mbit/sec results

again in a reduction of the video traffic (180000 bytes/s). During the complete

test run, the frame rate stays almost constantly at11 fps as the adaptive video

bandwidth reduction avoids the loss of video traffic. Also the frame inter arrival

time stays constantly below100 ms with a jitter of almost0 (cf. Figure 3.10b).

Test Scenario Moving Robot

This scenario is set up in a way, such that several nodes of the networkare

included into the route between the operator’s PC and the teleoperated mobile

robot. Figure 3.11 shows how the different mobile robots acting as potential com-

munication nodes (cf. 3.11 Figure mobile robot 1 to 3) were placed in a real out-

door scenario for the described tests. The three potential communicationnodes

are positioned around a small hill in a way that each node covers a certainre-

ception area overlapping with the reception areas of the nearest neighbors. The

small hill in the center causes a communication shadow. So a direct communica-

tion between the operator station and a node behind the hill (either mobile robot

2 or teleoperated mobile robot) and between mobile robot 1 and 3 is not possible

anymore. To guarantee these test constraints the transmit power for each node

was reduced to 10mW additionally. For the test the teleoperated mobile robotis

controlled via joystick along the path as shown in Figure 3.11. The selected path

and environment requires that the routing of the robot’s communication link is

changed according to the current position of the moving robot and the respec-

tive possible links to other communication nodes in the scenario. As soon as

the teleoperated mobile robot enters the communication shadow of the smallhill

and no direct link is possible anymore, it has to communicate via one or more

of the other mobile robots to reach the operator station. To achieve this dynamic

routing and keep the communication link usable, ad-hoc routing protocols are ap-

plied and combined with the network feedback concept. In [174] ad-hocrouting

protocols for mobile robot teleoperation are investigated. The required routing

protocol parameter tuning is described in [130]. Based on the results ofthese two

publications, B.A.T.M.A.N. is used as ad-hoc routing protocol for thisscenario.
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In the current scenario, only the mobile node (here: teleoperated mobilerobot)

generates a network feedback. There is no need to use the network feedback of

the relay nodes, as all relay nodes in the scenario are stationary (link quality is not

varying significantly) and the relay nodes do not create additional trafficbesides

the video data of the robot and the command and sensor data exchange between

operator and mobile robot.

Figure 3.11: Test scenario of moving mobile robot.

While the mobile robot is moving, the network feedback mechanism is con-

tinuously monitoring the communication links and provides input for the video

adaptation mechanism. With respect to the parameter settings, it has to be taken

into account that several network topologies may occur which will affect the be-

havior of the wireless network significantly. As the communication via multiple

hops implies variable bandwidth limitations due to e.g. hidden nodes, setting of

parameterd (threshold for maximum link utilization) of the network feedback

mechanism must be done carefully. In this work, the video source is the main

traffic source of the entire network. Due to the steady flow of delay sensitive

packets, a conservative setting ofd = 25% is chosen as this also considers the

half duplex characteristics of the WLAN links and hidden node situations of the

scenario.

For this work numerous single test runs were performed. During a testrun, the

mobile robot is teleoperated via wireless ad-hoc network while driving around
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the hill. As the small hill blocks the line-of-sight communication between oper-

ator and mobile robot, several communication relay nodes will be includedon-

demand. During a test run, the round trip time of packets between operator and

mobile robot, the frame inter arrival time, the frame rate, as well as the packet

loss are measured.

While a test run is performed, several data flows are present inside thenet-

work. The operator sends control and command packets from the control PC to

the mobile robot, whereas sensor data is transmitted in the opposite direction.The

most bandwidth consuming data stream is the video image. All data is transmit-

ted via the UDP protocol. In the investigated scenario, no active measurement and

signaling traffic of the feedback mechanism is generated as the feedback client

program is running on the mobile robot which also acts as video source. Thus, the

feedback is directly sent to the quality adaptation mechanism without stressing

the wireless communication. In the following paragraphs the results of onerep-

resentative test run are explained exemplarily – much more tests were performed

in order to draw the presented conclusions.

At first, a test run without network feedback is performed and the videostream

behavior for this run is displayed in Figure 3.12a. The left y-axis of Figure 3.12a

shows the video frame rate in frames per second and the right y-axis thevideo

data in bytes. On the x-axis, the experiment time is plotted in milliseconds. In

the beginning of the test, the operator is provided with a video frame rate of

more than 10 frames per second. At around 40 seconds of test time, ashort break

down of the video link for about 5 seconds is detected. A later analysis turned

out that at this time, the direct line-of-sight communication between operator PC

and mobile robot was lost and a new route was set up via a relay node. Shortly

after 50 seconds the video transmission failed again and could not be reestab-

lished. A later analysis showed that an additional communication relay nodewas

included and the route is established from the operator’s PC via two relay nodes

to the mobile robot. Due to the half duplex characteristics of the link, the avail-

able bandwidth decreased significantly what lead to a complete overload ofthe

network link by the video traffic. Thus, the video link, as well as the command

link broke down and the robot stopped. The observed link failure for such a long

time results also from the ad-hoc routing protocol being not able to maintain the

topology changes as also the signaling traffic for routing updates was lostdur-

ing the overload phase. This behavior now should be avoided by the use of the
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network feedback mechanism.
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(b) with network feedback

Figure 3.12: Frame rate and received amount of video data at the receiver without

and with network feedback.

In Figure 3.13 the round trip time (rtt) of ping packets between operator PC

and mobile robot is plotted on the y-axis in milliseconds while the test is per-

formed with active network feedback mechanism. It can be seen that at approx-

imately 110 seconds test time the rtt increases and shows relatively high peaks

at about 160 seconds of experiment time. After 200 seconds, the rtt decreases

again to values below 60 milliseconds. The comparison with the routing tables

for these times show, that shortly after 100 seconds experiment time, thefirst re-

lay node was included into the communication link and at about 140 secondsthe

second relay node joined. In parallel, the packet loss is plotted for the same test

run in Figure 3.14. Between 140 seconds and 240 seconds of experiment time

the graph shows several short periods in which packets are lost. The majority of

these packet losses occur due to the two rerouting procedures while driving the

robot in areas without direct line-of-sight communication with the formerly as-

sociated communication relay node. Of course, also some of the packetsmight

be lost due to a very high link load while communicating via multiple hops. The

following figures will give more details on this. Figure 3.15 shows the frame

inter-arrival time and the variance of the frame inter-arrival time (jitter)at the re-

ceiver and Figure 3.12b displays the frame rate and amount of transmitted video

data at the operator’s PC while the test is performed with the active network

feedback mechanism. From the beginning of the test run until approximately 130
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Figure 3.13: Round trip times (RTT) in milliseconds with network feedback.
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Figure 3.14: Packetloss with network feedback.

seconds of the experiment time the graph of Figure 3.15 oscillates around a value

of about 90 milliseconds for the frame inter-arrival time. At 130 seconds and 160

seconds, and between 180 and 200 seconds of experiment time several peaks of

up to 850 milliseconds are detected. This observation corresponds to the graph

of Figure 3.12b, where the received frame rate of the video is displayed on the

left y-axis and the received amount of video data is displayed on the right y-axis.

From the beginning of the test until about 160 seconds of test time the video

frame rate keeps constant at 11 frames per second while the transmittedamount

of data varies during the rerouting at 130 seconds of experiment time. Between

160 and 240 seconds of test time, the frame rate varies due to changes inthe link

quality during this period of time (unstable links because of handovers). Never-
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theless, the video stream did not break down (compared to the scenario without

the network feedback mechanism) during the tests as now the network feedback

mechanism takes care that the transmitted video data traffic does not exceed the

capabilities of the complete link - also while communicating via several relay

nodes. Here, the ad-hoc routing protocol is able to reconfigure the routing ta-

bles of the network nodes in time, as the video link capacity is limited before

the rerouting procedure is initiated in order to reserve bandwidth for signaling

and maintenance traffic. This is possible as the proposed mechanism addition-

ally monitors the really available link capacity of the WLAN which is reduced as

the link quality decreases. Thus, the network feedback mechanism prevents the

network from being overloaded before a handover is started due to limitingthe

video traffic also in case of a low link quality to the currently associated network

node.
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Figure 3.15: Frame inter-arrival time and jitter of video data at the receiver with

network feedback.

In contrast to previous work, here, the mechanism is used while the commu-

nication link in the multi-hop network uses more than one relay node depending

on the location of the mobile robot. It shows the behavior of a video stream

which is used for mobile robot teleoperation in two different setups. In thefirst

setup, the robot moves and transmits sensor and video data to the user while

more and more relay nodes are included into the used route. While the number of

communication relays increases, the usable bandwidth decreases due tothe half

duplex characteristics of the link and topology aspects. When the experiment is

performed without using the intelligent shaping mechanism, the communication
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breaks down as soon as more than one hop is used for the communicationas the

available link capacity is tremendously exceeded. The second test setup uses the

video shaping mechanism which as proposed here with adjusting the threshold

parameterd according to the network setup as described above. The mechanism

is running locally on the mobile robot which is sufficient for this scenario. This

guarantees a suitable utilization of the bandwidth which is really available con-

sidering the dynamic network topology and the occurring changes in link quality

and link availability. In this setup, the proposed mechanism throttles down the

bandwidth required by the video stream by reducing the image quality.

3.2.5 Summary

In the first test scenario the proper functionality of the proposed adaptive qual-

ity mechanism is tested in this teleoperation scenario with real hardware under

different network load situations. In situations with a very high link load due

to additional other network traffic, usually the packet loss rate and the packet

inter-arrival time is affected in a way that reliable and proper teleoperation is not

possible anymore. By adjusting the image quality of the video stream it is pos-

sible to provide a stable video frame rate for the operator. In fact, the remaining

bandwidth for the video stream is used efficiently in terms of providing a video

with a stable frame rate suitable for mobile robot teleoperation.

In the second test scenario the expected behavior of the implemented mecha-

nism was shown in a real world setup where a mobile robot is remotely controlled

by an operator. It is used to navigate in an outdoor area which is not reachable

via direct line-of sight communication between operator and mobile robot.Thus,

other nodes have to be used as communication relays. It is shown that thenet-

work feedback mechanism in combination with an adaptive video quality keeps

the video frame rate longer at a constant level and the long communicationdrop-

outs can be avoided which really increases the teleoperation capabilities.

These experiments show in a real-world ad-hoc network scenario, thatthe

proposed mechanism is able to enhance teleoperation capabilities while a mo-

bile robot is commanded via multiple communication relays. The easy setup and

compatibility of the mechanism to existing standard protocol stacks and available

standard hardware makes it a powerful tool while only a minimum of parameter

tuning is necessary.
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3.3 Three-Dimensional Perception with Range

Cameras

The application of a 3D-ToF cameras in mobile robotics entails specific demands

on the raw data pre-processing. In the following, sensor analysis, calibration pro-

cedures, data filtering, and a task specific camera parameter optimizationare pre-

sented in order to process the data for autonomous behaviors, drivingassistance

systems, and the for user interfaces elements. For the following sectionsa PMD

19k cameras is exemplarily used for the analysis and tests. For other cameras

these results might be slightly different and small adjustments for the calibration

procedures might be required.

3.3.1 Calibration

Typically the PMD cameras deliver uncalibrated line-of-sight distances which do

not represent the orthogonal distances to the image plane of the camera. Thus,

at first the optical properties of the camera - the intrinsic, projection parame-

ters - need to be determined according to the before described pin-hole camera

model. Based on these parameters the received distances can be corrected and

transformed to Cartesian coordinates. In addition, there exist different specific

effects and characteristics of this type of camera which make it necessary to do

a depth calibration. Thus, calibration of 3D-ToF cameras is a two-step process,

which consists of photogrammetric calibration (like it is done for normal digital

cameras) and depth calibration.

For the calibration in this work, the methods from [175, 176] are combined

and a photogrammetric calibration with a chessboard was done. Kahlmann[175]

used an extra array of infrared LEDs to improve corner detection of a chessboard

to determine the desired camera matrix, which is not necessary here. Inorder to

be able to use standard camera calibration tools with a printed chessboard here

an upsampling for the image resolution with pixel interpolation is performed.

From calibration results gained, a significant deviation of the real field-of-view

values from the data sheet values of the camera could be found. A field-of-view of

29.6◦(horiz.)/22.4◦(vert.) corresponding to a focal length of 12.11mm could be

determined. The calibrated focal length matches the actual, correct physical focal

length of the lens of the camera. The data sheet originally stated a horizontal field
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of view of 40◦, what is incorrect.

From the PMD camera the raw distance matrixD together with informa-

tion gathered by the performed photogrammetic calibration spherical coordinates

Ds(i, j) for the pixel indices(i, j) can be derived as follows:

Ds(i, j) =







αx(i, j)

αy(i, j)

Di,j






=









arctan
(

i−cx

fpx

)

arctan
(

j−cy

fpy

)

Di,j









(3.9)

The spherical coordinatesDs are necessary to calculate the required Cartesian

coordinatesDc. For the orientation of the coordinate frames used in this work it

can be calculated as follows:

Dc(i, j) =







x(i, j)

y(i, j)

z(i, j)






=







Di,j · sin(αx(i, j))

Di,j · cos(αx(i, j)) · sin(αy(i, j))

Di,j · cos(αx(i, j)) · cos(αy(i, j))






(3.10)

Inside the camera another small static distance error is introduced, as also the

small part of the measured distance which results from the distance between chip

and lens center is not constant for all pixels. For the center pixels it is the focal

length. But the farer the indices of the pixels are away from the center, thelarger

is the resulting error. Nevertheless, for the PMD 19k and the presented applica-

tions with this camera this static error is currently neglected. For the PMD 19k

the worst case error is below1mm and much smaller than the actual achievable

accuracy with this camera. For instance at edge pixel (160,120), assuming opti-

mal optical center at (80,60), the distance correction value would be12.7535mm

compared to the used value of12.11mm, such that the disregard of this correc-

tion in the extreme case of an edge pixel introduces an error of0.6435mm. If the

application or different camera setups demand for the correction of thiserror, the

corrected distance valueD′(i, j) for each pixel indices(i, j) can be calculated

as follows:

D
′(i, j) = Di,j −

√

f2 + ((i − cx) · wp)2 + ((j − cy) · hp)2 (3.11)

wp denotes the physical width of one pixel of the camera chip andhp the corre-

sponding height (for PMD 19Kwp = hp = 40µm).

During photogrammetic calibration the camera also shows typical distortion

parameters. As the effects for the small field of view are relatively smalland
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the process of eliminating the distortion would cost additional processing time,

for the applications in this chapter it was not considered. If another application

requires a distortion correction, it can be done comparable do the approach for

standard cameras presented in Section 5.2.2.

For the depth calibration at first a pixel offset can be determined which is

induced by small differences of signal runtime in the signal path of the PMD

camera. For standard environmental conditions it should be constant and can be

compensated by a reference measurement against a white wall for thecenter pix-

els of the camera. This can be done by provided tools of the camera and itis

possible to set the determined value as a global calibration shift value by the

application programming interface (API) of the SDK.

In addition, cyclic effects in a characteristic curve, which were also observed

by [175, 176], were detected. This effect occurs due to the fact thatthe modulated

signal passed to the PMD chip as reference is slightly different from the signal

emitted by the infrared LEDs of the PMD camera. This difference results from the

fact that the LEDs in general do not emit light proportional to the voltage applied

to the LED. This property of LEDs is often referenced in literature as "wiggling

effect". In order to estimate and correct this resulting characteristic curve and

other smaller measurement errors, in the work presented here a regression of

a polynomial for each pixel is applied to the test setup (planar white wall as

reference target object during depth calibration)[13, 177].

All in all, through calibration, mean accuracy, which is limited by physics

[141], can be improved, and the accuracy values given in the data sheet for the

central area can be reached. Unfortunately, calibration has to be repeated when

parameter settings are changed. The calibration for a specific range ofintegration

times is very time consuming, when nominal distances are calibrated by hand.

Thus, precise automatic calibration equipment is desirable. Other specificcalibra-

tion approaches which can improve the gathered distances are for instance pre-

sented in [178],[179]. It will depend on the targeted applications, whichcalibra-

tion has to chosen be concerning accuracy, effort, and calibration time processing

limits. For the applications presented in this work the calibration processes de-

scribed proved to be sufficient. Newer implementations of the PMD cameralike

the PMD CamCube 2.0 with new chip designs promise to have an improved dis-

tance measurement quality by compensating parts of the physical/electrical dis-

turbances, like for instance the wiggling effect. The quality of these new camera
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implementations need to be further investigated. Nevertheless, the presented ap-

proaches might even reach better results with the raw data of higher qualityfrom

newer camera implementations.

Annotation to Modulation Frequency

As already mentioned the modulation frequency can be changed for the cameras.

Hereby the range where ambiguity occurs can be modified. An increased wave-

length will lead to a higher measurement range, but also do a higher principle

measurement uncertainty and vice versa [141]. Tests with the PMD 19k showed,

that the change is in principle possible but require a careful recalibrationof the re-

ceived distances. Especially interesting is, that for higher modulation frequencies

than the default20MHz, the camera showed significant different, unpredictable

behavior for changed integration times. Thus, in this work always the default

modulation frequency is used.

3.3.2 Filtering

Due to environmental conditions, disadvantageous reflectivity, or largedepth

range inside the captured scene, erroneous distance measurements can occur,

which need to be filtered out before using the data. In order to do this differ-

ent standard filters like e.g. mean, median, or gauss with specific dimensions can

be applied to the distances. This can be done both on spatial basis (use neigh-

bor pixels for filtering) or temporal basis (use multiple subsequent frames). The

applied filters need to be carefully selected and designed in order not to distort

the targeted outcomes of the measurements with a PMD camera. With respect

to filtering, the PMD cameras have the advantage that most of them also deliver

an amplitude and intensity value besides the distance. These values can be used

to assess the quality of the received distance measurement on a per pixel basis.

In the following two approaches are introduced which were used in this work

besides standard filter methods.

Bad Pixel Removal

A very simple way to filter out bad measurements, is to define a lower and up-

per limit for intensity or amplitude values for which pixel measurements should

be eliminated or interpolated with neighbor pixels. As the amplitude represents
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the amplitude of the modulation signal this value is the best choice for filtering.

So pixels with a too low the amplitude can be regarded as erroneous and either

filtered out or the distance value for this pixel is interpolated. For the application

example presented in this chapter erroneous pixels are eliminated.

Motion Artifacts

For dynamic scenes (for a moving camera or changing environments), motion

noise occurs in the stream of range images from the camera. This noise appears

especially at edges of objects, such that it is difficult to determine the distance at

this edge pixels (cf. Figure 3.16). In an approach analyzed by [180]these move-

ment artifacts are detected with an additional video camera and gradient edge

detection methods. In this work an approach is proposed to filter out thesearti-

facts based only on data received from the PMD camera.

Analysis of these erroneous distance measurements due to motion showed that

the problematic edge pixels often own a high intensity value, while having a low

amplitude. This fact can be used to detect these erroneous pixels and to remove

parts of the motion noise based only on the received data from the PMD camera.

Algorithm 2 shows how the filter is realized. At first a selection value∆q(i, j)

- a weighted difference of intensity value and amplitude value - is calculated,

wherek is a constant weight factor. If∆q(i, j) is larger than a defined thresh-

old Qthreshold, the pixel ati, j is regarded as erroneous and the correspond-

ing measurement is filtered out. During tests with the PMD 19kk = 10 and

Qthreshold = 100 turned out to deliver good results. Figure 3.16 shows the re-

Algorithm 2 : Detection of erroneous edge pixels.

foreachpixel indicesi, j do
∆q(i, j) = Ii,j − k · Ai,j ;

if ∆q(i, j) > Qthreshold then
pixel Di,j is noisy;

eliminate pixelDi,j from range image;
else

keep pixelDi,j ;

end

end
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(a) unfiltered image (b) filtered with mean amplitude

as threshold

(c) problematic edge pixels

(red) are filtered out

(d) top down view of distances without filter (e) top down view of distances with edge filter

Figure 3.16: Example for filtering. (d and e) distance measurement pixels are

from top projected in 2D plane; camera is placed on the right. In (e)

one can recognize that eliminated pixels lie in the back, highlighted

by a red ellipse (cf. [13]).

sults of filtering. Figure 3.16a is the unfiltered amplitude image. In Figure 3.16b

the same scene is filtered with an amplitude threshold of the amplitude mean. In

Figure 3.16c the detected problematic edge pixels (red) by Algorithm 2 arehigh-

lighted. Figure 3.16d and 3.16e shows a top down view of the measured distances

of the same scene (camera captures the scene from the right). In Figure 3.16d the

problematic edge pixels are not filtered. Figure 3.16e presents the result after ap-

plying the proposed filter. The erroneous pixels, which mostly lie in the back,

are detected and eliminated by Algorithm 2. Large parts of the motion artifacts

can be filtered out with this algorithm. Although the results of Algorithm 2 sat-

isfies the need for this work, some of the erroneous pixels, which have an high

amplitude, are not detected by the algorithm. If further filtering of these pixels is

necessary, other approaches can be integrated, which most probably have to rely

on information from further sensors systems in order to detect the smallamount

of remaining erroneous pixels.
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3.3.3 Task Specific Optimization of Integration Time

Integration time is the most critical internal parameter of the PMD camera and

can be changed during runtime. It describes the time period in which incoming

photons are detected for one measurement cycle, in order to derive phase shift

and the corresponding distance. Figure 3.17 exemplifies the influence of the inte-

gration time on the overall range image. As already mentioned if the integration

time is selected too low, the amplitudes of related pixels decrease and distances

for distant objects cannot be measured correctly. On the other hand, ifthe inte-

gration time is too high, oversaturation is observed and measurements fail,too

Therefore, a major challenge in obtaining appropriate range images is to find

adequate integration time values for particular scenes.

Figure 3.18 points out the relation between integration time, distance measure-

ment, and measured amplitude. For ten reference distances the measured distance

by the PMD camera with changing integration time and the measured amplitude

are plotted. From this figure it can be clearly seen that for each range interval a

specific integration time interval can be selected in order to receive correct dis-

tances. This integration time intervals are notably small for short distance mea-

surements. This demands a careful adaption of integration time especiallyfor

short distances (<1m).

While for some camera types a kind of adaptation of the integration time is

realized in hardware (e.g. SR3000), for the PMD 19k and most other PMD cam-

(a) 500µs (b) 10.000µs (c) observed scene

Figure 3.17: Influence of integration time, distance is coded by color.
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(b) Mean amplitude vs. integration time [177].

Figure 3.18: Measured mean distances and amplitudes for an object atten differ-

ent reference distances to the PMD camera dependent on integration

time.

eras it needs to be solved by software. In [181] a proportional controller for the

Swissranger SR2 is proposed, which takes the mean intensity value of the image

to adapt integration time to a constant preset value. They derive a constant re-

lation between intensity and amplitude values. According to measurements with

the PMD 19k for scenarios with near an far objects, which are typical forhighly

dynamic scenes in mobile robotics, this relation cannot be assumed (cf. Figure

3.19). Especially for near objects, the best distance measurement is achieved with

a low integration time, resulting in a high amplitude and low intensity for this

near object. For increasing integration time the amplitude for the close object

decreases while the intensity increases. This leads to erroneous distancemea-

surements. Figure 3.18a points out that the optimal integration time adaptation

input would be the correct reference distance. As the measured distance values

might be erroneous, and thus can not be applied directly for adaptation of the

integration, here in contrast to the intensity average value, the amplitude mean is

used to modify the integration time proportionally. Figure 3.18b in combination

with Figure 3.18a support this approach, because the results indicate that a good

distance measurement can be achieved for high amplitude values. In Algorithm

3 the steps of the proposed adaptation method are given. The idea is to always

control the integration time, such that a constant mean amplitudeAd is reached

independent of the measured distances and intensities in the observed scene.k
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denotes the gain of the proportional integration time controller.

Figure 3.19: Measurement plots for two scenarios - one with a close object (blue

lines) and one with a far object (red lines) at reference distances.

Green background indicates correct distance for close object.

If the integration time is selected high by the algorithm in order to optimize the

amplitude for objects at a higher distance, and then a much closer object moves

into the field of view of the camera, instantaneously oversaturation, and hereby a

lower amplitude will occur. The presented controller will first try to compensate

this with an even higher integration time, which will not lead to an improvement

of the amplitude due to the oversaturation. As soon as the integration timeτ(t+1)

is larger than a maximumτmax, the integration time of the camera is reset by the

algorithm to the minimum integration timeτmin. Hereby, the controller can adapt

the integration time again in order to optimize the amplitude according toAd. In

order to avoid an oscillating behavior of the controller due to oversaturationand

hereby an unreachableAd, Ad has to be selected according to a desired minimum

distance. The speed of adaptation of the integration time is very much influenced

by the framerate. The higher the framerate is, the higher the speed of adaptation

can be designed.

The adaptation of integration time was verified in various test-setups. Figure
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Algorithm 3 : Integration time update loop.

foreach received framedo
// Calculate mean amplitudeA;

A = 1
i·j

∑

i

∑

j

Ai,j

// Calculate deviatione from desired mean amplitudeAd;

e = (Ad − A)

// Adapt integration timeτ ;

τ(t + 1) = τ(t) + k · e
if τ(t + 1) > τmax then

τ(t + 1) = τmin;

end

set new integration timeτ(t + 1);
end

3.20 presents two example results for the working adaptation process. Two ob-

jects were placed orthogonal to each other, one with a near distance of0.5m and

one with a far distance of2m. For the test run the robot with the mounted PMD

camera rotates with an angular velocity of 10◦ per second at first 90◦ from the far

object to the near object (cf. Figure 3.20a) and then 90◦ degrees back from the

near object to the far object (cf. Figure 3.20b). In both scenarios, moving from

near to far objects, as well as from far to near objects, the amplitude converges

to the selectedAd = 50 and correct measurements are obtained. Figure 3.20a -

the scenario from far to near - shows that the algorithm is also able to handlethe

problem with the instantaneous oversaturation and the corresponding lower am-

plitudes. It quickly resets the integration time in order to converge to the selected

Ad = 50.

A consequence of the controller design based on amplitude input is, that the

controller will in general adapt the integration time such that for the closestob-

jects the best distance measurements are achieved. In consequence this might

even lead to a fading out of objects being far away. However, this exactlymeets

the demands for the application of a PMD camera for the navigation task in

robotics. For this task close objects are the objects which require the most atten-

tion and accuracy as they might for instance represent obstacles or other danger

for the system.
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(a) Adaptation while rotating from a far object (2m) to a near object (0.5m).

(b) Adaptation while rotating from a near object (0.5m) to a a far object (2m).

Figure 3.20: Results of two exemplary test runs for the adaptation of integration

time algorithm.

Dependent on the dynamic character of the application and the available fram-

erate of the PMD camera also multiple frames with different selected integration

times can be combined to a PMD image of higher quality. The selection criteria

which pixel would be used for the final combined frame would be the highest

received amplitude of the specific pixel indices. For current implementations of

PMD cameras this is not suitable for mobile robot applications.

3.4 Application: 3D-Map User Interface Elements

based on PMD Data

Mapping is a major issue in teleoperation systems in order to allow the human

operator to externalize memory, in order to maintain situational awareness, and

to allow for robust autonomous features for the robot. In the following asan ap-

plication example first an approach is introduced to build three-dimensional 360◦

degree point cloud panoramas at a specific robot’s position using and consider-
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ing the constraints of the PMD camera. Then these panoramas are combined to a

global map with an hybrid approach using PMD data and laser range finder data.

Finally an informative, qualitative user study is conducted in order to find out the

principle applicability of these type of visualizations for user interfaces.

3.4.1 Frame Matching

For the fusion of multiple range images from a 3D-ToF camera in this work

the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) Algorithm for scanmatching is used. Other ap-

proaches e.g. probabilistic would also be possible (cf. Section 3.1.6),but ICP

showed better results in current research work for 3D point cloud matching.

The ICP algorithm was first published by Besl/Mckay [171]. The principle

idea of this algorithm is to find the closest point pairs for two given frames,the

model frameM and data frameD, and thus search a nearest neighbor pointpmi

in M for every pointpdi
of D. After creating this correspondenceC, the error

function

E(R, t) =

‖C‖
∑

i=0

‖pmi − (Rpdi
+ t)‖2 (3.12)

has to be minimized in order to find a transform(R, t) between both point

clouds with rotation matrixR and translation vectort. The algorithm consists of a

loop of the described process, runs iteratively, and ends on a threshold error value

or time constraint. Acceleration can be reached by integrating more intelligent

search methods finding nearest neighbor points, i.e. kd-tree data structures [170].

Optimization of the error function (Equation 3.12) and therefore calculating

the transform matrix can be done by single value decomposition or Horn’sunit

quaternion based method [171][170]. The ICP algorithm will be used in the fol-

lowing to create 3D panoramas.

3.4.2 3D Panoramas

A major drawback of current implementations of 3D-ToF cameras is theirlim-

ited field of view compared to other sensor due to limited camera chip resolutions

and required active illumination units. Laser range finders typically have afield

of view of 180◦ or larger, while 3D-ToF cameras have horizontal field of views
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in the range between 28◦ and 52◦ dependent on the applied optics and illumina-

tion units. Larger field-of-views of sensor data visualizations in the user interface

can support a human operator in maintaining situation awareness during the nav-

igation task. For the PMD cameras an extension of the field-of-view, and hereby

creating 360◦ panoramas can be achieved by rotating the sensor and merging

multiple images into one. The sensor can either be moved by a pan tilt unit or by

the robot itself like done here. In contrast to panoramic image vision, forexample

mountain or city panoramas, in this work panoramas represent distanceinforma-

tion colored with the gray scale image from the camera, such that the user isable

to estimate distances, change viewpoints, change visualization modes and finally

get a better understanding of the local surrounding of the robot.

In a first approach the iterative closest point scan matching algorithm (ICP)

was implemented here for a pair-wise matching of PMD frames in order to re-

trieve independent 360◦ 3D-Panoramas at specific positions. With the application

of the ICP algorithm and the usage of PMD distance data only, after a rotation

of 360◦ the panorama could in most cases not be fully closed. This is a typical

problem of pairwise matching of multiple point clouds and is referenced in liter-

ature as loop closure problem. For each pairwise matching a small scan matching

error is introduced which accumulates for each additional matching. Onecom-

mon approach is to distribute the global matching error over the whole data set

and hereby minimizing the global error [170], when loop closure is detected. In

this work the closure of a 360◦ degree can be detected by odometry or by match-

ing images with characteristic features, as long as there is only a little drift from

rotation center point. In the test setup here, a SIFT-feature [168] comparison was

used and the rotation closure was detected by observing counts of sift-feature

matches between first and actual frame through maximum search. Tests showed

that the rotation closure can be detected based on SIFT-features of the amplitude

image. However, in this work the error distribution is not investigated in more

detail as for the current work an hybrid approach with an additional laser range

finder has the additional advantage to enable a referencing of the 3D panoramas

to the global reference frame.

The independent local 3D panoramas described before can be integrated into

a consistent global map of the environment. This supports the human operator to

maintain situation awareness through the availability of a 3D representation of

the entire work environment of the robot and the ability to take arbitrary view-
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points inside this 3D representation of the environment. As already mentioned

the current implementations of PMD cameras have a very small field of view

compared to a standard 2D laser range finder. Thus, a hybrid system combining

a 2D laser range finder and PMD camera to build a 3D map of the environment

is proposed here. The localization of the robot with respect to an existing two

dimensional map is done based on two dimensional laser range finder data and

the 3D-map data is gathered by a PMD camera. In the test setup used herethe

underlying localization of the robot in the environment is done by a SICK LMS

200 laser range finder and a standard monte-carlo localization algorithm.The

2D map for monte-carlo localization was built with the 2D-SLAM system of the

Player Framework [182]. But also other occupancy grid maps [165]e.g. based on

a footprint of a building can be used.

In order to gather these 3D-map of the environment the human operatorhere

defines a set of waypoints where the robot should record a 3D panorama and a

panorama scan angle between 90◦ and 360◦ for each of these waypoints. At these

waypoints specified by the operator, the robot then records the 3D PMD data with

rotational steps of 15 degree. For each frame from the PMD camera, the odom-

etry, the gathered pose from the monte-carlo localization, the laser data, and the

PMD data is stored. Based on this data for each of the waypoints a 3D-panorama

is calculated, and included in a global 3D-map for the human operator based on

the localization information. Compared to the approach to generate 3D panora-

mas only with PMD data and the ICP algorithm, here for global consistency the

single PMD frames are not fused directly with the ICP algorithm. For global

consistency and to speed up the system the single frames are fused based on the

estimated rotation by the localization system. Although, the monte-carlo local-

ization system seems to be very accurate to the human observer, tests showed

that for the configuration used here, always a certain estimation error of some

degrees exists. Figure 3.21a shows this rotational estimation error for the laser

range data (blue lines) between two subsequent data sets and Figure 3.21b the

corresponding error in the 3D-panorama.

Thus, since the localization is still erroneous, the ICP algorithm is applied to

the laser range data for refining the localization and hereby the rotation value

between two subsequent data sets. Hereby, the registration transform errors for

the PMD range data is minimized. Figure 3.21a and 3.21b show the panorama

registration before the ICP correction and 3.21c and 3.21d after the correction. In
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(a) Localization error visible by dis-

placement of two subsequent laser

range scans.

(b) Corresponding displacement of

3D-data points.

(c) Subsequent laser range scans after

ICP correction.

(d) Corresponding 3D-data points af-

ter ICP correction.

Figure 3.21: Example of correction of localization inaccuracies for two subse-

quent data sets. (a) and (b) without ICP correction based on laser

data; (c) and (d) with ICP correction based on laser data (cf. [177]).
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Figure 3.22: Image and generated 3D map of the test environment (left) and three

different details of this map (right).

comparison running ICP on laser-range data is much faster, becausea laser scan

only consists of 181 points whereas a PMD range image has about 10.000 points

after applying the filters.

At this point 3D scan-matching with the ICP algorithm seems to be an over-

head here, because the robot and the PMD sensor only rotate in one axis. But for

future work with additional degrees of freedom, for example moving thesensor

in the pitch axis or driving the robot on not flat surfaces, the ICP algorithm as

generic approach is advantageous and thus is selected here.

Figure 3.22 shows the environment and the generated map for the later de-

scribed tests. In addition on the right of the Figure 3.22 details of the map are

displayed in order to show that objects are recognizable although the resolution

of the PMD 19k camera is very low compared to standard visual cameras.

After recording panoramas and integrating them in a global map, a post-

processing of the pointcloud can be executed. Since a pinhole camera model was

assumed when calculating Cartesian coordinates for a range image, regions ex-

ist, where the point cloud is denser then in other regions. Different methods can

be used to optimize this, reduce the number of points which need to be stored,

and to extract surfaces from the point datasets. With the octree cell decompo-
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Figure 3.23: Representation of the 3D-map as octree (depth 6), side length of

18.75 cm for each cube, an a minimum of 30 points per cube.

sition for instance the whole environment cubic volume is divided recursively

into eight sub-cubes up to a certain resolution depth. For an environmental cu-

bic volume with side length12m and an octree depth ofd = 6, a side length

for the leaf nodes at depth6 of 12m

26 = 18.75cm results. In this work an octree

decomposition method is used for two tasks. On the one hand, a normalization

of point density, a filtering of outliers and thus an optical correction of the point

cloud is realized. This is achieved by setting a maximum depth of the octree and

minimum point count for the cubes a highest tree depth. On the other hand, a

decomposition with a selected maximum depth for the octree depending on the

desired resolution is applied to reduce the overall number of points in the point

cloud. Thus, the number of elements in the example map shown in Figure 3.22

are reduced from 934510 points to 2231 cubes, while a cube of side length 18.75

cm is defined as occupied and visualized if a minimum of 30 point of the 3D map

points are inside this cube. Figure 3.23 displays this alternative representation of

the point cloud 3D-map of Figure 3.22. Dependent on the application such a sim-

plified visualization might be sufficient and would save a significant amount of

memory. For the navigation task alone such an abstracted octree representation

of the 3D map, might even be advantageous for the task performance.

3.4.3 User Studies

In order to enable a basic assessment of how well a human can cope withsuch 3D

maps build from PMD data a qualitative user study for the navigation and object
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recognition task, was performed. The ability to orient and perceive in these maps,

different map representations, and viewpoint preferences are investigated. It was

tested how good structures, objects, and the overall environment can be recog-

nized and how well people were able to determine the position and orientation of

the robot only based on this type of map data. The target of these tests wasnot the

evaluation of the graphical user interface itself, and the robot control algorithms.

In the following some of the test results are given.

Metrics

In the user studies as objective task-oriented metrics the primarily used metrics

were, task completion yes or no, and for the object recognition tests also the

level of task completion, by means of the amount of correctly identified objects.

In addition, the people had to fill a questionnaire for each single test run. The

questions were specific for each test run and targeted for subjective ratings of the

test participants of their decisions, estimations, and preferences. In thefollowing

the important metrics will be introduced for each specific test. It is important to

notice again that the tests were designed to gather qualitative results and notfor

quantitative comparisons.

Setup for Test Runs

(a) Egocentric. (b) Near Exocentric. (c) Far Exocentric.

Figure 3.24: The three selectable viewpoints for an example scene.

As hardware setup for the test runs a mobile robot with differential drive kine-

matics equipped with a PMD 19K camera, and a 180◦ laser range finder was
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Figure 3.25: Screenshot of the graphical user interface for the tests.

utilized. For the navigation tasks the robot had a safety behavior included,which

did not allow the human to operate the robot against an object. In the test envi-

ronment with a size of 12 m x 14 m a small maze, and various distinctive objects

were placed. The test participants sat in separate room, such that they could not

see and hear the mobile robot while they were operating it. A picture of the test

environment can be seen in Figure 3.22. The 3D-map also seen is this Figure was

constructed from 5 panorama acquisition points and has a total of 934510points.

The octree used for one of the tests is presented in Figure 3.23 and was gener-

ated as described in the sections before. For the tests with selectable viewpoint

three viewpoints were available (cf. Figure 3.24): an egocentric viewpoint, a near

exocentric (1m behind, 2m above robot, tilted 11.5◦) viewpoint, and a far exo-

centric viewpoint (3m behind, 3m above robot, tilted 28.6◦). Figure 3.25 shows

a screenshot of the graphical user interface for the tests.

Test Participants A group of seven test participants with various study back-

ground independently performed all the tests. Six test participants were male and

one was female. The average experience with operating a robot and also with

playing 3D computer games was low.

Test Procedure At first the robot, the sensors, the user interface, and possible

ways of interaction were explained to the test participants. Then the test partic-

ipants were given time to get familiar with the user interface, system reactions,

behaviors and control modes of the robot. When the test participants were ready,

they performed successively the four different test runs in the order as described

in the following sections. After each test run they filled a questionnaire with spe-
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cific questions to the test run and its configuration. The whole test was recorded

with a video camera in order to evaluate afterwards the way people interactwith

the system. All tests had time limits.

Orientation Test 3D Map (Test 1)

Task The basic idea for this test was to let the human operator solve the "kid-

napped robot problem". The robot was placed inside the 3D point cloudmap at

a specific position and the test participant should find out where the robotis lo-

cated it the test environment. Therefore, he/she could rotate the robot inplace in

order to investigate the surrounding of the robot. Finally, he/she should mark this

position inside a given 2D-map. The results of this should give an idea about how

well people can abstract and reflect the 3D point map generated by the presented

approach to a 2D map and how well the quality of the generated map is from the

egocentric viewpoint.

Results Only two test participants could identify the robots position nearly

correct. This is also reflected in the answers to the question how sure people are

about their position. For a scale from 0-very unsure to 3-very sure theaverage

rating was1.14 with standard deviation of0.3780. The analysis of the recorded

video showed the different approaches of the test participants to tackle the prob-

lem. For instance one person made notes about about observed distances, two

other participants tried to make use of hand gestures in order to match the 3Din-

formation with the 2D map. The biggest problem for the test participants seemed

to be the impression of ambiguity of distances and structures in the map due to

the egocentric viewpoint.

Human Controlled Navigation and Object Detection (Test 2)

Task In this test the test participants were asked to directly steer the robot from

a known start position in the map to a goal position. They were provided with a

2D-map with the current robot position and 3D map with the viewpoint attached

to the robot’s avatar. The test participants were asked to select their preferred

viewpoint relative to the robot from the three available viewpoints. The second

task in this test was to find specific objects (chairs, beckrests, and freestanding

boxes) in the test environment an to mark their position in a 2D map. If an object
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was detected, the test participants were asked to optimize the robot’s positionand

to select the optimal viewpoint. The goal of this test was to get an idea how good

the test participants can identify objects in this type of 3D map or if inconsisten-

cies, noise, and limited resolution disturb the perception too much. Additionally

the test should give an idea how far the rotational panorama generation at distinct

position has negative influence on the object detection, because the objects are

only seen from these points.

Result All participants could successfully complete the navigation task. In the

3D-map seven objects of the type chair, beckrest, and freestanding box could be

found. In average3.29 (std:12 1.2536) could be classified correctly by the test

participants,0.71 (std:0.4880) were classified wrongly, and3.00 (std:1.1547)

objects were missed in average. The questionnaire showed that the test partici-

pants were always very sure about the robots position and they had almost no fear

of collisions while operating the robot in the 3D-map. Thus, the test participants

very much trusted the 3D-map, the user interface, and the behavior of the robot.

The observations during the tests also showed the importance of the additional

2D-map to reassure the global position in the environment for the human while

navigating. For the navigation all test participants except one preferredthe exo-

centric far viewpoint for navigation. Only one used the exocentric near viewpoint

for navigation. For the object detection task the preferred viewpoint distribution

looks different. Here for 26.1% of the objects the egocentric viewpoint, for 34.8%

near exocentric, and for 39.1% the far exocentric viewpoint was prefered. Look-

ing at the corresponding distances between robot and the object, it can be seen

that for most of the egocentric viewpoint selections these distances werebelow

1m. This might be due to the fact that it is advantageous that the egocentricvie-

point in these situations is close to the point where the PMD data acquisition took

place.

Human Controlled Navigation with Octree Representation (Test 3)

Task For the navigation test with octree map representation test participants

were again asked to steer the robot like in Test 2 from a given start position to a

given target position. Again they were asked to select their preferred viewpoint

from the available three viewpoints.

12std - standard deviation
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Results For this type of map representation the test participants replied in the

questionnaire that they mostly do not fear any collision and trust the map and

the user interface. They also fully agreed that they always were awareof the

robot’s position in the environment. Two test participants preferred the near ex-

ocentric viewpoint. All others preferred the exocentric far viewpoint. The video

recordings again showed the changing attention of the human operator between

the 3D-map and the 2D-map in order to reassure the global position of the robot.

The test participants were also asked in the questionnaire about their preferred

configuration for the navigation task. Table 3.4 shows the answers for this ques-

tion. The preference for the octree 3D-map results mainly from the fact,that this

type of representation, simplifies the environment to an abstract representation as

a convex hull. Thus, with this abstracted view the decisions about robot control

for the human might require less cognitive effort, than a complex 3D point cloud.

Table 3.4: Preferred configuration for navigation.

egocentric near exocentric far exocentric

viewpoint viewpoint viewpoint

point cloud 3D-map 0 % 7.1 % 21.4 %

octree 3D-map 0 % 14.3 % 57.1 %

Orientation Test with Live PMD Data (Test 4)

Task The orientation test with live PMD data followed the same approach as

test 1 with the static 3D point map. After all the test participants completed the

other tests and thus knew the environment, the robot was placed at a defined

position and they were asked to find out again the robot’s position in the test

environment only by means of rotation of the robot and mark it in the 2D map.

For this test they were presented live PMD data instead of the 3D point map,and

thus only the limited field of view (horiz. field of view≈ 30◦) of the camera was

available. The live PMD points were color coded according to the distance,to

enable a better depth perception of the test participants.

Results For this test four test participants could identify the robot’s position

in the environment. The other participants who marked the wrong position of
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the robot in the 2D map were able to recognize the objects identified in the tests

before, but were not able to correctly match this with the structures of the global

environment. This again validates the hypothesis that it is very difficult forthe

human to correlate the 3D structures from the egocentric view of a PMD camera

without any other references.

Summary

A first series of user test was carried out to show the usability of the 3D map gen-

erated with the PMD camera for navigation and object recognition. In the tests,

different representations were used (octree and point cloud). Furthermore, in one

experiment the PMD camera was used as single live sensor feedback from the

remote environment for navigation/orientation experiments. From the user tests,

it could be confirmed, that navigation of a mobile robot with 3D maps built with

the presented approach, and understanding of spatial relations in the environment

is possible with this limited information (distance only) from the remote environ-

ment. In particular the octree representation and the wide exocentric viewpoints

enhance robot control for the navigation task, while the point cloud is still that

detailed, such that the human operator is able to recognize and classify objects.

During the orientation tests the test participants had to determine the robot’s

position in a 2D map according to a live range image stream from the remote

environment or a 3D point cloud map. Many of the participants failed this task,

what showed that either the the cognitive effort for this matching is too highor

the 3D information is just not sufficient here. Thus, for the used PMD sensor,

a user interface for navigation with PMD range images should be extendedby

other sensor information (e.g. standard camera) providing a larger field-of-view

and a higher resolution. Besides that, range image presentation should befurther

processed, for example it has to be found out, what improvements arepossible,

when the point cloud is used to construct surfaces.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter contributions are presented which can improve a teleoperation sys-

tem through the adaptation and optimization of the two core system components

communication and environment perception.
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Network parameters can significantly degrade the performance of teleopera-

tion systems. As the control loop in such system is closed over a human, some

of the issues can be compensated by the human. It is necessary to identify the

important, crucial characteristics and parameters of the communication system

dependent on task and mission setup. For the exemplary application scenario of

this thesis, wireless communication would be optimal - at best with ad-hoc ca-

pabilities. For mixed reality and especially for augmented reality user interfaces

the video image from the remote side is also the major component. In general

a video stream has high demands on the bandwidth. Bandwidth is a limited re-

source in human-robot teams. An advantage in this case is, that systemsinside

such a team in general do not behave egoistic like it is the case in consumernet-

works. This allows for an optimization with respect to the communication of the

whole human-robot team. The presented traffic shaping concept makes use of this

fact, through the reduction of the requested bandwidth in order to keep theentire

communication alive. The proposed concept enables to increase the teleoperation

performance in an multi-hop network, as it stabilizes the framerate of a video

stream and avoids stagnating video streams which might lead in worst casethe

operator loose the sense of orientation.

PMD-cameras offer interesting potential to capture 3D-images for mobileve-

hicle applications. Specific parameter adaptation schemes are proposedin order

to improve image quality. This thesis addresses in particular adaptation of integra-

tion time, calibration of data, as well as filtering schemes for bad pixels targeting

for the mobile robot navigation task. The proposed methods provided signifi-

cant improvements of the measurement quality and hereby the three-dimensional

environment perception. The application example presents how mappingalgo-

rithms can be applied with some limitations also to data from a PMD camera in

order to realize assistance for a human teleoperating a mobile robot. The usability

of the gathered environment representation could be validated with a informative,

qualitative user study.
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Haptic Guidance

When designing autonomy and assistance systems for human-robot interaction,

the interaction roles of the humans involved in the systems need to be carefully

considered. In general for a navigation task the human takes over the supervi-

sor role, the operator role or both at the same time with respect to the robot(cf.

Section 2.1.2). The actual role of the human very much depends on how the tele-

operation interfaces are realized (cf. Section 2.2), which autonomy concepts, and

which autonomy level transition concepts (cf. Section 2.2.1) can be andare ap-

plied. If for instance direct teleoperation is used, the human is in the operator

action role. The overall teleoperation system is optimized for an optimal execu-

tion of the user’s commands on the robot and optimal feedback from theremote

environment to the user. This effects especially the design of the user interface,

the dimensioning of the communication channel, low-level control features like

path-tracking etc.. If a fully autonomous navigation is realized the interaction role

of the human is supervisor. In this case the human will take over monitoringtasks

and additional tasks like searching a received camera stream for thingsof inter-

est. If the search task can also be done by e.g. computer vision algorithms, the

supervisor interaction of the human with the robot is only event driven. Typical

events would be e.g. a found object, or a request for a new search area [14].

In most cases the navigation task can not be realized fully autonomously in

a robust way due to complex, dynamic workspaces of the robots. One the other

hand often two or more humans are needed to operate a robot for a search task

in a remote environment efficiently. One would navigate the robot and the other

one would search e.g. a high-resolution camera images for points of interest. If

one person should take over both tasks the workload would be high to operate the

system. Another significant issue is the general problem of operating robots from

remote - the lack of understanding what the robot is doing and why it is doing
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it. This aspects are addressed by the human factor terms "common ground" and

"situational awareness".

The presented concept in the following enables to overcome parts of these

problems by realizing sliding autonomy through haptic guidance. Haptic or force

feedback for the human operator can be realized in different ways. Alot of input

controllers from the commercial entertainment sector provide quite simplehaptic

feedback through rumbling of parts of the controller. These controllersmainly

target for attention management. Other much more complex controllers likee.g.

the up to six degree of freedom Phantom device developed by Sensable1 or the

discontinued two degree of freedom haptic joystick from Immersion2 allow a

much more accurate force rendering to the human operator. In robotictelepres-

ence research (cf. Section 2.3.1) a lot of custom made systems can be found e.g.

in [33] or [76]. These system are developed to research bilateral teleoperation

[49] in master-slave systems. Here a direct teleoperation control loop including

the human is closed over a potentially delayed communication link. Besides vi-

sual feedback the force reflecting component from the remote environment is a

major component to maximize the telepresence for the human operator.

In contrast to this, in the concept proposed here, the major target is notto

increase the telepresence of the human operator but the task performance. To

achieve this, situational awareness and common ground need to maximized and

in parallel the workload needs to be reduced in order to enable a human to fulfill

both interaction roles - the supervisor role and the operator role. As the major de-

sign issue is shifted from reaching maximum telepresence to reaching maximum

task performance the gathered information from the remote environment needs

no longer be rendered directly to the human operator, and hereby the control loop

can be decoupled to some extend, information can be modified and augmented,

and assistance system can be integrated. The haptic force rendering is applied in

this concept as element of a mixed reality user interface in order to make use of

a second important sense of the human.

For the proposed sliding autonomy concept the human operator at firstde-

fines a certain set of points of interest he/she wants to investigate in the robot’s

workspace. The system takes care of planning and controlling the robot’s motion

including obstacle avoidance and will navigate the robot along the points of in-

1http://www.sensable.com/ (24.11.2009)
2http://www.immersion.com/ (24.11.2009)
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terest through the environment fully autonomously as long as the human operator

is not overriding the autonomous movements. The system’s navigation intention

is presented to the human operator through a directed force rendered on a hap-

tic joystick and a graphical mixed reality user interface. As long as the operator

agrees with the system’s plans he/she just accepts what the systems is suggest-

ing. This means that he/she does not counteract to the forces, the hapticjoystick

renders. If the human operator does not agree with the systems plan he/she ei-

ther adapts the system’s plans with smaller adjustment of the joysticks position

or even completely overwrites the systems autonomous functions. Compared to

other approaches (e.g. [183] a four level sliding autonomy for a docking task),

where the switching between levels of autonomy is a discrete event and needs a

certain time and dialogue between human and system, the presented concept here

allows for dynamic, smooth and immediate change in the level of autonomy and

control. Figure 4.1 shows how the level of autonomy is determined by the level

of human intervention. If the human overrides the forces rendered bythe system,

he/she directly operates the robot. If he/she follows the suggestions of thesystem,

the robot navigates fully autonomous. The following section describes in detail

how this can be realized by the developed concept.

Figure 4.1: Dynamic level of autonomy determined through immediate change

of level of human intervention.
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4 Sliding Autonomy through Haptic Guidance

4.1 Concept

The proposed concept is based on providing the operator the robot’s current in-

tention through a force feedback. In the experimental setup shown in thelater

section, this is realized with a force feedback joystick. The different calculated

guidance forces are fused to a combined force vector. The resulting force is ren-

dered on a two degree of freedom force feedback joystick in direction of the

combined force vector. The resulting joystick positionx,y represents the current

planning of the robot including obstacle detection, collision prevention, andnav-

igation towards a goal. Thereby, the force calculating system together with the

joystick control is behaving like an autopilot for the mobile robot as long as the

human operator is not moving away the joystick from the system’s suggested po-

sition. Without this human intervention the robot would move fully autonomous

along its planned path.

The generated force and its direction is composed of three different single

forces - an environmental force (EF), a collision preventing force (CF) and a path

guidance force (PGF). The environmental force and the collision preventing force

are further developments of concepts proposed by Lee et. al [184].

The environmental force represents a force, which acts in opposite direction

of the closest obstacle in the sensing range of the distance sensors of themobile

robot. Compared to the system in [184] here also sensing radii below 360◦ can

be used.

The collision preventing force takes care that the robot always uses thesafest

trajectory through a narrow passage. This is realized by balancing the possible

left and right turn angle without collision in a certain safety region of the robot

which is also an extension of the concept of [184]. This force for instance would

guide a robot, which should pass a door, through the middle of this door.

While the two already described forces represent the collision preventionand

planning in the local surrounding, the third force is inter-connected with a global

path-planning system and implements a force in direction to the next waypoint of

the path-planning system. Figure 4.2 gives an overview how the the different ele-

ments of the system are interconnected and which data is exchanged in-between

the components. An important aspect is, that the rendered force at thejoystick

F ′
C together with the force applied by the humanFH on the joystick determine

a certain position of the joystickx andy in joystick coordinates. This joystick
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position is then used to generate the inputsu(t) for the robot which are trans-

mitted to the robot control system through an IP-based network. The human gets

feedback of the environment through the graphical user interface and the haptic

feedback. The haptic feedback also presents the robot’s current intention to the

human operator in a very natural and intuitive way. The almost same alignment of

the robot’s frame of reference, the viewpoints frame of reference and the joystick

alignment very much supports to maintain situation awareness, common ground,

and especially to reduce the workload of the human operator. They only differ in

small translational shifts such that there are no mental rotations necessary by the

human operator and thus less effort from the human operator (cf. section 2.3.5).

Figure 4.2: Implemented concept of haptic guidance system.

4.1.1 Command Generation

Input - Command Transformation

In order to map the inputs of the human operator through the haptic device -the

force feedback joystick - to the motion control commands of the mobile robot,

a transformation was introduced which is similar to the car-driving metaphor in

[184].

For a better illustration in Figure 4.3 the angular positions of the joystick are

projected in a 2D plane. For the transformation to motion commands this has
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4 Sliding Autonomy through Haptic Guidance

Figure 4.3: 2D-Projection of mapping joystick positionx, y to motion commands

velocityv and turnrateω.

no significant relevance. The deadzones mark the areas of the joystickpositions,

where no movement of the robot is resulting due to physical limitation in actua-

tion of the mobile robot. Equation 4.1 shows how the joystick positionsx, y are

transformed to motion commands velocityv and turnrateω. cv andcω denote the

scaling constants for velocity and turnrate.

velocity v = cv · y
turnrate ω = cω · x (4.1)

Joystick Position Control

The realization of some of the force components of the guidance system and

especially the path guidance force requires, a here so called position holdforce

of the joystick. This is implemented with a simple position controller. For the

system model of the joystick the following second order system in state-space

with ξ as system state andu as system input is assumed for simplification:

ξ̇ = f(ξ, u) , where ξ =











x

y

ẋ

ẏ











, and u =

(

ẍ

ÿ

)

(4.2)
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The applied system inputu of the controller is proportional to the force rendered

by the joystick. In order to generate a position control the following controller is

designed:

u = −K · ξ

(

ẍ

ÿ

)

= −
(

k1 0 k2 0

0 k3 0 k4

)

·











x

y

ẋ

ẏ











(4.3)

The designed controller behaves like a spring damper system on both joystick

axis. As for practical reasons no detailed dynamic model is required ofthe haptic

device used here and the sampling and control frequency are high enough (ap-

prox. 100 Hz), the constantsk1, k2, k3, k4 can be determined experimentally.

The joystick axis are build symmetrically, such thatk1 can be selected equally

to k3 andk2 equal tok4. Network effects are also not relevant for the controller

as all force relevant calculations and controller are implemented directly at the

haptic device controlling machine. In Equation 4.3 the equilibrium of the con-

troller would be at zero position of the joystick. A specific setpoint (xd,yd) of the

controller can be introduced as follows:

u = −K ·











x − xd

y − yd

ẋ

ẏ











(4.4)

If there is no forceFH applied to the joystick by the human, the controller pre-

sented here will take care that the joystick will always keep the desired position

(xd,yd) and respectively the motion commands for the mobile robot are gener-

ated.

4.1.2 Guidance Forces

Environmental Force (EF)

For the environmental forceFEF for each distance measurement point a force

vector is calculated, such that forces are directly emitted by the obstacles inthe

defined sensing rangermax. This is to some extend comparable to the repulsive
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4 Sliding Autonomy through Haptic Guidance

force component of the potential field approach [185].

The extension of the approach in [184] presented here can also be used with a

non 360 degree distance range measurements of the robot. If less than360 degree

sensing angle is available, the standard approach would lead to the effectthat the

obstacle reflecting forces would move the joystick in the areas where no sensor

measurements are taken. For instance if a 180 degree laser range finder mounted

on the front of the robot, the environmental force components would always di-

rect in−y direction. Thus, most probably the joystick will get in a negativey

position and consequently the robot will move backward (cf. Figure 4.3), what

is not desirable for the system. In order to avoid this, a hold force to the joystick

zero position with the joystick position controller as presented in section 4.1.1is

applied in the areas/directions where no distance measurements are taken.

From the all the single reflecting forces the maximum emitted force is taken and

not the average, because for the average the range of the resulting forces would be

too small and too blurred to be presented to the human operator. Figure 4.4 shows

the principle and the different parameters to realize the environmental force

Figure 4.4: Parameters and principle of environmental force - the lightred area

marks the sensing area defined byrmax where the environmental

force is considered. The blue area is the free area according to the

current laser range measurement.

Each time a laser measurement withn scan points is taken, for each tuple
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di, Φi with indexi ∈ 1..n of this scan an emitted forceFli is calculated.di is the

measured distance of a laser ranges scan at indexi, andΦi the angle of the scan

point i defined clockwise from the heading vector of the robot. For a laser range

finder as used in the experiments presented here with a total scan angle of180◦,

Φi can have values in the range from−90◦ to +90◦. The emitted forceFli from

a scan pointi is determined as follows:

FLi =

(

FLi,x

FLi,y

)

=































di−rmax

rmax
·





sinΦi

cosΦi



 if Φi ≥ 0

di−rmax

rmax
·





− sin Φi

cos Φi



 if Φi < 0

(4.5)

The radiusrmax defines a circular area around the robot in which distance mea-

surements should be considered in order to generate an environmentalforce.

Figure 4.4 gives an overview about the principle of the environmental force ap-

proach.

Based on the emitted forces by the scanned obstacles thex andy components

FEFx andFEFy for the resulting environmental force vectorFEF can be deter-

mined as follows:

FEFx =















k4 · minn
i=0 {0, FLi,x} if y ≥ 0 andΦi ≥ 0

−k4 · minn
i=0 {0, FLi,x} if y ≥ 0 andΦi < 0

0 otherwise

FEFy =







k1 · √y · minn
i=0 {0, FLi,y} if y ≥ 0

−k2 · y − k3 · ẏ if y < 0
(4.6)

As FLi,x andFLi,y are always smaller than0 if the measured distancedi

at angleΦi is smaller thanrmax, the minimum of allFLi,x andFLi,y and0

gives the most significant value in the area of relevance defined byrmax. The

additional0 in the set from which the minimum is taken, makes sure that only

an environmental forceFEF larger than zero is generated if an obstacle is in the

considered area (di ≤ rmax).

The joystick reference frame is always co-aligned with the robot reference

frame such thatΦi for the joystick force calculations is in the same reference

frame and no further transformation is needed.
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4 Sliding Autonomy through Haptic Guidance

Collision Preventing Force (CF)

The collision preventing force is an additional guidance force component which

considers also the current moving direction of the robot. It helps to keepthe robot

in the middle of narrow passages in order to prevent future collisions of the robot.

This is achieved by keeping the maximum clock-wise turn angleΦcw and counter

clock-wise turn angleΦccw without obstacle in the defined prevention region the

same size .

Figure 4.5: Parameters and principle of collision preventing force - the light red

area marks the sensing area defined byrCF where the collision pre-

venting force is considered.The blue area is the free area according to

the current laser range measurement.

In order to achieve this, the anglesΦs,left, Φs,right, Φl,left andΦl,right are

needed (cf. Figure 4.5). These angles are measured to the left and tothe right from

the central robot axis in forward driving direction.Φs,left andΦs,right represent

the segment of the avoidance region or respectively the maximum width which is

covered/needed for the robot in order to pass a narrow passage.

For the here assumed approx. circular shape of robot (cf. later described ex-

periments)Φs,left andΦs,right are equal and can be determined as follows:

Φs,left = Φs,right = arcsin
rrobot

rcf

(4.7)
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rrobot denotes the radius of the robot andrcf the radius of the region in which

the collision preventing force should be applied. Any other robot shape can be ap-

plied to the concept as long asΦs,left andΦs,right represent the angular segment

of the collision preventing region which is needed by the robot to pass through a

narrow passage safely.

Φl,left andΦl,right are the angles to the left and to the right of the moving

direction of the robot where the first time the measured distancedi is smaller than

the avoidance region radiusrcf .

Based on thisΦcw, Φccw and the desired new orientation of the robotΦmean

can be calculated as follows:

Φcw = Φl,right − Φs,right

Φccw = Φl,left − Φs,left

Φmean =
Φcw + Φccw

2
(4.8)

Finally, from Φmean, Φcw andΦccw the collision preventing force compo-

nents can be calculated:

FCFx =







k5 · Φmean−Φccw

Φmean
· y if y ≥ 0

0 otherwise

FCFy =







k6 · dfront−dmax

dmax
· y if y ≥ 0 anddfront < dmax

0 otherwise
(4.9)

They-component of the collision preventing forceFCF is calculated from the

current distance of the obstacle in front of the robotdfront and a safety distance

dmax. It it responsible to slow down the robot in case of a near obstacle directly

in front of the robot in order to enable the collision preventingx-component to

act.

The collision preventing force is through its design inherently a very helpful

and supporting element for the human operator in many typical navigationsce-

narios (e.g. drive through narrow passages, sharp turns). Through the additional

consideration of obstacles which are in most cases not in the field of view or the

current region of interest of the human operator it can significantly reduce the

risk of collisions.
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4 Sliding Autonomy through Haptic Guidance

Path Guidance Force (PGF)

The environmental force and the collision preventing force are designed as re-

active elements in the local, nearer environment of the mobile robot, whichonly

occur if the robot enters an area with detectable obstacles. In contrast tothese

reactive elements, the path guidance force actively triggers a movement of the

robot based on a global path-planning as long as waypoints to pass exist.The EF

and CF hereby are local, reactive forces and PGF is global and activeforce with

a longer time horizon.

The PGF is realized with the joystick position hold force as introduced in

section 4.1.1. This hold force enables the sliding autonomy as without human

intervention the robot drives the most desirable path according to the system force

calculations, the sensor and navigation data. The desired position of the joystick

(xd, yd) in order to head for current next waypointWi is calculated as follows:

xd = k7 · ∆Θ (4.10)

yd =















k8 if dwp > 1 , dwp > dtol and∆Θ < Θtol

k8 · 4
√

dwp if dwp ≤ 1 , dwp > dtol and∆Θ < Θtol

0 otherwise

(4.11)

The difference between the heading of the robot and the heading towards

the next waypoint∆Θ determines the desired positionxd of the joystick inx-

direction (cf. Eq. 4.10) corresponding finally to an angular velocityω of the robot.

Thus, the newω is proportional to the relative angle between robot next planned

waypoint.

The translational speedv and respectively the desired joystick positionyd is

calculated from the distance to the next waypointdwp (cf. Eq. 4.11).yd is only

different from zero in case the heading of the robot is in direction of the next

waypoint up to a certain tolerance (∆Θ < Θtol). As soon as the robot is close

to the currently selected waypoint (dwp ≤ 1) the robot is slowed down in order

to allow for a softer switching to the next waypoint. This is reached by using the

4th root of the distancedwp in the surrounding of the waypoint. If the waypoint

is reached up to a certain tolerancedtol the next waypointWi+1 is selected or if

this has been the last waypoint from the global path planning no furtherFPGF is

generated.
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From the calculated desired joystick position(xd, yd), the corresponding hold

forceFPGF is calculated (cf. Equation 4.12).

FPGF =

(

FPGFx

FPGFy

)

= −K ·











x − xd

y − yd

ẋ

ẏ











(4.12)

Combined Force Rendering

In order to avoid a lot of network effects and to reach a high control frequency,

the whole force calculations, command generation and closed loop joystickcon-

trol is realized on the system situated on the operators side. The low-level robot

control (e.g. speed controller), localization and all the sensor data pre-processing

is done on the robot system (cf. Figure 4.2). Thus, the operator system receives,

waypointsWi to a certain goal posepgoal, the pose corrected by the localiza-

tion systempc, the odometry posep, range measurements from the e.g. a laser

sensorri and combines this to a force and a visual feedback to the operator. The

rendered forceF ′
C together with the force applied by the humanFH results in a

certain joystick position which is transformed to the control inputu = ( v
ω ) and

transmitted to the robot. Through this network effects can be minimized.

The different force rendering components environmental forceFEF , collision

preventing forceFCF and the path guidance forceFPGF are combined as fol-

lows:

FC =

(

FCx

FCy

)

=

(

FP GFx
+max (FCFx

,FEFx
)

2
FP GFy

+max (FCFy
,FEFy

)

2

)

(4.13)

In Equation 4.13 the result of the maximum function is defined as the maxi-

mum of the absolute values of the arguments. From Equation 4.13 it can beseen

that FCF andFEF are combined with component wise absolute values’ maxi-

mum of the force vectors instead of using the mean. This is necessary, because

the highest value from these forces also represents the most critical situation in

the sensing area of the robot. If for instance in this case the mean is taken,the

deflecting character of the rendered force to the human operator wouldhave been

reduced, what is not desirable for this kind of system. For the combination of

the path guidance force and the force resulting from the combination of theenvi-

ronmental force and the collision preventing force this is different. If thisforces
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are combined also in the same way like described before (component wise maxi-

mum) this would lead to continuous switching between the path guidance force,

and the combined environmental force and collision preventing force. This would

be very confusing for the human operator. Thus, the combined forceFC is cal-

culated by the component wise mean of the path guidance forceFPGF and the

component wise maximum ofFCF andFEF .

An important aspect for consideration is, that the concept will not guarantee

that the robot will not collide. Thus, the human operator can always achieve in-

tentionally a collision. If this is not desired and additional security system needs

to be implemented (e.g. do not allow a translational velocity if the robot is closer

to an obstacle than a certain safety distance).

4.1.3 Augmented Reality User Interface

The visual component of the user interface is realized as augmented reality user

interface with the framework presented in Section 5.3.2. Different interface ele-

ments can be visualized on demand overlayed on the camera image received from

the mobile robot - a two-dimensional minimap, the planned path, a compassrose

and the current laser data. The registration is done as suggested in Section 5.2.1

with a combination of pre-calibration of intrinsic and extrinsic camera parame-

ters, and the continuous adjustment of the extrinsic camera parameters through

the robot’s localization system. Although the calibration would be sufficient for a

good augmented reality overlay, a displacement in the overlay in the screen shot

of the user interface (Figure 4.6) is visible. This results due to the fact, that here

a viewpoint slightly above and behind the robot has been selected. Resultsfrom

literature [52, 92] and own experience with such teleoperation systems showed

that an exocentric viewpoint (slightly above and behind the robot) is the best

choice for such type of tasks. In addition the virtual camera field of view (here:

approx70◦) has been increased compared to calibrated field of view of the phys-

ical camera (here: approx45◦) in order to give the human a wider field of view

of the virtual elements. This field of view increase has no effect on the overlay

without the viewpoint displacement described before. Occlusion is not handled

for this implementation of the graphical user interface.
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Figure 4.6: Screenshot of the realized augmented reality user interface.

4.2 User Studies

At first a set of user studies with a simulated robot and a simulated environment

was performed in order to have reference tests with less uncertainties than with a

real robot in a real environment. Afterwards the first gained experience and results

of the simulation user experiments were applied to the system and test series

with the real robot (cf. Figure 4.7) were performed. The aim of the experiments

was to evaluate the developed concept in different configurations with respect to

the navigation performance of the user. In order to minimize learning effects all

participants were given a certain preparation time to get familiar with the system

and test the system. In addition, the order of the test runs with the different modes

was altered for each test participants equally distributed in order to avoid biased

results due to a static order of test modes for each test participant.

4.2.1 Metrics

In order to evaluate the effects of the different assistance system and tovalidate

the hypothesis of improving the navigation performance of a human operator with

the developed concept different objective and subjective evaluation metrics were

used. According to the definition of HRI metrics in [99] task-oriented metrics for
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the navigation task are used to measure the system performance.

The effectiveness measures how well a the navigation task was completed in the

test run. Here the following metrics were used:

• Task completed or not

• Deviation from the planned path

• Number of collisions

As measure for the efficiency of the system the following metrics were utilized:

• Total navigation time

• Velocities and velocity profiles

In addition, backward movements were recorded as special incidents.

Besides these quantitative measurable performance values all test participants

had to fill a questionnaire after the experiments. The participants had to ratethe

different elements of the system. In addition, they had to perform a self-evaluation

of the test situation for each of the test modes: They were asked for theirfear of

collisions, their feeling of control, the ability to recognize obstacles, how intuitive

the user interface is and how good they can maintain the overview of the scenario.

All these metrics also allow for an indirect measure for the situational aware-

ness of the human and common ground between human and robot.

For the analysis and comparison of the different performance metricsthe aver-

age values and the standard deviations are given. Boxplots from descriptive statis-

tics are used for visualization of the data. Boxplots allow to display differences

between groups of data without making any assumption to the underlying statisti-

cal distribution. They enable to intuitively visualize the dispersion and skewness

in the data. The red line in the boxplot shown here denotes the median. The blue

box visualizes the lower and the higher quartile around the median and hereby

50% of the whole results. The whiskers extending from each end of this box

marks the most extreme values within 1.5 times the interquartile range of the blue

box. The red plusses indicate outliers of the maximum whisker range. Forperfor-

mance comparison additonal notches in the boxplots are used as visual hypothesis

test for a significance level of 5% (assumption for the notches/significance level

normal distribution). If the notches do not overlap it can be concluded with 95%

confidence that the true medians do differ.
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4.2.2 System Setup for Experiments

For the system tests and the user experiments a mobile robot Pioneer P2DXfrom

MobileRobots3 was used. It has differential drive kinematics and an approximate

circular shape. It was equipped with a standard laptop running Linux as operat-

ing system, a SICK LMS200 laser range finder, a sonar array and a Sony network

camera with approx.45◦ field of view. The whole communication to the op-

erator station was realized over standard WLAN (IEEE 802.11g). As hardware

abstraction layer the Player framework [182] was integrated with a wavefront

approach [186] for a global path planning and the adaptive monte-carlo localiza-

tion (amcl) [187] for localization based on a partially known map. During the

test runs these components proved to be more than sufficiently robust and ac-

curate for the purposes here. The selected Player framework also allows for a

seamless switching between simulation of robot/environment and the real phys-

ical robot/environment during system development and experiments. The force

feedback joystick to test the presented concept was an Immersion Impulse 2000

Joystick4.

The mixed reality user interface as already described is based on an software

Figure 4.7: Test system setup.

framework developed in the context of this work (cf. Section 5.3.2). The used

framework enables to quickly realize three-dimensional graphical user interfaces

in the mixed reality spectrum from virtual reality over augmented virtuality and

augmented reality (AR). Here the graphical user interface componentis realized

3http://www.mobilerobots.com/ (24.11.2009)
4http://www.immersion.com (24.11.2009)
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as AR interface with slightly modified viewpoint accepting a small AR registra-

tion error due to the misalignment of virtual and real camera viewpoint.

4.2.3 Simulation Experiments

For the first set of experiments the mobile robot and the environment were simu-

lated with the Stage [182] simulator. Stage simulates the basic physical properties

of the robot and sensors and allows to easily apply the same algorithms as for

the later experiments with the real robot in the real environment. The simulated

hardware was the same as the later used real hardware. For the simulation exper-

iments no camera image from the robot was provided to the participants. Instead

a small 2D Map with the robot’s position and the planned path (cf. Figure 4.6)

were superimposed on the 3D user interface for the operator.

Task

The task of the test participants was to navigate a robot with different assistance

function configurations through a narrow maze, following a given path calculated

by the global path planning module of the system. The robot’s speed was limited

to 1.0m
s

. Each participant had to operate the robot in five user interface configu-

rations for two type of environments, such that each user had to perform ten test

runs in total. The user interface configurations are the following:

• no assistive forces (NF)

• two forces (EF, CF) and 3D path

• two forces (EF, CF) and compass rose

• three forces (EF, CF, PGF)

• three forces (EF, CF, PGF) and 3D path

The two environments had the same base map. For one configuration all ob-

stacles were mapped and for the other configuration there were some unknown

obstacles, which the operator could only percept through the laser visualization

or the respective forces rendered on the joystick when he/she was next to it. The

second environment configuration represents more a real world scenario as there

is in general only part of the map known and dynamic obstacles occur. Here the
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a priori unknown obstacles were placed statically at selected places. In order to

avoid that the test participants get familiar with the map, different rotations and

reflections of the base map were used, such that the path keeps the samewithout

enabling the human to memorize the map.

Test Participants

Ten participants performed the experiments as described before. They were re-

cruited on a voluntary basis from students and post graduate students. Nine par-

ticipants were male and one was female. They had different study background

but most of them studied computer science.

Results and Discussion

The tests with the simulated robot and simulated environment were performed

to have first results in order to optimize system parameters for the real-world

tests and to improve the test scenarios and procedures. The results provided a

very good insight in the teleoperation system with the different interface com-

binations. Both test modes (fully known environment and environment with un-

known obstacles) show comparable tendencies for the different configurations.

For the scenarios with unknown obstacles the effect of the different user interface

configurations is much higher on the performance. Here the results validate the

superiority of the proposed concept for real scenarios with unknownobstacles.

The user interface configuration with the compass rose is not discussedin

detail as the observation during the experiments showed, that this interface com-

ponent is not suitable for this experimental setup. The test maze was very narrow,

such that sharp turns at the different planned waypoints were required. Conse-

quently there are high changes in the angle for the guidance compass near the po-

sition of the waypoints and the test participants had no chance to prepare for this

change. To efficiently use this component in a narrow environment a smoothly

planned path is required. Nevertheless, the performance results are also given for

completeness in the figures.

Figure 4.8 shows the performance results for both test modes with and without

unknown obstacles. In the following the results of the scenario with unknown ob-

stacles are discussed as this are the relevant results for the further implementation

of the real-world experiments. Table 4.1 provides the corresponding averages and
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standard deviations of the performance results.

All test participants completed the task successfully. Looking at the driven

paths by the test participants and the deviation from the optimal path (Figures

4.8e and 4.8f), it can be observed that with the configuration with assistance

components the participants keep much closer to the optimal paths. A nonpara-

metric one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the Kruskal-Wallis test of

the deviation from the optimal path indicates that the configurations EF/CF+3D-

Path (p = 0.0041), EF/CF/PGF (p = 0.0343), and EF/CF/PGF+3D-Path

(p = 0.0052) are significantly different (level of significance:p < 0.05) from

the configuration with no force. All test participants could immediately follow

the optimal path very closely with the configuration EF/CF/PGF+3D-Path. This

presents the robustness of the force guidance system and how intuitive the inter-

face is. In this configuration there is only an average deviation of7.40 percent

(std:6.70) from the optimal path compared to76.38 percent (std:75.95) with no

assistance systems.

It could be observed that in test runs with the assistance forces the opera-

tor immediately had a better understanding of the environment, the surround-

ing of the robot, the robot’s behavior and dynamics. Without force feedback

components there was a continuous switching of attention focus between 2D-

Minimap and the 3D-visualizations. In addition, there was often an unintentional

heading towards obstacles what leads to large course corrections without force

feedback. This can also be seen in the boxplot for back navigation (cf.Figure

4.8d). Here the Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that the force assistance configura-

tions with 3D-path are significantly better than the configuration without forces

(EF/CF+3D-Path:p = 0.0029; EF/CF/PGF+3d-Path:p = 0.0011). The config-

uration EF/CF/PGF withp = 0.0559 closely misses the 5% level of signifcance.

For the number of collisions (Figure 4.8c) the same trend can be observed. The

Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that the force assistance configurations with 3D-

path are significantly better than the configuration without forces (EF/CF+3D-

Path: p = 0.0003; EF/CF/PGF+3d-Path:p = 0.0037). The configuration

EF/CF/PGF withp = 0.0527 closely misses the 5% level of signifcance. The

configuration with two forces and the 3D-path is in average a bit better than the

three forces with 3D-path. This is mainly due to the fact, that the global path

planning ignores unknown obstacles such that the path guidance force and the

3D-path misguides the operator to some extend.
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One of the most interesting performance parameters is the time for task

completion. For the navigation time (cf. Figure 4.8a) the configurations two

forces with 3D-path and three forces with 3D-path showed the best times for

task completion. For a level of significance of5% the Kruskal-Wallis test in-

dicates that there is no significant difference between these two test modes

(p = 0.6672) but to the other test modes no force (EF/CF+3D-Path:p = 0.0019;

EF/CF/PGF+3d-Path:p = 0.0019) and three forces (EF/CF+3D-Path:p =

0.0172; EF/CF/PGF+3d-Path:p = 0.0139). Looking at the average values for

the navigation time a performance increase of more than 50 percent hasbeen

achieved comparing the configuration with no force (avg:170.7s; std: 60.82)

and the three force and 3D-path configuration (avg:85.1s; std:23.83). The re-

sults for the average speed (Figure 4.8b) is a combined value from the navigation

time and the driven path. These results are presented here to have a comparison

of the achieved average speeds compared to the maximum possible speed (for

simulation experiments:1.0m
s

).

In all configurations the 2D-minimap at the top left of the screen and the in-

cluded 2D-path as user interface elements were available. Nevertheless, the 3D-

path turns out to be a very important element with respect to all recordedper-

formance parameters. The observations during the experiments supports that this

element facilitates the understanding of the generated and hereby the common

ground between system and operator. The 2D elements in contrast are not suffi-

ciently supporting this as they require more mental rotations between the different

frames of reference and also switching of the attention focus of the operator. By

focusing on the 3D-path and hereby on the integrated display the attention focus

maintains in the same frame of reference like the robot, the input device and the

rendered forces.

In some cases operators were even unchallenged with three forces such that

they took less care and had a higher risk of collisions. A reason why the config-

uration with the three forces and the 3D path is better but not significantly better

than the configuration with the two forces and the 3D-path is that with the EF and

CF force only unknown obstacles could be better felt by the operator. Typically

participants with the three force configuration decreased the speed in critical ar-

eas. Here a force feedback device able to render a higher range of forces might

change the results in a positive direction for the three forces approach.Some peo-

ple quickly learned how to use the three forces and its advantages in an efficient
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way and even amplified the speed of the system in the suggested direction. An-

other interesting observation during the experiments was that many of the test

participants were talking much more during the test runs with three forces and

3D-path configuration. This is a good indicator for a lower workload.

Table 4.1: Average and standard deviation (std) of performance results (best re-

sult bold) for simulation tests.

No Force EF/CF EF/CF/PGF EF/CF/PGF
3D-Path 3D-Path

Time task completion [s] 170.7 87.4 128.1 85.1

(std: 60.82) (std: 23.74) (std: 35.05) (std: 23.83)

Average speed [m/s] 0.3099 0.3850 0.2755 0.3962

(std: 0.081) (std: 0.1084) (std: 0.045) (std: 0.123)

Collisions [count] 6.8 1.2 3.5 2.2

(std: 4.80) (std: 1.23) (std: 3.92) (std: 2.10)

Backward nav. [count] 5.2 2.0 2.9 1.7

(std: 3.26) (std: 0.67) (std: 1.29) (std: 0.67)

Driven path [m] 51.44 31.52 34.52 31.24

(std: 22.00) (std: 3.25) (std: 6.53) (std: 1.92)

Dev. optimal path [perc.] 76.38 8.32 18.58 7.40

(std: 75.95) (std: 11.01) (std: 21.81) (std: 6.7)

The results of the self-assessment of the test participants during the testruns

are shown in 4.9. For all the asked questions the configuration with all three forces

is rated best. A very interesting result is that also for the question about thefeeling

of control of the operator the three force configuration was rated best(NF avg:

3.6; EF/CF avg:3.8; EF/CF/PGF avg:4.2;), although in this configuration the

actual level of control of the robot is the lowest.

In the rating of the user interface elements (cf. Figure 4.10) all elementsbe-

sides the compass rose got very good rating. Although there was directlyno

statistically significant positive effect of the PGF measurable compared tothe

other force elements in the performance results, all participants judged the im-

plemented PGF as very helpful. In the oral comments from the participantsespe-

cially the combination with the 3D-path was very much appreciated. The 3D-path

as user interface element was rated highest.
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(b) Average speed.
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(c) Number of collisions.

Figure 4.8: Performance results simulation tests.
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(d) Number of backward navigation.
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(f) Deviation from optimal path.

Figure 4.8: Performance results simulation tests (continued).
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Figure 4.9: Self-assessment of situation during test run.
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Figure 4.10: User rating of user interface elements simulation tests.
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4.2.4 Real-world Experiments

For the real-world user studies the setup like described in Section 4.2.2 was used.

Compared to the simulation tests in addition a camera image was projected cor-

rectly registered in the 3D user interface. The camera image delivers a very rich

sensory feedback from the remote environment and hereby also supports to main-

tain situational awareness for the operator.

Task

The task for the real world test was again to navigate from a given start position

to a given goal position. For the tests a partially known map of the environment

was available and the test environment had a certain amount of unknownobsta-

cles. The test scenario was built up in a way that the participants had to navigate

through a very narrow maze section and a section where they had more space for

navigation. Figure 4.11 (a) shows this map which as recorded a priori tothe test

and Figure 4.11 (b) shows a photo of the maze area to get an impressionabout the

environment. For safety reasons the robot’s speed limit was decreased to0.25m
s

compared to1.0m
s

in the simulation setup.

Each participant had to perform the test run in four user interface configura-

tions. The user interface configurations the real world tests were the following:

• no assistive forces (NF)

• two forces (EF, CF) and 3D path

• three forces (EF, CF, PGF)

• three forces (EF, CF, PGF) and 3D path

The test configuration with the two forces (EF, CF) and the compass rosewas

left out in the real world tests as the observations in the simulation tests showed

that in such narrow scenarios and with the quick, sharp turns at the given way-

points, this configuration has no real advantages. The concept with the overlayed

compass rose would be advantageous in scenarios where a smooth pathis given.

Participants

Ten participants performed the real-world experiments as described before. They

were recruited on a voluntary basis from students and post graduate students.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.11: (a) Recorded map of the test environment. The red circles mark the

start and goal positions, the green line a planned path by the global

path planning module, the the dotted blue line the area shown on the

photograph next to the map and the blue arrow the current position

of the mobile robot. (b) Photograph of the maze area of the test

environment (cf. [188]).

Nine participants were male and one was female. Some of them also performed

the simulation experiments. They had different study background but most of

them studied computer science like in the simulation tests.

Results and Discussion

For the real-world tests first results and experience from the simulation experi-

ments were used to modify and optimize system parameters and the test proce-

dures. Due to this fact and to the different environment the absolute values of the

results of the simulation tests are not directly comparable with the results from

the real-world experiments. Another aspect is that the results of these experiments

have a much larger significance than simulation tests, because participantswere

much more aware that they are now operating a real robot in a real environment.

This was an important observation during the experiments that people thought

much more about the consequences of their commands compared to thesimula-

tion tests. Nevertheless, many of the gained results in the simulation experiments

are directly reflected in the results of real-world experiments. The lowered maxi-
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mum speed to one quarter of the maximum speed of the simulation test for safety

reasons, also lead to the effect that the differences between the different con-

figurations were scaled down. In addition, the camera image as another very rich

information source from the remote environment also scales down the differences

between the configurations.

In the real-world tests again all test participants completed the task success-

fully. For the deviation from the optimal path (Figure 4.12f) the Kruskal-Wallis

test indicates that the configuration EF/CF/PGF+3D-Path is significantly better

than no force (p = 0.0191) and EF/CF+3D-Path (p = 0.0041) for a level of sig-

nificance of5%. For the configuration EF/CF/PGF it closely misses the5% level

(p = 0.0587). In the real-world tests the PGF showed its advantagenous with re-

spect to the deviation from the opitmal path. Some people were even better than

planned (optimal) path. They smoothed the reorientation curves at the waypoints.

For the occurrence of backward navigation (Figure 4.12d) the Kruskal-Wallis

Test indicates significant difference between no force and EF/CF/PGF+3D-Path

(p = 0.0373), EF/CF+3D-Path and EF/CF/PGF (p = 0.0498), and EF/CF/PGF

and EF/CF/PGF+3D-Path (p = 0.0496). The comparison between no force and

EF/CF+3D-Path (p = 0.0762) closely misses the level of significance of5%. The

configuration EF/CF/PGF+3D-Path shows again its advantagenous with respect

to this performance parameter.

The number of collisions (Figure 4.12c) is significantly reduced with the assis-

tance systems. The Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that all force assistanceconfigu-

rations are significantly better than the configuration without forces (EF/CF+3D-

Path: p = 0.0014; EF/CF/PGFp = 0.01923; EF/CF/PGF+3d-Path:p =

0.0001). An interesting aspect here is that also the absolute values of collisions is

really low. Especially for the configuration EF/CF/PGF+3d-Path in more than50

% of the test runs no collision coccured and the maximum number of collsions

was one. One reason is that the test particpants in this configuration cut thecurves

less than for instance in the configuration EF/CF+3D-Path.

For the navigation time (Figure 4.12a) the Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that

the EF/CF+3D-Path (p = 0.02333) and the EF/CF/PGF+3D-Path (p = 0.0004)

are significantly better than the configuration with no forces. The configura-

tion EF/CF/PGF+3D-Path was even significantly better than the EF/CF/PGF

configuration (p = 0.0041). In addition, the results for the EF/CF/PGF+3D-

Path configuration have a very narrow distribution. The average time forthe
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EF/CF/PGF+3D-Path configuration is129.0s (std: 9.30) compared to162.9s

(std: 25.13) for the no force configuration. These differences would have been

most probably even larger if the speed had not been limited to the0.25m
s

for

these test. From the results for the average speed (Figure 4.12b) it canbe seen that

the driven speeds are very close to the maximum speed. For the EF/CF/PGF+3D-

Path configuration an average speed of0.1965m
s

was reached what corresponds

to 79% of the maximum speed. So in large parts of the course the test particpants

drove maximum speed in these configuration.

For all recorded performance parameters the configuration EF/CF/PGF+3D-

Path compared to the no force configuration showed very significant improve-

ments supported by the Kruskal-Wallis Test (time:p = 0.0004; average speed:

p = 0.0052; collisions:p = 0.0001; backward movements:p = 0.0373; driven

path:p = 0.0155; deviation from optimal path:p = 0.0191;) with a level of

significance of5%. This validates the approach presented by this concept. The

configuration EF/CF+3D-Path is always very close to the EF/CF/PGF+3D-Path

what shows the importance of this visual element by means of the performance

parameters. Table 4.2 shows the averages and standard deviations ofthe different

performance results.

The results of the self-assessment of the test participants during the testruns

are shown in 4.13. For all the asked questions the two forces configuration and

the three forces configuration got similar marks. Compared to the simulation ex-

periments they lie closer together. This is mainly due to the fact that in many

cases the test participants assumed that they drove worse with the three forces

configuration. Although the performance values later showed the they actually

drove better than with the two force configuration. Some participants also stated

that these did not really prefer this PGF. But also these participants in mostcases

performed better than without.

In the user rating of the different elements of the user interface (Figure4.14)

again all elements got very good marks. The two force configuration and the

three force configuration moved closer together like in the self assessment. The

configuration with the PGF was rated a bit worse than in the simulation test. This

was mainly due to the fact that the PGF was sometimes a bit irritating next to

obstacles. The laser visualization was rated a bit better than in simulation.
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Table 4.2: Average and standard deviation (std) of performance results (best re-

sult bold) for real-world tests.

No Force EF/CF EF/CF/PGF EF/CF/PGF
3D-Path 3D-Path

Time task completion [s] 162.9 143.0 150.9 129.0

(std: 25.13) (std: 26.50) (std: 19.27) (std: 9.30)

Average speed [m/s] 0.1709 0.1940 0.1799 0.1965

(std: 0.023) (std: 0.019) (std: 0.020) (std: 0.015)

Collisions [count] 2.8 0.9 1.2 0.4

(std: 1.03) (std: 0.99) (std: 1.32) (std: 0.52)

Backward nav. [count] 6.4 4.9 6.2 4.3

(std: 2.41) (std: 3.18) (std: 2.15) (std: 1.41)

Driven path [m] 27.38 27.48 26.86 25.23

(std: 1.92) (std: 4.10) (std: 1.84) (std: 0.93)

Dev. optimal path [perc.] 15.10 17.88 12.08 4.87

(std: 8.60) (std: 17.61) (std: 9.61) (std: 4.48)
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(c) Number of collisions.
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(d) Number of backward navigation.
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(e) Driven path.
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(f) Deviation from optimal path.

Figure 4.12: Performance results real-world tests.
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Figure 4.13: Self-assessment of situation during test run.
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Figure 4.14: User rating of user interface elements real-world tests.
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4.2.5 Experiments on Network Delay Tolerance

In order to get an impression about the human tolerance for system delays and re-

spectively network delays as major component of the overall delays experiments

with artificial network delays were performed. For this test the user interface

configuration with all three assistance forces (EF, CF, PGF) and the 3D-path was

selected.

Task

The task and environmental setup for this test was the same as for the real-

world experiments described before. One very trained user performed the task

with the real robot six times for each of the constant delays of0ms, 200ms and

500ms for the network traffic. For this test one test participant was sufficient as

not the user interface and its components should be evaluated but the effect of

the network delay. A real network delay between1 and2ms in addition to the

artificial constant network delay was present with the described system setup.

The robot’s speed was also limited to0.25m
s

for these test runs.

Results and Discussion

As expected by design, the overall system was stable and no negative effects of

the delay on the different control loops of the system could be identified.

For each test mode with the different delays the driven trajectories look very

precise. With increasing delay, the optimal path is often oversteered at theturns

respectively the waypoints. Looking at the maximum speed0.25m
s

a delay of

500ms leads to position error in the user interface of max.12.5cm. This leads to

the fact that with increasing delay in all narrow or otherwise complex areas, e.g.

where many orientation changes are necessary the speed is significantlylowered

by the operator. Straight path segments were driven without significantchanges

in the speed. The operator used a very typical strategy when there is delay in

the feedback from the remote side. He/she steers, stops, waits for the expected

system feedback such that he/she can trust the presented data again, and then

gives new commands based on the stabilized information from the wait phase.

The user also had the impression that he can control the robot less precise with

increasing network delay and the overall feeling of safety and control isworse

with the increasing network delay.
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Figure 4.15 shows the task performance results of the tests with the different

artificial delays. The closely correlated metrics time for task completion andav-

erage speeds show a statistically significant difference which are obvious from

the notched boxplots in Figure 4.15a and 4.15b). For the other metrics a tendency

of the effect of increasing network delay can be seen from the results.

This test was mainly done do check the robustness and transparency for the

human operator of the concept with respect to network delays. The robustness

of the system could be validated. The system proved to be robust againstcon-

stant network delays. Only the typical effects of network delays on teleoperation

systems like e.g. the oversteering could be seen in the results. Even theseeffects

should be less critical when applying the proposed concept. The guidance forces

and the 3D-path with its look ahead components allow for a better situational

awareness on all three levels - perception, comprehension, and projection to the

futures status. The very close results for the number of collision (Figure4.15c)

and the occurrence of back navigation (Figure 4.15d) for the different network de-

lays are a good indicator for this. The increase of collision between200ms and

500ms can be easily explained as the systems safety distance for all delays was

constantly20cm and the risk of a collision rose for an position error of12.5cm

with a speed of0.25m
s

significantly. For longer delays this safety value needs to

be adapted.
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(d) Number of backward navigation.
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(f) Deviation from optimal path.

Figure 4.15: Performance results network delay tests.
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4.3 Conclusion

Compared to other haptic systems like shown in [76] or [49], which aim forhigh

transparency and stability of a closely coupled master-slave system in order to

maximize telepresence, the concept which is introduced here pursues adifferent

goal. Here the concept is designed task and performance oriented forthe naviga-

tion task. The major design goal was not to maximize telepresence, but to opti-

mize the overall system performance for the given task by application ofresults

and models from human factor and cognition theory.

Based on this, a sliding autonomy concept with force feedback components

and an integrated mixed reality graphical user interface is designed. Theforce

component of the user interface renders the robots intention of furthermovements

to the operator and allows for a dynamic override of this plans. This implements

a real sliding autonomy and facilitates to maintain common ground between hu-

man and robot. The mixed reality graphical user interface integrates the received

information from the remote environment in one single context and allows for an

easy verification of the robots intention with respect to sensor data by the human

operator. This very much supports to maintain situation awareness and themental

rotations are minimized.

The concept is evaluated with a user study. As expected the best average per-

formance was reached with the configuration environmental force, collision pre-

venting force, path guidance force and 3D-path. In average approximately 20 %

performance increase could be reached. Sometimes even values of 100% perfor-

mance increase could be achieved. The user tests confirm that the forces are not

confusing and the participants attest to the forces to be very helpful.

The quantitative performance results already give a a good indicator for a bet-

ter situational awareness. Especially the significant decrease in the number of

collisions and backward navigations and the decreased time for task completion

support this. The need for the visualization of the planned path, might be an indi-

cator that this visual element is part of the process to maintain common ground.

The principle in this work that the human controls the level of autonomy by keep-

ing to the suggestion of the system (not changing given joystick position means

full autonomy), by adjusting the joysticks position (semi-autonomy) or by com-

pletely overwriting the suggestions of the system (direct teleoperation) very much

supports the hypothesis of a decreased workload, when using the system. The ob-
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4.3 Conclusion

servations of the test participants during the performed experiments validates this.

People started to talk more and some even got a bit unconcentrated. Especially

participants who have already operated robots before very much appreciated the

guidance force and quickly learned how to use it in an optimal way.

An interesting finding in the tests is, that the 3D-path as visual component of

the user interface has a major positive effect on the performance. The observa-

tions and behavior of the test participants indicate that the operators used this as

a reference to validate the forces rendered on the joystick and the robot’s move-

ments respectively. The 3D-path enables a subconscious feeling of acknowledg-

ment of the operator’s own inputs to the joystick. In addition, the positive effect

of the 3D-path maybe also be achieved a bit due to the fact, that the used joy-

stick has very limited forces (max. approx.9 Newton). A haptic device which

can render higher forces might reduce the effect of the visual feedback a bit.

The experiments show that at least for the sharper turns (e.g. path guidance force

switches to next waypoint) additional feedback addressing another sense (here:

visual) is a must. Here also audio feedback might be an option for furthertesting.

The sliding autonomy concept introduced in this chapter, enables to sig-

nificantly increase the teleoperation performance. The guidance forcecompo-

nents (environmental, collision preventing and path guidance force) proved their

strength in the presented user tests. The sliding autonomy concept could be vali-

dated to be implemented flawlessly. The quantitative test results and observations

during the tests also provide valuable indications, that situational awareness and

common ground is improved and the workload is significantly reduced. Itis also

shown that still the optical elements like the virtual path and the camera image

itself play a key role for the humans in many aspects. In future work the intro-

duced concept can easily be extended with minor changes to three dimensional

sensor data e.g. from a PMD Camera, and to 6-DOF force feedback devices like

e.g. the Phantom5. This allows to apply the concept also to scenarios where a

real three-dimensional operation of the robot at a remote environment like e.g. an

insertion task with a remote manipulator arm.

5http://www.sensable.com/ (24.11.2009)
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Interface

The graphical user interface for the robot’s operator has significantimpact on the

overall performance and successful completion of a task or a mission. Missions

with complex environments and conditions like the exemplary application search

and rescue often require that mobile robots are navigated either with direct or

assisted teleoperation by humans. For human-robot teams humans as supervisor

need to be enabled to coordinate and command the team in the remote environ-

ment. Both interaction role requires well-designed user interfaces, driving assis-

tance and autonomous features like e.g. adapted path planning, path tracking and

obstacle avoidance as support functions for the human operator.

A major challenge for the design of these user interfaces is not to overwhelm

the human with a large amount of information from the mission environmentpre-

sented side-by-side in various visualizations (e.g. in worst case raw data) without

any direct relations. The operator in this case faces additionally to his/her actual

task the difficulty that he/she has to perform many mental transformationsand

has to integrate all this information in a mental model about the situation at the

remote place of the robot. As a result the operator often only focuses onone el-

ement of the graphical user interfaces. Often this is the camera image from the

robot, because it delivers the richest information about the remote scene in an in-

tegrated and for the human natural fashion. Mixed reality, where parts of the real

world (e.g. camera images) and virtual objects are merged in a combined user

interface, can be beneficial for providing a good multi-sensor interface (cf. [44])

that combines video data, a priori information, sensor data and human-generated

input.

The guiding idea for the presented user interface concepts is to realize an

integrated user interface with advanced mixed reality technologies. Such inte-

grated user-centered interface concepts offer a high potential in maximizing the
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overall teleoperation performance compared to state of the art side-by-side two-

dimensional user interfaces, because they take into consideration the human as

a major design parameter (cf. Chapter 2). A lot of modern display technologies

exist to render these graphical user interfaces. This includes standard displays,

hand-held devices like mobile phones or PDAs1, standard and pocket projectors,

see-through and closed HMDs2, stereo displays with and without polarization

classes, large-scale stereo projection systems, ... . In this work standard displays,

stereo displays and stereo projection systems are considered. Nevertheless any of

the presented approaches can be easily transfered to any other displaytechnology.

5.1 Enabling Technologies

5.1.1 Three-Dimensional Elements in User Interfaces

Using three-dimensional models for visualization of a remote workspaceshows

various advantages. First of all, the real workspace is three-dimensional and

therefore, the representation of this space in 3D on the operator display ismore

natural for the human, such that it enables to improve the feeling of telepresence

and the task performance. Often it is necessary to walk around in this 3D repre-

sentation of the remote environment virtually such that the complete situation can

be recognized and understood. As often the remote operation not only concerns

one machine, but also the environment (e.g. when controlling robots remotely) it

might be necessary to also represent changes in or with respect to the environ-

ment (e.g. movement of a mobile robot in the workspace). A large amount of data

from the remote space does not necessarily improve the performanceof an opera-

tor, indeed overload of the operator with data can also decrease the performance.

Only adequate processing and presentation enable a user to fully understand the

information content and make use of relevant data for further actions [47].

3D-models for improved user interfaces are more and more introduced into

industrial processes. This includes for instance all variations of the Computer-

Aided Design: the design and construction itself, component selection, physical

simulation of the complete product, even Computer-Aided Manufacturing with

the help of 3D-models. Other examples are e.g. the use of an augmentedreality

1PDA - Personal Digital Assistant
2HMD - Head-Mounted Display
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system for maintenance, [189], virtual reality for remote control and maintenance

[190] or the application of 3D models for airport control [191]. Thesesystems

mainly use one 3D-model on a single system. Even if the interfaces are used on

various systems each system holds and modifies its own model.

With today’s available hardware and high bandwidth communication tech-

niques, also distributed 3D-models can be realized. The most promising appli-

cations for these technologies are collaborative workspaces, where people can

work together on one 3D-model and interact with this model and with each other.

The Studierstube project [192] is investigating this for scientific visualizations.

Multi-screen stereo projections or CAVETM-like systems (Cave Automatic Vir-

tual Environment [193]) require either special multi-head graphics workstations

or distributed 3D-models on workstation clusters. [194] presents the blue-C sys-

tem for 3D video conferencing, where a real-time distributed scenegraph is real-

ized with Corba and OpenGL.

Some years ago these systems could only be realized with expensive special-

ized hardware. But even CAVETM-like environments - as applied in this work, a

three-plane stereo projection - can nowadays be achieved by using standard PCs

and standard network equipment. This is possible due to the performanceincrease

in commercial off-the-shelf products. It allows for using highly detailedthree-

dimensional models on a low-cost basis in a wide range of applications andnu-

merous devices, as no special hardware requirements are preconditioned. An ex-

ample for such systems is CaveUT [195], which is based on standard components

and the UT2004 game-engine. Another low-cost CAVETM is presented in [196].

This development in the computer market offers new possibilities for using multi-

plane projection screens for application areas of telematics, e.g. for teleopera-

tion of mobile robots, coordination of human-robot teams, for tele-maintenance

of industrial assembly lines, or for the implementation of learning units in tele-

experiments.

CAVETM-like systems have already entered the car design process, architec-

tural planning of shop interiors, buildings, or even complete streets, or the enter-

tainment sector, e.g. virtual museums or city tours. Compared to these application

areas, the application scenario which is targeted in this work demands additional

properties. The mentioned areas normally apply a rather pre-calculatedthree-

dimensional model, whereas the proposed telematic applications require ady-

namic model, which can be changed online by the user or a sensor, e.g.updating
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the virtual world when teleoperating a mobile robot according to current sensor

readings. Moreover, the user has to be enabled to interact with the model,i.e.

switching a button in the virtual world or marking an area, which should not be

visited. Finally, the three-dimensional model shall be coupled tightly to the real

world, which means pre-processed sensor data has to be updated or integrated

into the model and user-released interactions with the virtual model have totrig-

ger the actuators. Systems, which handle sensor data or control the actuators, are

often already available. Therefore, the ability to integrate the virtual reality based

user interface with these existing systems is highly required.

On the other hand, some requirements are not as hard as they might be for other

application domains like e.g. construction. Even though detailed models arenec-

essary, very realistic virtual models are often not required for telematicscenarios.

In this application area a high level of immersion into the remote scene is nor-

mally not planned. Details in the models have to be shown as long as they play a

role in the technical process or give the user visual cues in order to understand the

situation. Moreover, as the virtual model is often used to augment the environ-

ment model e.g. with colored sensor data, warning symbols and so on,realism is

anyway not given. The synchronization requirements are also not asstrong as for

e.g. the video-conferencing system in [194], where all displays and 16 cameras

have to be kept synchronous.

In the area of teleoperation of mobile robots, the usage of 3D-models has

also proven its potential for enhancing the system performance. For instance in

[70] a 3D model is used to teleoperate a single robot and the performance in-

crease is evaluated. In [23] we demonstrate the application of 3D-modelsfor

tele-experiments with mobile robots and [21] presents the first approaches in the

context of this work to operate a multi-robot team with a mixed reality user in-

terface on a stereo projection screen.

5.1.2 Mixed Reality

When the first virtual reality (VR) systems were developed, the goal wasto cre-

ate an artificial world either based on real physical scenarios or fictional where

the user totally feels present and immerse in. Soon, this virtual worlds were

merged with real worlds. Milgram and Kishino [197] defined this as mixed re-

ality (MR). They defined reality-virtuality continuum (cf. Figure 5.1) whichhas

two extremes: the real environment, and the virtual environment. Everyrealized
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reality in-between can be called by the generic name mixed reality. Mixed real-

ity can be split up into two more specific parts, augmented virtuality (AV) and

augmented reality (AR). In augmented virtuality virtual environments are aug-

mented with some real world elements, and in augmented reality the focus is on

the real world representation which is augmented by virtual, computer-generated

elements.

Figure 5.1: Reality-Virtuality continuum as defined by Milgram (cf. [197]).

In this work the proposed concepts can be often used as augmented virtuality

as well as augmented reality. Thus, in general the mixed reality term is usedhere.

If a section relates to special needs and application of augmented reality themore

specific term augmented reality is used. Although in mixed reality systems all

human senses can be addressed, in this work the focus is on visual elements and

on haptic elements (cf. Chapter 4).

Azuma et al. [198], [199] give an overview of the major characteristics and

challenges of an AR system and the major application areas. AR systems com-

bine real and computer generated objects correctly aligned in real environments

and run interactively and in real-time. The "correct alignment" - also called reg-

istration of real and computer generated objects in real time and the interactivity

require sophisticated technologies to handle problems like the computationalef-

ficient overlay of a real world with virtual objects, management of occlusions of

virtual and real objects, and tracking of position and orientation inside the real

world. These technological demands are in general more crucial foraugmented

reality than for augmented virtuality.

Augmented and Mixed Reality in Robotics

In the field of robotics augmented reality systems are currently mainly investi-

gated for programming, maintenance, service or training tasks. Milgramet al.

[200] show an approach for telerobotic control of a manipulator arm applying

augmented reality. Pettersen et al. [201] present an example, how augmented
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reality concepts can be utilized for a more effective way of industrial robot pro-

gramming. Compared to the industrial robot applications, the requirements for

augmented reality for mobile robot teleoperation differ and are often more chal-

lenging. The industrial scenarios are in most cases more static, predefined, and

can be calibrated in detail, while the environment for mobile robot missions is

often a priori at least partially unknown, changing over time, and the operator has

to rely on the accuracy of sensor data. Thus, for mobile robot teleoperation re-

quirements are more similar to requirements of portable mixed reality assistance

systems for humans in outdoor environments, e.g. the tracking requirements in

order to register virtual and real objects. The Tinmith project [202] realized at the

University of South Australia is an advanced example in this area. Nevertheless,

there are significant differences between the human portable and the teleopera-

tion system, resulting from the remote control scenario. The operator who is not

directly in the working environment is always limited by the capabilities of the

sensors on the robot and their representations. These limitations significantly re-

duce the feeling of presence and the situation awareness of the operator, which

are key-elements for successful mobile robot teleoperation.

In [203] an interface called "Virtual Synergy" combines a three dimensional

graphical interface with physical robots, agents and human collaborators for the

use in urban search and rescue. Milgram et al. [204] present an AR teleoperation

interface for unstructured environments. Halme et al. [205] applied anaugmented

reality interface for outdoor driving tasks of a remote operated vehicle.Lawson

et al. [206] show an approach to apply augmented reality for teleoperation of a

robot for sewer pipe inspection. In [207] a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) is

used to operate a mobile robot, which compares an image-only, a sensor-only, and

image with sensory overlay screen. [69] uses video images with sensory overlay

for the control of a mobile robot in the 2005 RoboCup Rescue competition.Reit-

sema et al. emphasis in [208] the potential of augmented reality for spacerobotics

applications. Green et al. [209] show an augmented reality approach to perform

collaborative tasks in peer to peer interaction. Daily et al. [210] developed an

augmented reality interface to give humans feedback about the navigational in-

tention of robot swarms. The authors of [211], and [212] propose an augmented

virtuality interface for the exploration task, where live video or snapshotimages

are embedded in a virtual model of the planetary environment. Nielsen etal. [52]

suggest the developed augmented virtuality interface for their egolocial paradigm
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to operate mobile robots. Cooper and Goodrich [213] investigate an augmented

virtuality interface for UAVs3 with respect to enabling an operator to perform

the navigation and visual search task simultaneously. Atherton et al. [214] pro-

pose an multi-perspective augmented virtuality interface for multiple robotsin a

Mars scenario. Wang et al. [215] propose and evaluate an interface [216] where

the camera image from the robot is gravity referenced in order to increase robot

status awareness in uneven terrain.

Figure 5.2: Reality-Virtuality continuum in the context of mobile robot teleoper-

ation.

The presented example interfaces can be located in the reality-virtuality con-

tinuum as shown in Figure 5.2, which has been adapted to the application of

mixed reality to mobile robot teleoperation. All these interfaces show the poten-

tial but also the challenges when applying mixed reality in robotics. Obviously,

for the various tasks that occur in mobile robot teleoperation different needs ap-

pear. In this work a generic concept and framework is developed in order to allow

the selection of the location insight the continuum dependent on the demands.

The consistent, robust and efficient application of mixed reality technologies en-

ables an increased performance of the teleoperation system. Additionallythe re-

sulting mixed reality user interfaces can be easily adapted to the actual tasksand

requirements.

3UAV - Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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5.2 Advanced Augmented Reality Overlays

Nowadays even mobile phones have GPS for localization, and orientation sensors

which enable to some extend augmented reality applications with the embed-

ded cameras. But still most applications with accurate registration and tracking

rely on marker tracking, or other computer vision approaches utilizing thevideo

stream from the embedded cameras. In most cases the occlusion problem is not

handled at all, because it would require detailed spatial knowledge of the captured

scene.

Here, robots offer already more spatial information of the observed scene for

the application of augmented reality in user interfaces for the operation of mobile

robots. The navigation sensors needed for localization, path planning, and obsta-

cle avoidance for instance can be used to realize advanced features for augmented

reality user interfaces. In the following methods are presented how theseadvan-

tageous preconditions can be used to meet the demands of dynamic registration

and tracking, and how to three-dimensionally model the camera images based

on distance measurements from laser range finders or time-of-flight cameras, for

the specific needs of graphical user interfaces for remote operation of robots. In

addition, it is shown how these basic methodologies enable directly the usageon

3D stereo systems and an accurate occlusion handling for the user interfaces.

5.2.1 Registration and Tracking

For the three-dimensional user interfaces in this work a scene graph is used as

data structure. Hereby, all objects in this three-dimensional world are arranged in

a tree, and each node can have its virtual representation, child nodes, etc.. In addi-

tion, it can hold its own homogeneous transformation matrix which represents the

relative position and orientation to the parent node. The root node represents the

basic world coordinate frame. Thus, the child nodes inherit the transformations of

all the parent nodes along the branch to the root node. This type of data structure

is very advantageous, for modeling robots, its sensors’, and other elements. For

instance a robot with a laser range finder and a camera would be represented as

follows: the robot node is child node of the root node, and its transformation TR

represents position and orientation of the robot’s reference point in the environ-

ment; the laser and the camera node are child nodes of the robot nodes and their

transformationsTL andTC correspond to the relative position and orientation
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of the sensors to the robot’s reference point. This enables to apply the different

tracking and calibration data available in a robotic system directly to the corre-

sponding transformation (e.g. data from robot’s localization system toTR, extrin-

sic camera calibration toTC , etc.). If all information and objects are organized

spatially correct in this scenegraph structure, an augmented reality view of the

scene can be achieved by setting the viewpoint of the three-dimensional render-

ing to the virtual representation of the origin of the physical camera, and either

setting the projection matrix of the view to the calibrated intrinsic parameters

(cf. Section 3.1.5) or modeling the camera image as three-dimensionalobject (cf.

Section 5.2.2) based on the calibrated intrinsic parameters of the physical camera.

The quality of the registration for augmented reality overlays depends on the

calibrated relative positions and orientations and tracking of the differentobjects.

With respect to setting up mixed reality and specifically augmented reality user

interfaces for mobile robot operation and coordination, two classes of objects

which require registration and tracking, can be distinguished:

• Global objects which spatially refer to the global world coordinate frame

(e.g. virtual path, way points, 3D-snapshots,...).

• Relative objects which spatially refer to the robots’ reference points (e.g.

visualized distance measurements, distance references, camera images,...).

These objects have different requirements on the accuracy of tracking. Global

virtual elements in the augmented reality user interface do not need very high

accuracy as they are only used to mark specific locations in the world, and/or

coarse orientation of the operator in the environment. In addition, these objects

are in general not very near, and according to the mathematical projection model

the registration error in pixel gets smaller the farer the objects are from thecam-

era. Thus, a robot localization which reaches an accuracy of some centimeters is

sufficient to achieve the required registration results for augmented reality view

from the robot’s camera.

The local virtual elements superimposed on the camera image like for instance

visualized distance measurements from a laser range finder require a very accu-

rate calibration, as these elements are also used by the human operator for local

navigation (e.g. drive around obstacles). As these sensors and the camera have

static spatial relations relative to the robot their position and orientation can be
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calibrated very accurately with standard methods and hereby a very accurate reg-

istration for these local virtual elements can be achieved.

5.2.2 Modeling Camera Images

There exist various ways to implement the overlay of the real world and com-

puter generated objects for augmented reality views. While some systems use

e.g. semitransparent displays where the human can see the real worlddirectly

and objects are superimposed by this semitransparent display, most augmented

reality implementations use an indirect approach, where the real environment is

captured by a camera. This camera image is then presented to the human with

superimposed virtual objects. As this work focuses on teleoperation, only the

indirect approach via a camera is feasible for these scenarios.

Almost all camera based augmented reality system implement the overlay of

camera image and virtual objects by simply setting the camera image as back-

ground on the display and rendering the virtual objects on top of this. If thepro-

jection properties of the virtual camera are set to the intrinsic calibration dataof

the physical camera and the virtual camera is placed and oriented like the physical

camera an augmented reality view results. For some of the user interfaces devel-

oped in the context of this work, this standard approach has also been used. A

significant disadvantage for remote operation tasks is, that the virtual viewpoint

always needs to be attached to the physical viewpoint of the real cameraas the im-

age stays fixed in the background. For mobile robot teleoperation user interfaces

this is equal to a limitation to the egocentric viewpoint. Literature, experiments

and experience showed that especially for the navigation task of mobile robots a

single fixed egocentric viewpoint in the user interface is not the best choice if it

is avoidable.

Thus, in this work a different approach to setup an augmented reality hasbeen

developed. Based on available calibration and other sensor information athree-

dimensional geometry can be calculated and the two-dimensional cameraimage

from the real environment is reprojected on this geometry. Thereby, with a thor-

ough application of the calibration data a texturized three-dimensional represen-

tation of the camera image results which nevertheless enables the same quality of

augmented reality view like the standard approach, if the viewpoint to the virtual

representation of the physical camera’s position.

The first realization of this would be to use the intrinsic parameters to calculate
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a simple calibrated rectangular projection plane at a selectable distance. Based

on the intrinsic parameters (cf. Section 3.1.5)fpx, fpy, xmax, ymax, and the

selected distance of the projection planedplane, the vertices of the quad dor this

projection plane can be calculated. The intrinsic parameterscx, andcy, together

with dplane can be used to shift the vertices according to the properties of the

physical camera. The camera image is set as texture to the resulting quadand the

whole shape is placed according to the extrinsic calibration of the camera. Figure

5.3 shows the augmented reality result of this kind of implementation and a side-

view of the realized three-dimensional model. Here the data from the laserrange

finder is superimposed as red band.

(a) Realized augmented reality overlay. (b) Side view of same model.

Figure 5.3: Reprojection of camera image on calibrated projection plane at

dplane = 10m.

While spatial matching of laser range finder visualization with the camera im-

age is very intuitive and easy in the augmented reality view (Figure 5.3a), inany

exocentric view (e.g. Figure 5.3b) this requires a significant effort from the hu-

man operator. Thus, the three-dimensional modeling is further extended in the

following. Robots which are operated from remote are in general equipped with

distance measurement sensors for navigation purposes. These distance informa-

tion from the remote environment can be also used to construct geometries for

projecting the camera images and hereby create a much easier understandable

representation of the remote environment inside the user interface. Another ad-

vantage of this modeling is, that the user interface can be used instantaneously

on a 3D steroscopic display in order to support a better depth perception of the
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remote environment by the human operator. Here also a stereoscopic effect is

achieved with the camera image due to the three-dimensional modeling based on

range sensor distance information, although it is actually a monoscopic camera

image.

Figure 5.4 shows a schematic overview of the processing. Two processing se-

quences are realized which run independently. First the distortion for each image

from the camera is corrected with the calibrated distortion parameters (cf.Section

5.2.2). The result is then written to the texture buffer. In the second sequence first

the retrieved distance sensor data is pre-processed (e.g. distance and distortion

correction, filtering). The result together with calibration data for the sensor and

the camera are used to build a three-dimensional geometry object representing

the distance profile of the remote environment. All coordinates of the vertices of

this object are then transformed from the distance sensor coordinate frame to the

camera coordinate frame. These coordinates and the intrinsic parameters of the

camera are used to calculate new texture coordinates for each of the vertices of

the geometry object (cf. Section 5.2.2). The scenegraph attached to the rendering

loop holds only the references to the texture buffer and the array of texture co-

ordinates, and hereby also runs independently of the two processing sequences.

This is actually the key feature which enables this kind of three-dimensionalim-

age modeling running without any significant delays with full resolutions and

high frame rates on standard computer hardware. In this work a 2D laser range

finder and a 3D PMD camera are used as examples to validate the applicability

of this approach.

Figure 5.4: Process of three-dimensional modeling of two-dimensional image

data based on distance sensor data.

Figure 5.5 shows exemplary results of the implementation of this approach
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with a two dimensional laser range finder with180◦ degree horizontal field of

view, a resolution of1◦ degree and a camera with a horizontal field of view of

≈ 68◦ degree and a resolution of640 × 480 pixels. The geometry (Figure 5.5a)

is calculated based on calibrated position and orientation information of the laser

range finder and camera, and the calibrated projection parameters of the camera.

Additionally, a virtual floor is added to the geometry based on the distance data

of these sensors as it better represents three-dimensional typical driving terrain

for mobile robots. This is in particular important when the robot is operatedin

exocentric view (Figure 5.5b). Figure 5.5c shows the resulting augmented reality

view when the viewpoint position of the interface is set to the virtual representa-

tion of the physical camera position and orientation.

(a) Side view of geometry from laser data. (b) Exocentic viewpoint from robot.

(c) Augmented reality view.

Figure 5.5: Three-dimensional camera image modeling based on 2D distance

data from a Sick laser range finder. The full laser range data is vi-

sualized by the red band.
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The same approach can also be used for a distance sensor which delivers a

matrix of depth values. Figure 5.6 shows the exemplary results for a PMDcam-

era with a resolution of204 × 204 pixels, 40◦ horizontal and vertical field of

view, and the same network camera as for the setup with the laser range finder.

Here the integration time for the PMD camera is set to5000µs. Distances are

corrected with calibrated projection parameters, distortion is compensated, and

no filtering is applied. Based on the received distance information and the cali-

bration data, a geometry object can be calculated in various ways. In Figure 5.6b

for each depth value a quad is calculated with the side length dependent on the

actualz value of this depth pixel and the field of view of the PMD camera. Thus,

it looks like a closed surface from the cameras viewpoint. Figure 5.6d shows the

result of putting the texture on this geometry object. For this setup the field of

view of the PMD camera (40◦ degree) is smaller than the field of view of the

network camera (≈ 68◦ degree). As a result image information might get lost in

the augmented reality view (Figure 5.6c). Here, an additional billboard withthe

image in the background covering the entire field of view of the camera canbe

used to avoid this (Figure 5.6f). Figure 5.6e shows the resulting augmented reality

view with billboard. In this figure also the robustness of the camera image mod-

eling approach presented here is obvious, as no transitions between billboard and

textured depth image geometry are visible. Instead of the billboard also combina-

tions with 3D modeled camera images from a laser range finder for the missing

areas of field of view would be applicable.

The results presented illustrate what is achievable with three-dimensional

modeling of the two-dimensional camera image based on distance sensordata.

The introduced approach has a lot of advantages for user interfacesfor robot

teleoperation:

• Better spatial representation for the human operator of the remote envi-

ronment correlating distance and image information especially for any ex-

ocentric viewpoint.

• Support of different viewpoint concept for navigation (egocentric,exocen-

tric) and any other viewpoint while still having the augmented reality view

available.

• Support of a any field of view of the virtual camera, e.g. if the field of

view of the camera is smaller than that of the laser range finder, the virtual
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(a) Distorted image. (b) Geometry calculated from PMD data.

(c) Augmented reality view. (d) Side view of 3D model.

(e) Augmented reality view with billboard. (f) Top down view of 3D model with billboard.

Figure 5.6: Three-dimensional camera image modeling based on depthdata from

a PMD CamCube.
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field of view can be extended such that the augmented reality registration

is still correct but nevertheless more distance information from the laser

range finder for instance is visible.

• Direct support of stereo display devices. As additional effect, a quasi

stereo image is achieved with the distance information without actually

having a stereo camera. Hereby less bandwidth on the communication

link and less computation power is necessary for the teleoperation system,

while having almost the same result as with a real stereo camera.

• Multiple usage of transmitted distance data.

• No loss of image resolution and/or information.

• Solution of augmented reality occlusion problem without further effort

(cf. Section 5.2.3).

• Dependent on mobile robot application - the concept enables to quickly

realize gravity referenced displays [215] [216].

Calculation of Texture Coordinates

Textures are quadratic images with a side length ofltex = 2n, such that for a

camera image as used for the examples with a resolution of640 × 480 a texture

with side lengthltex = 210 = 1024 pixel is required. In order to achieve the re-

sults as described in the section before, a mathematical model is requiredwhich

enables to calculate texture coordinates for each of the vertices of a given three-

dimensional geometry. Usually texture coordinates are given as two-element vec-

tor (s, t) for each vertex of a geometry.s denotes the horizontal position of the

texture coordinate normalized to a range from0 to 1.0 andt the corresponding

normalized vertical position. The graphics APIs then use these coordinates to al-

locate and interpolate the texture pixels to the surface of each primitive triangle

of the geometry object. This affine texturing does not take into account any depth

value of the vertices. Thus, for geometries with different z-values (cf. example

Figure 5.7) affine texturing with(s, t) coordinates is not sufficient.

For such geometry affine texturing would in an undesirable result like e.g. Fig-

ure 5.8a. In order to avoid these effects perspective texturing (cf. Figure 5.8b) is

required which takes into account the z-values of the vertices. For perspective
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Figure 5.7: Projection quad with plane normal not parallel to camera viewaxis.

(a) Standard texture coordinates applied to geom-

etry in Figure 5.7.

(b) Projective texture coordinates applied to ge-

ometry in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.8: Application of projective texture coordinates for correct reprojection

of the camera image.

texturing four-element texture coordinates(s, t, r, q) have to be used. The addi-

tional r is only required for three-dimensional textures, and not required andset

to r = 0 for the work here as the camera image is two-dimensional. Theq pa-

rameter is0 for affine texturing. For perspective texturing it is used to incorporate

the depth of the vertex in the texture mapping process. More details on the ba-

sics, the implementation, and the meaning of texture coordinates and the texture

interpolation can be found in the standard openGL references [217] and details

on the basics for projective texture coordinates are given in [218].

Based on the requirements and constraints of the graphic APIs and the physi-

cal fact of the sensor systems, the following equations can be derivedin order
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to achieve the results shown in the section before. First the extrinsic calibra-

tion of the camera and the distance sensor are used to determine the transfor-

mation TSC in order to transfer each of the geometry’s vertexi with coordi-

nates(xSi , ySi , zSi , 1)T from the sensor coordinate frame to the camera coordi-

nate frame (Equation 5.1). These coordinates(xCi , yCi , zCi , 1)T are then trans-

formed withPtex to texture coordinates based on the projection properties of the

camera (cf. intrinsic parameters Section 3.1.5) and the requirements for texture

coordinates(si, ti, ri, qi)
T . Equation 5.2 gives the resulting mathematical trans-

formation which can be applied to any vertex of a geometry in the user interface.
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fpx, fpy, cx, cy denote the intrinsic parameters of the camera in pixel andltex the

side length of the entire texture image. As the texture buffer typically is quadratic

with a side-length of2n due to technical limitations, the camera image in general

has smaller dimensions than the texture image. This needs to be consideredfor

texture coordinate calculation. However, if the actual camera image is stored at

the texture origin, the transformations given in Equation 5.2 already perform the

necessary scaling and translations of the texture coordinates, such thatno further

processing is required here.

The described texture coordinate calculation enables a generic calculationof
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texture coordinates of three-dimensional objects for the teleoperation user in-

terface, such that also other objects besides distance geometries can betextur-

ized. These textured elements can be used to support the operator to externalize

memory e.g. with textured grid/elevation maps or octree maps like described in

Section 3.4.2. For storage purposes an extension with tiling and corresponding

rectifications of the texture elements might be needed as extension.

Image distortion correction

As most of the visual cameras introduce a distortion on the received image, a

rectification of each image is required in order to achieve good augmentedreality

overlays. A typical example for an distorted image is shown in Figure 5.6a. Sec-

tion 3.1.5 explains these distortion effects. Applying the normalization transform

to each received image would be very time-consuming and inefficient. For the

proposed user interfaces here a look up table is calculated based on the distortion

parameters of the calibration results at system start, because distortion parame-

ters in general do not change during runtime. This look up table allows a direct

matching between distorted pixel coordinatesxd, yd and normalized pixel coor-

dinatesxn, yn. According to the distortion model given in Section 3.1.5 for each

normalized pixelxn, yn displayed in the user interface the corresponding source

pixel indicesxd, yd from the distorted image can be determined and stored in the

look up table. Hereby, a computational very fast normalization is realized. An

example result of this approach is shown in Figure 5.6e with the texture image.

5.2.3 Occlusion Handling

Augmented reality or more general mixed reality user interfaces allow setting

up integrated user interfaces, which can reduce the cognitive requirements on

a human operator through minimization of mental transformation. Nevertheless,

these interfaces are very sensitive to inaccuracies in the overlay. A major problem

is the correct occlusion handling between real and virtual objects. If these prob-

lems are not adequately addressed by the user interface the human operator might

get confused and the advantages of the user interface, might be significantly re-

duced. An example for incorrect occlusion handling is shown in Figure 5.9b. The

transport robot is superimposed on top of the right robotic manipulator although

it is actually located behind.
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In the context of this work two approaches are developed and investigated for

robotic applications which enable an accurate and correct occlusion handling:

• Masking- Use knowledge about structures and available distance sensor

data to mask the virtual objects superimposed on the camera image.

• 3D image modeling- Realize inherent occlusion handling through three-

dimensional modeling of the camera image.

Occlusion handling by masking. The masking approach has its strength in

scenarios where most of the objects are well defined and can be tracked like it is

e.g. typically in industrial scenarios. Here, a correct occlusion handling for known

and tracked objects can be achieved based on this fact. The whole environment

can be modeled as a virtual model and machine data is used to continuously

update this virtual model. Figure 5.10a shows the virtual representation of the

industrial demo setup in Figure 5.9a. This three-dimensional virtual model of the

work environment can be rendered off-screen such that virtual objects which do

not appear in the augmented reality interface are used to correctly mask other

objects which should be superimposed on the camera image received from the

scene. In Figure 5.10b the virtual objects which are modeled and tracked, but

should not be superimposed are marked gray for illustration. These objects are

rendered in a masking color (here: black) in order to create an accurate occlusion

mask of the virtual scenario (cf. Figure 5.10c). Finally, the renderedvirtual image

of the world is mixed based on this occlusion mask with the image captured by the

camera providing the real-world image from the scene. In the example each black

pixel of Figure 5.10c is replaced by the corresponding pixel from the camera

image, such that a augmented reality view with correct occlusion handling like

in Figure 5.9c results. The masking approach in not limited to pre-definedand

tracked objects in the work environment. It can easily be extended in order to

incorporate additional information about the work environment. If an additional

depth sensor like a PMD camera is available, the depth information can be used

to create supplementary masking structures. Hereby an occlusion handling can

be achieved which also covers dynamic objects in the work environment which

can not be modeled and tracked fully and easily (e.g. cables, humans inthe work

environment) .

The presented masking approach fits very well in scenarios (e.g. tele-
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(a) Distortion corrected image. (b) Augmented reality view

without occlusion handling.

(c) Augmented reality view with

correct occlusion handling.

Figure 5.9: Augmentation of camera image with no occlusion handling and oc-

clusion handling based on masking with known environment.

maintenance and tele-monitoring of industrial plants) where the location of

the cameras can be placed at locations providing a good view of the desired

workspace and where the camera placement opportunities do not limit thepos-

sible viewpoints for the human operator. Although it is limited to applications

where the viewpoint is fixed to the virtual representation of the physical camera,

it provides very robust and very good results for these scenarios withwell de-

fined environments. The application of the rendering capabilities of 3D graphics

APIs allows for avoiding the application of additional specific occlusion handling

algorithms.

(a) Virtual model of scene. (b) Objects of the model not to

superimpose marked gray.

(c) Masked virtual model for

augmentation.

Figure 5.10: Masking with virtual model for occlusion handling.

Occlusion handling by 3D image modeling. For mobile robot teleoper-

ation the second approach is much more suitable which makes use of the three-

dimensional modeling of the camera images based on the distance measurements
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of the robots’ sensors (cf. Section 5.2.2). In such scenarios the work environment

is in general very dynamic, unstructured, and most of the objects are unknown

at the beginning of the mission. In addition localization in such applications and

hereby tracking for the augmented reality registration cannot be easily realized

at a comparable level like in industrial scenarios (e.g. the robot arms used for the

masking example provide sub-millimeter accuracy for the tool position). Here,

the three-dimensional camera modeling based on distance data providesa suit-

able alternative as it provides implicitly occlusion handling.

A further and even more important advantage of this approach is, that the

viewpoint inside the interface can be changed. For teleoperation scenarios for mo-

bile robots the ability to change the viewpoint can significantly improve situation

awareness, which is one of the major bottlenecks of remote operation of robots.

In addition, the visualization can be directly used together with a stereo display

in order to enable real three-dimensional visualization. Figure 5.11a shows an

example for correct occlusion handling with a camera image three-dimensionally

modeled with depth data from PMD CamCube camera. The wrist of the virtual

robot arm correctly disappears behind the shelf and the mobile file cabinet. The

occlusion handling also works with the camera image modeled with the laser

range finder (Figure 5.11b), although it cannot provide the occlusionhandling

quality like the PMD camera setup for all scenarios due to its two-dimensional

scanning nature. Figure 5.11c shows the same scene as Figure 5.11bfrom an ex-

ocentric viewpoint. It illustrates very well, that also with the changed viewpoint

the occlusion handling stays valid and it is visible, that the virtual robot actually

stands in the shelf.

(a) Image modeled with PMD

data (AR egocentric view).

(b) Image modeled with laser

data (AR egocentric view).

(c) Image modeled with laser

data (AR exocentric view).

Figure 5.11: Examples for dynamic occlusion handling based on distance sensor

data from PMD camera and laser range finder.
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5.3 Mixed Reality User Interface Approach

5.3.1 Design and Characteristics

Typically the camera image is the major element of user interfaces for teleop-

eration. Camera images from the remote scene provide a realistic representation

and deliver a lot of spatially integrated information from the remote work envi-

ronment of robots, but still require further elements for orientation. Darken et al.

[219] evaluate the usefulness of video streams for a remote observerfor main-

taining spatial comprehension and tracking of the remote scenario. Theyvalidate

the hypothesis that the use for a video stream without any other spatial reference

about the camera or movements is very difficult if not impossible This is even

more the case if communication limitations are present, and cause drop outsor

delays like it can typically occur in robot application scenarios. Thus, an augmen-

tation of the video stream with other spatial references and tracking information

is mandatory.

Here, mixed reality technologies can be used to enable user interfaces which

supplement camera images efficiently with additional information. In casethe

camera images are not available or have low quality, e.g. due to bandwidthprob-

lems, virtual environments based on map information and sensor data can be

used as fallback. Moreover, even if the images are available, the visualization of

normally non-visible sensor data, e.g. distance measurement, can augment video

images and enhance the information display as demanded for spatial comprehen-

sion and tracking of the remote scenario.

The mixed reality user interface framework developed in this work for robot

teleoperation enables and realizes the following key characteristics and features:

One integrated, common world model

Data from various sources (e.g. entities’ positions, camera images, maps obsta-

cles, paths, a priori information, etc.) are modeled, and displayed to thehuman

in an integrated fashion. Real world elements represented by video streams and

sensor data are combined with virtual elements into this common model. Virtual

objects are for instance built based on available map information, synthesized

from sensor data, or faded in as extra information. All objects are modeled and

aligned according to their physical spatial relations and properties. Dependent on
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gathered information all elements in the model are maintained up to date. Hereby,

correct spatial relations are kept, all available information is integrated in a3D

mixed reality world, and thus the requirements for mental rotations for the human

is minimized. This integrated model can be applied to both considered interaction

roles in this work - supervisor as team coordinator and operator of a robot.

Natural Visualizations

Natural visualizations for the human is a key issue for efficient operationof a

robot. Objects which have geometric properties should be modeled according

to the representations to which the human is familiar with. On the other hand

cognition behaviors of the human can be used to give intuitive, artificial guidance

to the human operator. For instance if an object detected by a sensor or known

a priori is an obstacle in the current moving direction of the robot, this should

be intuitively visible to the human operator, e.g distance sensor data can beused

to superimpose correctly aligned virtual geometries to a camera image, which

visualize the limitations of the workspace in a certain area (cf. laser visualization

as red band in Figure 5.5). Modeling of a 2D camera image as a 3D objectbased

on depth sensor data (cf. Figure 5.6d) can also support this more natural cognition

of the remote environment.

Support Multiple Viewpoints

The current task and the current interaction role of the human have major influ-

ence on the selection of optimal viewpoint and hereby the optimal system per-

formance. Thus, the operator is enabled to take over arbitrary viewpoints in the

integrated 3D world model. Still it is needed to provide standard viewpoints (ego-

centric, exocentric, top-down) for the operated systems to the human in the user

interface, to make these viewpoints easily accessible, and to enable any easy reset

of viewpoints. These elements give the human the possibility to undo viewpoint

related actions, which is a significant design driver in HCI.

The integrated model considering spatial relations and projection properties

and the support for multiple viewpoints also enables to use the user interface

in the whole spectrum of mixed reality, in particular also as augmented reality

user interface. It is even possible to move from an augmented reality viewto an

augmented virtuality view during runtime by changing the viewpoint.
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Information Tracking

Different ways exist to enable the user to keep track of the information and the

remote situation, and to allow for the reduction of the usage of the short-term

memory of the human operator. For example, the human is supported by3D rep-

resentation of the planned, driven paths and hereby can determine the coverage

of the area for exploration. A map as a global spatial reference for allthe other

elements is supported and can be realized in various ways. The operatorcan add

local snapshots to the model in order to build up his/her own history of findings,

landmarks, and events. These might be camera images, distance measurements

(single or arrays), 3D-representations of camera images based on distance sensor

data, etc.. An additional component which is important to maintain the overview

of the whole scenario, mission and to plan the further actions, is a small overview

map. This overview map should be attached and centered to a certain worldob-

ject according to the current application and task. All different visualizations of

the scenario use equal or comparable representations (e.g. color, geometry) of the

specific elements keeping to the concept of "visual momentum" (Section 2.3.5).

Novel Display Devices

Many new display technologies can be applied to the user interface for robot

operation. The way of realization the user interface in this work enables to make

use of the capabilities of many of these devices. The concept fits well andworks

e.g. on stereo displays, head-mounted displays, and also on large scale stereo

projection systems. Also a transfer to handheld devices is easily possible.

Adapt to the human’s interaction role

Dependent on the interaction role, the task, the mission scenario, and the available

infrastructure different graphical user interface interfaces provide a optimized so-

lution for robot operation or team coordination. The principles and characteristic

suggested for the mixed reality user interfaces hold for all of these scenarios but

with different adapted attributes in the final implementation. Details on the needs

and challenges can be found in [20] and [16]. In the later sections different imple-

mented interface designs are introduced, which all based on the proposed mixed

reality concept. The realization of this approach is adapted according to theac-

tual scenario requirements, and the actual role of the human in the team. Two
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roles are considered - a supervisor coordinating a team of robots and an operator

controlling a robot inside the team.

5.3.2 Framework for Mixed Reality User Interfaces

Approach and Architecture

The design of graphical user interface for HRI requires the ability to quickly test

an idea, change the operated robot(s), or change the display devices.Currently,

no software framework for 3D-GUI development is available which copes with

the specific requirements of robot teleoperation.

In the context of this thesis concepts and methodologies for a software frame-

work are developed enabling a fast and easy development of mixed reality user

interfaces for mobile robot operation. The software framework directly reflects

the listed features in Section 5.3.1. A prototype of this software framework has

been implemented as library based on Java and Java3D and is already in use

for different user interface implementations. The framework enablesto quickly

create 3D user interfaces which can be classified anywhere inside the virtuality

continuum (cf. Figure 5.1 and [197]), dependent on the application needs, the

team setup, system constraints like communication and the selected robots. Vir-

tual reality user interfaces e.g. in [23] for the applications in low-bandwidth envi-

ronments like tele-laboratories [220] can be realized in the same manner like the

augmented reality and augmented virtuality interfaces presented in later sections.

Usually a high level of knowledge in 3D application programming interfaces

(API) is required to implement this kind of three-dimensional mixed reality user

interfaces. The developed software framework enables a quick access to the im-

plementation of three-dimensional mixed reality user interfaces for robot teleop-

eration. Especially for students it is advantageous, that with a smooth entryto

the topic, a quick visibility of results without limitation in extending the system

can be achieved. Hereby, they can quickly realize and evaluate interesting user

interface systems. This could be validated by the usage of the frameworkfor lab

projects, and master/diploma thesis of students, who were able to quickly build

their own representation of the 3D user interface without any knowledge of a 3D

programming API. The design of the software framework also allows for the ex-

tension of defining the whole user interface as XML file, such that not even real

programming knowledge is necessary.
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The central element of this framework is a data structure which represents

all objects (e.g. robots, sensors, cameras, maps, paths, landmarks) which should

be represented in the user interface. For each physical objects a so called model

is defined which holds all important properties and current data of this object

(e.g. position/orientation, distance measurements, camera image, notes, camera

calibration parameters). These models are ordered in a tree data structure, such

that the parent child relationship represents their physical relation (e.g.for a robot

with a laser and a camera, the robot model would be the parent node - thelaser

and camera model would be the child nodes of the robot model). This enables the

models to inherit spatial properties. In the example it results in the fact, thatif the

robot moves, the attached laser and camera move accordingly.

Connectorobjects provide the necessary interfaces to the real hardware and

additional information sources. They are initialized with connection parameters

(e.g. IP addresses, serial/USB interfaces, ports) and allocatecontroller objects

dependent on their available data sources.Modelscan be registered to thesecon-

troller objects. Controller objects update the data fields of each registered model

according to the update received over the connector object. The way theconnec-

tor and controller objects interact enables to quickly adapt the user interface to

new systems. If the same kind of information is provided by a new system only

the connector object need to be changed according to the new system.

Viewobjects define the visual representation of data inside the user interface.

Two classes of view objects exists: world objects which are part of the integrated

environment representation and overlay objects which always keep attached to

the current viewpoint. The overlay objects are objects which should always stay

in the field of view of the operator (e.g. battery status, overview map).Modelscan

be registered to views. View objects are setup only with parameters considering

the concrete visualization (e.g. color, transparency, filename). The view object

retrieves all other necessary setup parameters directly from the modelobject after

registration. Based on this data the virtual representation of the data is built (e.g.

the intrinsic parameters of a camera model determine the projection geometry for

the camera image rendering). View objects register themselves to their registered

models for update notification. If the data fields of a model are updated, the model

object sends a notification to each register view. On notification the view object

collects its required data from the model and updates the visual representation of

this information.
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Figure 5.12: Interaction architecture for the object classes of the userinterface

framework.

Thecoreobjects manage the whole user interface. The root model and hereby

the whole model tree is passed to the core object. Based on this model tree and

the views attached to specific models, the whole scenegraph for the user interface

is setup automatically. For each world view of a model the default viewpoints

(egocentric, exocentric and top-down) are provided and the whole viewpoint con-

trol system is setup. Dependent on the selected display technology and rendering

view parameters all Java3D related processes are initiated. Figure 5.12sketches

the relations between the different object classes.

The present software framework encapsulates a lot of implementation effort

to realize a mixed reality user interface for robot operation. It enables toreduce

the workflow to three basic steps (cf. Figure 5.13): provide the physical/spatial

properties and relations, and hereby define a tree of models; connectthe models

to the information sources; attach visual representations inside the user interface

to the models.

The software framework has been designed to be easily extensible. Newmod-

els, views, connectors, and controllers can be implemented by extendingthe basic

classes which provide the entire functionality for the software frameworks. A lot

of different display devices, sensors, robots and other information sources are al-

ready supported. Examples for supported display devices are standard monitors,

all stereo system which use dual head capabilities of graphics hardware, horizon-
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Figure 5.13: Workflow for realization of an graphical user interface with the user

interface framework.

tal interlaced stereo displays, 2.5D stereo displays4, and distributed scenegraph

systems like the large scale stereo projection system utilized in following sec-

tions. Currently supported robots are Merlin robots (indoor and outdoor), Pio-

neer robots, and all other robots supported by the Player hardware abstraction

layer[182]. The following sensor connector implementations are for instance al-

ready available: MJPEG Network cameras, PMD cameras, Swissranger SR3000,

Sick LMS 200 laser range finder, Hokuyo laser range finder, sonar sensors, and

all standards sensors supported by the player framework.

Multi robot systems capable simulation or emulation environments are a use-

ful and necessary tool for the user interface development in order todo first sys-

tem analysis reducing setup time. The presented software framework currently

provides the interfaces to two simulation frameworks - Player/Stage [182]and

USARSim [103],[104]. Player is a robot device server to realize multi-robot or

sensor-network systems. Stage can be used together with Player and can simu-

late large populations of robots in a 2D environment. USARSim is based on the

Unreal Tournament 2004 game engine. It is a general purpose 3D -multi-robot

simulator which provides basic physical properties of the robot and the simu-

lated environment which closely match the real implementation of the robots and

the real environment. In addition, it is also possible to simulate camera images

from cameras inside the simulation, which is large advantage for user interface

development. Compared to Player/Stage USARSim is only a simulation without

a device server and controller concept like Player. Figure 5.14 showsa typical

environment simulated with USARSim.

4http://www.business-sites.philips.com/3dsolutions/ (22.02.2010)
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Figure 5.14: Typical environment simulated with USARSim.

Extension with distributed scenegraphs

The application (e.g. human team members share the same integrated world

model) or a specific display technology (e.g. computer cluster based projection

systems) might require that a three-dimensional model is shared consistently be-

tween multiple devices. This requires a flexible framework, which provides on-

line, synchronous updates of distributed dynamic three-dimensional models. In

order to enable the application of a multi-plane stereo projection for robot op-

eration and coordination, we developed a software framework to realizea dis-

tributed scenegraph with Java and Java3D matching the requirements forsuch

applications. In the following the basic principles are summarized. Details onthe

developed framework for distributed scenegraphs can be found in [20].

The used multi-plane projection stereo system consists of three projection

walls, each with a width of 2 meters and a height of 1.6 meters which results

in a total projection screen of 6 m x 1.6 m. The three walls are arranged with

an angle of 135 degree in-between. For the projection six video projectors and a

cluster composed of standard PCs are used. The pictures for the left eye and the

right eye are polarized orthogonal and displayed merged on the projection screen.

The users have to wear special glasses with the same polarization filters to sepa-

rate the pictures for the left and right eye again and to gain the stereo effect. The

glasses are light weighted and should not disturb the user in its actual task.Figure

5.15 shows a set of examples GUIs realized on our stereo projection system.

The six projection cluster computers and an additional control computer

are connected to the same Ethernet network. The control workstation provides

the interfaces between remote systems and human on one side and the three-
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(a) GUI for coordination of human-robot teams during a

search and rescue mission.

(b) GUI for coordination and control of a simulated

multi-robot Mars-exploration mission.

(c) GUI for industrial monitoring and telemaintenance

application.

Figure 5.15: Implemented graphical mixed reality user interfaces on large scale

stereo projection system.
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dimensional stereo projection on the other side. It manages changes in the three-

dimensional model and broadcasts these changes to the clients. Sensors and actu-

ators could be directly connected to this computer or can be linked via an external

network.

The basic scenegraph content to be visualized is distributed over the network

on system start (not limiting that new objects can be added or removed). The com-

munication in the visualization network utilizes a multicast connection, which

has several advantages over conventional point-to-point connections. Every PC

which should own the common scenegraph joins an IP multicast group. That

way, the control PC does not require prior knowledge of how many or which

clients are used, as the router in the network manages the connection tree in

real-time. Moreover, the control PC needs to send every packet only once, as the

router takes care of replication and distribution to (multiple) receivers. This ef-

fectively reduces traffic on the network. With these conditions fulfilled, thepre-

sented framework enables dynamic broadcast of updates (e.g. update of posi-

tions/orientations, viewpoint manipulations, node manipulations, sensor data up-

dates, insertion/deletion of objects, execution of pre-defined methods, etc.) for

the 3D visualization. Figure 5.16 gives and overview of the system setup.

Figure 5.16: Setup of three-sided projection screen for operation andcoordina-

tion of remote systems.

If changes in the 3D visualization are made, nodes in the underlying Java3D
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scenegraph have to be manipulated. However, multiple PCs are used, each hold-

ing its own representation of the scenegraph. Thus, a direct manipulationof the

graph on every PC is not possible. That means each node has to be identified

in a unique way. To achieve this, two hashmaps are used on each PC. These are

created at the start-up of the visualization process from the (already distributed)

3D-Scene content and are updated, when objects are added or removed. Each

node in the graph is assigned a unique number, which is the same all over the

network; one hashmap holds the nodes as keys, the other the numbers.So the

control PC can determine the number of the node to be manipulated by entering

the pointer of that node in the first hashmap, while the clients in the network

can get back a pointer on that node by entering the corresponding number. This

enables consistent identification and modification of nodes all over the network.

For updating of the visualized 3D scene, the control program broadcasts over

the multicast network: This packet consists of a header, determining the desired

operation, and the payload, i.e. all the necessary data to execute that operation.

The latter consists in most cases of the number identifying the node in the scene-

graph to be manipulated and the data to be changed in that node. However,the

framework comprises a utility class to be used to broadcast updates, which shields

the user from the technical details. Node manipulations can be broadcasted by a

method call with appropriate arguments.

In the context of this work we have developed a flexible framework for 3D

models that allows updating the model online, supports interaction, and inte-

gration into existing systems as it is required for the proposed scenarios.Even

though the framework does not provide synchronous mechanisms, the user does

not percept any asynchronism due to the applied multicast technology and a care-

ful selection of the hardware. In the presented approach a successful trade-off is

taken between flexibility, light-weight and real synchronism.

5.4 Realization of User Interfaces

Based on the considerations of Chapter 2, and user tests the mixed reality ap-

proach has been implemented in specific user interfaces for validation. In the

following, first the team coordination interface is introduced. Afterwardsa stereo

augmented reality user interface for teleoperation of a single mobile robotis pre-

sented. The mixed reality components of both interfaces have been further inte-
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grated to a generic mixed reality user interface. There the viewpoint can be much

better adjusted by the user to the current needs and many user interfaceelements

have been further integrated to more natural representations for a human oper-

ator. This interface can be easily combined with the necessary 2D-elements of

the team coordination user interface in order to enable also the supervisoropera-

tion. The presented user studies give an insight in the needs and potentialof the

application of augmented reality technologies for remote operation tasks.

5.4.1 Team Coordination User Interface

In [18] we have analyzed the requirements for information display in the team

coordinator (supervisor and operator role) and teammate (peer and operator

role) user interfaces based on literature and own experiments. For task-oriented

human-robot teams we used the following categories

• Situation/environment: overview of complete environment and knowledge

of local environment of the team members.

• Entities/team members: actual status and capabilities of each entity, com-

prehension of the entities current behavior/mode and comprehension of

the relations in the team (e.g. sub-teams).

• Mission/tasks: knowledge of the goal and the related task allocation, as

well as the workload and progress of each team member.

Based on this analysis we have developed a map centric mixed reality user in-

terface dedicated to the team coordination task. It enables a human to take over

the supervisor and to some extend the operator role. This user interfaceis shortly

introduced in the following. Detailed information on the different development

steps can be found in [21], [16], [19], [18], [15], [14], and [86]. Figure 5.17 shows

a screenshot of the resulting mixed reality user interface. The numbersin brackets

in the following text paragraphs correspond to the label numbers in Figure 5.17.

Situation/environment. The main view for the environment is the integrated

3D model (1). Two other views of this model show an overview of the complete

scene from above (2) and a side view (3). The center field shows camera images

from the robots (4). The main view can be switched to different viewpoints: above
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Figure 5.17: Screenshot of mixed reality user interface for coordination of a

human-robot team.
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(overview and zoomed), entity-view (movable like a virtual robot) and attached

to the real entity (following the entities movement). The user can store view-

points and move back to these later. The environment model includes notonly

information about the building structure, but also task-related informationas e.g.

exits or dangerous areas. Therefore, the model is not only a view on the environ-

ment, but also documents the situation of the team in the remote environment.

The information is arranged in layers, which are displayed in a tree-structure (5).

If new information was gathered in the environment the team members canauto-

matically update the map or send a team message. The team messages are sorted

according to their priority into a table (6). The priorities are set according tothe

task. Here, messages that concern human life are set to highest priority (e.g. de-

tected fires, victims), messages that concern the robots safety get medium priority

(e.g. battery nearly empty) and messages for information only have lowest prior-

ity (e.g. an invalid waypoint). The supervisor can add new objects according to

the team messages. He/she can also create 3D-labels (1a), which can keep more

information and can be used as a memory functions for later use or for other team

members.

Entities/team members. The pose of entities are visualized with avatars in

the 3D model of the environment, e.g. (1b) as well as their assigned setof way-

points, e.g. (2a). The most important information of each team memberis shown

summarized (7): mode (waypoint or teleoperated), name, connectionstatus, bat-

tery status, and mobility. More details are given in the tabbed panes which can

be opened on demand (7a). Currently there are panes for progressof the assigned

path, general information and the capabilities (sensors, equipment, special func-

tions etc.).

Mission/tasks. For this user interface, the overall task is exploration and se-

mantic mapping of a partly known environment, i.e. the main task of each team

member is following a given set of waypoints autonomously and inform about

detected fires, victims, dangers and obstacles. Maps generated with SLAM al-

gorithms might also be included but are not considered in the presented experi-

ments. The 3D model changes the color of the underground, such thatthe team

coordinator gets a good overview which area was investigated already. This fea-

ture requires a relatively good self-localization of the robots; otherwise itmight
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imply wrong assumptions to the coordinator. In cases, where the robots are not

able to localize themselves correctly, this feature should be switched off orthe

robot should transmit a probability for the correctness of the position, which can

be color-coded. Each team member has a progress pane, which shows the ad-

vance in the waypoint following (7b). The pane shows if a robot is waiting for

input, if it has stopped, or if it is following the waypoints. As it can be seen in

Figure 5.17, a hint is given what to do next and a related button is shown.For ex-

ample, if the robot has stopped, because it found a new object, an information text

is shown and a button allows the user to directly send a command to the robot

to continue on its old path. The extensive visualization of the progress should

give the user always best feedback about the robot’s current situation, workload,

and progress. This should support a reduction of the time, where thereis no task

assigned. The general information tab keeps the most important information of

each team member as a history, such that the team coordinator can referto this

record.

5.4.2 Augmented Reality Operator User Interface

In the last section a user interface for team coordination has been introduced

which focuses on the supervisor interaction role and on a high-level operator in-

teraction. Still many application scenarios require the direct or assisted operation

of a robot as part of such a team at a remote workspace.

The augmented reality user interface has been mainly designed for the task of

secure and fast navigation of a mobile robot in an unknown environment during

an exploration and search task. The operator should be able to understand and

memorize its local surrounding fast, detect obstacles, determine the next target

point, how to go there and immediately detect if the robot is approaching a dan-

gerous situation. The basic idea for the implementation of the stereo AR user

interface is to support the operator of the mobile robot during mission execution

with additional information from the real world correctly registered in the image,

such that the demand for mental rotations for the human operator is reduced. The

integration of the additional information as virtual 3D elements in the camera im-

age should minimize the need for changing the user focus, which is necessary in

typical user interfaces where the different displays and camera imageare placed

side by side. Additionally, for a better depth impression and spatial understanding

of the remote environment, this user interface is realized for stereo visualization.
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Figure 5.18: Examples for display elements of the stereo augmented reality user

interface - top (from left to right): system status diagrams, HUD

orientation display, 2D map; bottom: 3D pitch-roll display, 3D map

and floor projection of compass rose.

The stereo augmented reality user interface here is a camera centric user in-

terface. A stereo video stream from a mobile robot is augmented with correctly

aligned virtual three-dimensional representations of sensor data received from

the robot. This integrated stereo AR user-interface is present on a large-scale

projection system to the robot’s operator. The user interface elements are all im-

plemented in 3D and optimized for stereo view. These elements could be aligned

and displayed adjusted to the users needs. It is possible to change positions of

the elements online and to hide single or all control elements. Figure 5.18 and

Figure 5.19 shows some example control elements, which can be selected for the

interface.

The main component of the teleoperation interface is the stereo video fromthe

robot. It represents the work environment of the teleoperated mobile-robot. This

stereo camera view is therefore the base element as background of theAR inter-

face. All other data presented to the operator are visualized as three dimensional

virtual objects. This information is integrated, and therefore correctly registered

and overlaid, into the stereo camera image.

The following exemplary information elements can be shown in an integrated

fashion in the user interface:
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Figure 5.19: Waypoint/planned path visualizations, distance references, and

highlighted obstacles (here: e.g. red barrels - cf.[221])

.

• Orientation (yaw angle) of the mobile robot

• Pitch and roll angle of the robot

• Status (e.g. battery, network link) of the robot

• Distance measurements from ultrasonic senors, corresponding to possible

obstacles in the sensor field of view of the robot

• Distance reference

• Planned path and waypoints and navigation support to reach the next way-

point

• Maps as global frame of reference for the operator with robots’ current

positions

Waypoint system.The interface includes a waypoint management system. The

user can plan a path by selecting waypoints in a 2D map. These waypoints are

then placed in the correct three-dimensional position in the field of view of the

robot. Additionally, the path connecting the waypoints and the distance to the

next waypoint is visualized. The yellow signs in Figure 5.19 represent these way-

points. Waypoint "Alpha" for instance is the next planned waypoint.
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Orientation visualization.The orientation of the robot as state element of the

robot can be visualized as classical display, as Head-Up Display (HUD)element

comparable to those in modern aircrafts and as compass rose projectedon the

floor in front of the robot (Figure 5.18). The compass displays also visualize the

direction and the deviation to the direction to the next waypoint. The compass

element is mainly relevant for navigation purposes.

Artificial Horizons.The artificial horizon can be visualized as classical display,

as lines in the center of the screen comparable to HUDs of modern aircrafts, as

a mobile robot model, and as a 3D visualization composed of two 3-sided Poly-

gons. These visualizations of the robot’s pitch and roll angle are mainly important

for a safe teleoperation of the robot. They should help the user to prevent the loss

of the robot by overturning.

Maps. As a frame of reference with respect to the environment a two-

dimensional (Figure 5.18 top right) and a three-dimensional map (Figure 5.18

bottom center) have been implemented. They include a priori known structure,

show the robot’s position and field of view, range sensor information andthe

planned waypoints/path.

Distance/Obstacle information.A distance reference component is projected

on the floor in front of the robot (Figure 5.19 center, green lines and digits). This

should support distance estimations of the operator. The distance measurements

from the ultrasonic sensors are utilized to highlight obstacles (Figure 5.19red

barrels) in the near surrounding of the robot.

Status information and warnings.The network, battery status, and the current

velocity is presented to the user by bar charts (Figure 5.18 top left). If values

reach critical states, e.g. proximity of obstacles or low battery, the corresponding

warnings are shown in the center of the interface.

Figure 5.20 shows the complete user interface with selected components on

the stereo projection system and the used mobile robot during tests. The system

has been designed in a way that the user can fade in and out the different possible

graphical components according to the current needs and own preferences. The

user can even fade out all the augmentations to have the full stereo videowithout

any occlusions.

Independent from the performance for solving the teleoperation task,the spe-

cial aspects occurring when using AR and stereo techniques need to be consid-

ered. The quality of the overlay of the virtual 3D elements with the cameras or
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Figure 5.20: The realized stereo AR user interface on the stereo projection system

and the teleoperated mobile robot.

the quality of the registration of the virtual and real world, is correlated to the

performance of the overall system. The intrinsic parameters (projection parame-

ters of camera) and the extrinsic parameters (position/orientation relativeto the

point of reference of the robot) need to be determined carefully. Elements like

the waypoint navigation system, where the positions of the 3D elements are not

relative to the robot, need a good localization of the robot in the global frame

of reference. When using a large scale stereo projection system, it is also impor-

tant to select the placement (especially the depth) for the different userinterface

elements carefully to avoid unpleasant effects (e.g. headache of the user) and dis-

turbance of the stereo effect. More details about this interface and the different

elements is given in [17]. A summary of results of user studies is also presented

in Section 5.4.4.

5.4.3 Generic Mixed Reality User Interface

The two presented user interfaces in the sections before represent twospecific

locations in the virtual continuum. The team coordination interface is focused

on the model/map of the environment and can be seen as augmented virtual-

ity interface. By contrast the stereo augmented reality interface is video centric,

and allows for a an integrated spatially correct superposition of virtual elements.

Drury et al. [80] found that their map-centric interface provide a betterlocation
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and status awareness while their tested videocentric interface is more effective in

providing a good surrounding and activities awareness.

The listed features of this further developed generic mixed reality framework

in this section allows to realize both, and to seamlessly switch between both

concepts. Hereby, it enables to combine the advantages of both concepts a map-

centric and video-centric interface. Although the focus of this section is onthe

central 3D world component and its features, it can be easily integrated with

the important two dimensional elements for team coordination - the messaging

system, the entities’ status overviews, and structured information lists (cf.Section

5.4.1, and [14], [19]).

The graphical user interface is realized as generic mixed reality user inter-

face. All objects and elements are spatially correct aligned in one three dimen-

sional model representing all spatial relations, projections, and dimensions of the

physical systems. Hereby, arbitrary viewpoints of the three-dimensional repre-

sentation of the scene can be taken by the human operator, such that anytype of

augmented reality and augmented virtuality view can be realized. The integrated

mixed reality user interface approach requires a careful calibration ofthe relative

transformations, projections, and especially for the cameras a determination of

the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. These parameters of the camera are deter-

mined by standard photogrammetic methods. This also allows for combiningan

exocentric view with the spatial correct overlay of the real world cameraimage

with computer generated representations of information and sensor data.

Sensor data are fused into combined three-dimensional visualizations in order

to enable an increased natural perception and cognition. In the exemplary imple-

mentation (Figure 5.21) of this interface information from available laser range

finders and cameras with overlapping field of view are combined to one user in-

terface element. Based on the calibration of the camera and the laser, the camera

image is projected on a geometry build from the received distances of the laser

range finder according to the principles developed in Section 5.2. For theexocen-

tric viewpoint this enables an even better understanding of the remote environ-

ment and for egocentic AR view it enables a good occlusion handling for virtual

and real objects. The well calibrated three dimensional modeling of the different

elements can also be seen when comparing Figure 5.21a and Figure 5.21b. Both

show exactly the same 3D model - only the viewpoint is changed. In Figure5.21b

the calibrated position of the camera is chosen as viewpoint, such that a correctly
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aligned augmented reality view results. From this viewpoint the deformed and

projected camera image looks again like a typical two dimensional rectangular

image, although it is modeled three-dimensional based on the laser rangedata.

Another advantage of this modeling is, that the user interface can be usedinstan-

taneously on a 3D stereoscopic display in order to support a better depth percep-

tion of the remote environment by the human operator. Here also a stereoscopic

effect is achieved with the camera image due to the three-dimensional modeling

based on range sensor distance information, although it is actually a monoscopic

camera image. When using this way of combined visualization of distance and

image data, tests showed that the texturing should only be active on the front side

of the realized geometry and from the backside the object should be transparent.

If the interface is not used in augmented reality view, standard texturing where

both sides of the geometry show the camera image causes confusion to thehuman

operator. This is due to the fact that with a non AR view, parts of the backside of

the geometry might be visible. If this backside is textured with a image showing

the frontside of the object, it would lead to a wrong representation of this object,

because at this time nothing is known about the backside. Details on this way

of three-dimensional modeling the camera image with range sensor data can be

found in Section 5.2 and [3]. Virtual models which exactly match the dimensions

of the real physical robots are used as avatars for the representationof the robots

inside the interface. This could also be validated during the test runs whereit was

possible to operate the robot precisely through extremely narrow passages only

based on the virtually modeled laser/camera data and the virtual representation

of the robot.

By default, for each of the modeled robots and sensors the viewpoint is reg-

istered to a default viewpoint list. Thus, an immediate switching to any of these

default viewpoints including all egocentic and exocentric viewpoints is available

on demand. To minimize the length of the action sequences needed by the human

operator a set of default viewpoints for each modeled element of the world is al-

ways on hand. These default viewpoints can be instantaneously accessed by the

operator by keys associated to this type of viewpoint: egocentric (view from the

element’s origin), exocentric (view slightly behind and above element’s origin)

and a top-down view on the element. Any of this viewpoints can be selected per-

manently or temporarily (as long as the associated key is pressed - a quasimode

[38]), can be modified, and again be reset to the default position. The feature to
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reset to a default viewpoint is very important, as for the human operatorsetting

a viewpoint to a certain position/orientation needs quite an effort, and most of

the arbitrary changed viewpoints are only needed for a very short time.This is in

accordance with the design rule that every action should be undoable [38].

The natural cognition of the user interface for the human operator is supported

by various ways. The user interface is modeled three-dimensional as the real

world is three-dimensional. This can additionally be supported by stereo dis-

play technologies. Research in cognitive science showed that depth cues e.g.

through illumination, shadows, sharpness are a major component for acorrect

three-dimensional cognition of an environment. Thus, such depth cuesare also

included in the user interface here, e.g. fog proportional to the distanceto the

actual viewpoint. Hereby, like in natural environments the farer an object is, the

more it gets blurred.

The user interface provides the communication interface between humanand

system. With the characteristics listed before mainly the feedback to the human

is considered. But also the procedure of commanding and the input devices need

to be considered for the interface appropriate control inputs are required. Besides

standard devices like keyboard, mouse, and joystick also novel input devices like

the Wii Controller5 are supported. This input device based on acceleration mea-

surements proved to be a very natural and intuitive input device for the teleoper-

ation task, and is very much appreciated by the users. If an additional feedback

device for the human operator is desired, also a force-feedback joystick can be

used (cf. Chapter 4).

Figure 5.21a shows a screenshot of one implementation of the user interface

with a set of example user interface elements available. The numbers in brackets

in the following text paragraphs correspond to the label numbers in Figure 5.21a.

Major element is the camera image projected on the three-dimensional geom-

etry based on sensor data from a laser range finder (1). The laser range data is

additionally projected as red band (2) making use of the full field of view ofthe

laser range finder. An additional distance reference element (3) enables an quan-

titative estimation of distances to objects. In combination with the robots’ avatars

these elements are primarily designed for robot’s surrounding awareness.

Different types of maps can be visualized and faded in and out in the user in-

terface. In the example of Figure 5.21a a satellite image is used as base 2D-map

5http://www.nintendo.de/ (22.02.2010)
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(a) Example elements for the generic mixed reality user interface.

(b) Augmented reality egocentric

view.

(c) Top-down view. (d) Side view.

Figure 5.21: Screenshots of different views of the user interface’sintegrated

model.
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(floor in Figure 5.21) and a occupancy grid map is visualized as 3D-map(blue

cubes superimposed in Figure 5.21) in order to highlight previously recorded ob-

stacles. An additional small tilted top-down view (4) attached to the driving di-

rection of the currently operated robot enables to maintain the overview. Hereby,

mainly the location awareness can be supported.

Besides the system status information directly given by the integrated world

model, specific color coded status displays (5) allow for a good status awareness

of the system. The actual color of the status elements directly indicates if the

status is good (green), not optimal (yellow), or critical (red).

The overall mission awareness can be supported e.g. by elements like acolor-

coded 3D-path (6), 3D-labels (7), or labeled snapshots (8). The color for the 3D-

path can e.g. be used to indicate current progress on a planned exploration path.

3D-labels or labeled snapshots can be used by the human operator to externalize

short-term memory through building his/her own geo-referenced history of inter-

esting findings. In addition, a flashing point (7) can be used to highlight selected

elements and hereby realize a component of the attention management.

The described set of interface elements of the prototype implementation show

how an optimized and spatially integrated user interface can be realized.

5.4.4 User Studies

The user interfaces shown in the previous sections evolved during various smaller

qualitative and larger detailed user studies. Details on published results canbe

found in [17], [16], [19], [18] [15], [14]. In the following some ofthe user studies

and results are presented which focus on the operator user interfaces.

Stereo Augmented Reality

The observations and results of the user studies with the stereo augmentedreality

user interface (cf. Section 5.4.2) have had a major influence on the development

of the other operator user interfaces. The objectives of these user studies were

to test the applicability and effectiveness of augmented reality, differentsuper-

imposed user interface elements, and a large scale stereo projection system for

mobile robot teleoperation, and how these elements can influence the teleopera-

tion performance as expected by theoretical consideration.
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Tasks. Two tasks were performed for these studies - a combined navigation

and exploration task and a navigation only task to test the superimposed virtual

path. All test participants performed both tasks in separate test runs andhad to

fill questionnaires. The robot is equipped with a stereo camera with about100

degree field of view, a standard web camera with about 36 degree field of view, a

3D compass, seven sonar range sensors, and a laptop mounted on therobot. The

stereo projection system was the system described in Section 5.3.2. Hereone

wall with 100 inch diagonal was used. Three user interface configurations were

available: the augmented reality interface (cf. Figure 5.18) in mono and stereo

version and a standard user interface with camera image, a 2D-visualization of a

map, and the heading of the robot. Before starting the test participants were given

time to get familiar with the user interface elements and the controls to operate

the robot while they were able to see the robot’s behavior.

Exploration. For the exploration task combining navigation and perception

a course with ten numbered gates was setup. Each test participant was asked to

drive consecutively through these gates according to the numbers. The boundaries

of the gates were placed at a distance such that it requires a certain navigation

effort from the operator to pass these gates without collision. In addition,the test

participants were asked to find and identify specific objects alongside this given

path. The found and identified objects should be marked in a given printedmap.

This task had to be performed with the three interface configurations - stereo AR,

mono AR, and standard. In order to reduce the influence of learning effects, three

different but comparable course setups were used and the order in which each test

participant had to perform the test runs with the different interface configurations

was altered equally distributed.

Virtual 3D Path.Objective of the virtual 3D path experiment, was to receive

subjective feedback by the test participants on the usability and effect ofa 3D-

path spatially correctly superimposed to the stereo camera image. Therefore, each

test participant operated the mobile robot along a superimposed virtual 3D path

with the interface in AR stereo configuration.

Metrics. The main element of the evaluation for this set of experiments are the

subjective, qualitative results. Thus, all test participants had to fill in question-

naires after the test runs and observations during the test runs were logged. In the

questionnaire people had to rate their attention to the different user interface el-
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ements, their usefulness, the augmentation, the stereo perception, and the spatial

perception of the user interface. In addition, also parts of the experiments were

videotaped for later evaluation.

For the virtual 3D-Path test run no further performance values were recorded.

For the exploration task again task-oriented metrics for the navigation and per-

ception task are used to measure the system performance. The followingmetrics

were used: task completed or not, time for task completion, collisions, number

of commands send by the operator, and the accuracy error of the objects drawn

into the printed map by the test participant. The accuracy error represents the de-

viation of the position marked in the printed map from the correct position of the

identified object.

Test Participants. The test participants were volunteers with an age between

21 and 31, mainly computer science students. During the test the participants

were in the room with the stereo projection wall without seeing or hearing the

robot. Furthermore, they were not allowed to see the robot’s environment before

the test. However, the test participants knew the building before it was prepared

for the experiments (e.g. with obstacles, objects to find ...). All experiments were

performed with nine test participants - one third female, two third male.

Results and Discussion. All test participants completed the tasks success-

fully. Table 5.1 shows the mean and the standard deviation of the recorded perfor-

mance values. The mean values for the time for task completion are very similar

for all user interface configurations. Although the stereo AR mean is7.5% better

than that of the standard user interface there is no statistically significant differ-

ence according to an ANOVA test. The observations during the test runs showed

some behaviors which are not directly visible from the pure values. For the mono

and stereo AR configuration the test participants had to approach the objects very

close in order to identify them. Some even had to approach objects multiple times

in order to see the objects from different perspectives before finally being able to

identify it. For the standard user interface people could identify the objects of-

ten from a distance of some meters. This significant bias orginates mainly from

the fact that the AR user interfaces had a much lower resolution per degree field

of view (3.2 pixel

degree
) compared to the standard user interface (8.8 pixel

degree
). This

problem in the design of the experiments was only identified after the completion
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of the test runs and analyzing the results. Nevertheless, it was not crucial as the

major results of this experiments lay in the observations, the subjective ratings of

the test participants, and the tendencies in the performance results. In addition,

based on the results of these user studies much higher resolutions are used for

all further developed user interfaces. For the collisions the average number of

collision for the AR configurations is more than40% lower than for the standard

configuration. The statitically significant difference can also be validated with

a non parametric one-way ANOVA - the Kruskal Wallis Test. With a level of

significance of5% the Kruskal-Wallis test inidicates that the collisions with stan-

dard configuration are signifcantly less than those with mono AR configuration

(p = 0.0125) and with stereo AR configuration (p = 0.0229). The means for the

number of issued commands by the operator are for both AR configurations more

than10% lower than for the standard configuration. Here again a bias exists due

to the different pixel resolution per degree field of view and thus there is also no

statistcally significant difference. The mean accuracy error of the marked objects

in the printed map again is much lower for the AR configurations - upto46%.

The Kruskal-Wallis test indicates a significant difference between standard con-

figuration and the mono AR configuration (p = 0.0151) and between standard

configuration and the stereo AR configuration (p = 0.0041). The mean of the

stereo AR configuration is better than that of the mono AR. Still they are quite

close due to the fact that both configurations have the superimposed distance ref-

erence, which proved to be a valueable element for good distance estimations

and thus has been used and further improved in the successor user interfaces (cf.

Figure 5.21a).

Table 5.1: Performance results of exploration experiment - mean andstandard

deviation (std).
UI Configuration Time Collisions Commands Accuracy Error

[s] [count] [count] [cm]

Stereo AR 363.9 (std: 84.8) 3.6 (std: 2.4) 500.2 (std: 144.7) 87.9 (std:48.5)

Mono AR 388.4 (std: 57.4) 3.3 (std: 1.6) 486.0 (std: 143.2) 95.6 (std:27.9)

Standard 391.3 (std: 99.9) 6.2 (std: 2.4) 556.7 (std: 160.8) 158.1 (std:55.0)

In the second experiment performed by each of the test participants he/she

had to follow a virtual path defined with the waypoint system of the interface.

These virtual path and the waypoint symbols were augmented to the stereovideo,
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like e.g. in Figure 5.19. All test participants appreciated very much this way of

navigation support. This is also visible from the questionnaire (Figure 5.22b).

Only two people did not give the highest grade for very helpful. The advantages

of this element could also be validated in the sliding autonomy user studies in

Chapter 4.

Figure 5.22 shows the boxplots (red line: median; blue box: lower and higher

quartile around median; red plus: outliers of maximum whisker range 1.5times

interquartile range) of the results from the questionnaire the test participants filled

after the two experiments.

One part of the questionnaire was related to the self-assessment of atten-

tion/focus to specific elements by the test participants. Figure 5.22a showsthat

they drew major attention to the camera image, the depth perception due to the

stereo effect and the 2D-map. As expected all test participants rated thecamera

image as major feedback from the remote environment with high attention. The

3D-map, the compass and the artificial horizon only received little attention.Few

test participants even declared that they ignored these elements completely. From

these results a further integration and realization of more natural combined user

interface components was supported for the development of the generic mixed

reality user interface.

The test participants were also asked how useful they rate the differentele-

ments of the user interface are. Figure 5.22b shows the results of this part of the

questionnaire. Almost all elements were rated as useful or very helpful, espe-

cially the waypoint system. The only element which was rated quite low was the

obstacle high lightening with barrels. From the comments of the test participants

two reason could be derived. At first, this type of visualization hides too much of

the camera image though the barrels are partially transparent. Secondly,most of

the test participants did not remember that they can fade out and in the different

interface components. This obstacle high lightening was by design only thought

to be used and faded in, if required, e.g. when there are bad lightening condi-

tions. This element has been completely changed in the generic mixed reality

user interface, and hereby significantly improved. The new obstacle highlighting,

and object distance to robot visualization with a red limiting band and/or a tex-

turized geometry based on the distance data, has been appreciated by everyone

using this novel version of the interface as a very helpful tool for fastand safe

navigation. Another observation during the test runs was that the featureto adapt
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the user interface to the current needs during the fulfillment of the tasks are not

utilized by the participants. This result is also considered in the generic mixed

reality user interface, all important changes (e.g. default viewpoints)to the user

interface configuration can be directly accessed with one toggle keystroke per-

manently or temporarily (as long as the key is pressed) while keeping all robot

control functions operational.

In order to evaluate the technical implementation of the stereo AR user in-

terface, the test participants were asked to rate the recognizability of the robot’s

position, their ability to orient in the environment, the registration between cam-

era image and virtual objects, the stereo perception, and the placement of the

elements. All these questions were in average answered with good or very good

grades (Figure 5.22c). This indicates that we were able to implement a high qual-

ity stereo AR user interface. Two further principal questions were if the stereo ef-

fect and the augmentation of the camera image are helpful (cf. Figure 5.22d). Al-

though it is not visible from the performance results all test participants rated the

stereo effect as helpful or even very helpful. The augmentation was also mainly

rated as helpful.

In the final discussion with the test participants about the AR interface, they

stated that most desirable would be a higher resolution of the stereo video or a

second high resolution camera with a small field of view to inspect certain re-

gions of interest in the large stereo video. This was also considered in the further

development of this stereo AR operator user interfaces. The generic mixed reality

user interface framework supports high resolution camera images with high fram-

erates, and the use of multiple cameras in a integrated, calibrated fashion.Other

suggestions like a quick access to other viewpoints which were not availablein

the tested version of the stereo AR interface have been also been integrated in

the generic mixed reality user interface. The general opinion of the test partici-

pants about the AR interface was that is suitable for this task. Deriving from their

comments most of the test participants did not take consciously advantageof the

stereo presentation. The reason here might be that stereo view is natural for hu-

mans and that the experiment scenarios were too easy to really take advantage of

the direct depth impression. However, this is also a good indicator for the elab-

orate implementation of the stereo video and the overlay for the AR interface,

because there were no disturbances for the test participants, regarding stereo. A

last question was which user interface configuration the test participant would
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User Rating (1 = element ignored; 5 = high attention)

(a) Attention/focus to specific elements.

1 2 3 4 5

Artificial Horizon

Compass

3D−Map

2D−Map

Waypoint System

Sonar Viz.

Distance Reference

User Rating (1 = disturbing; 5 = very helpful)

(b) Usefulness of specific elements.

1 2 3 4 5

Placement of Elements

Perception of Stereo

Registration

Orientation in Environment

Robot Position

User Rating (1 = bad; 5 = very good)

(c) Spatial perception of user interface.

1 2 3 4 5

Augmentation

Stereo Effect

User Rating (1 = disturbing; 5 = very helpful)

(d) AR and stereo assessment.

Figure 5.22: User ratings and self-assessment results from questionnaire normal-

ized to a scale from 1 to 5.

chose for the teleoperation task.100% of the test participants prefered the stereo

configuration of the augmented reality user interface.

Technological Results. The implementation of such a stereo AR teleopera-

tion system is very challenging, because of the large amount of technicalparam-

eters, which can significantly influence the system performance. In the following

some findings of problems and solutions during the implementation of the stereo

AR interface evaluated before are presented.

The first parameters to optimize are the background video characteristics:

frame rate, resolution, and delay. With the given constraints (WLAN bandwidth,

available computing power for compression on robot) from the setup at the time

of implementation of this version of the user interface, a stereo frame rateof

more than 20 fps, a resolution of 320 x 240 (for the video, the projection has
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1280x1024) could be reached. Stereo camera frame rates of less than 20 fps

caused discomfort to some of the people who tested the interface. The realized

parameters turned out to be adequate for the navigation task. Nevertheless, if de-

tails in the environment shall be identified a higher resolution is desirable, what

has been implemented in the further developments of this user interface.

The accuracy of the camera calibration, i.e. the registration of the virtualob-

jects and the overlay, needs to be very high. The applied calibration methods (cf.

Section 3.1.5) proved to be suitable.

The implementation of the AR interface as stereo system introduced further

challenges and requirements. Some of these requirements only appeared after

different test persons used the system. One example of these partially very sub-

jective requirements is the accuracy of the alignment of the two camera heads.

While some users could compensate several pixels of deviation in the vertical

alignment of the two camera heads, others totally lost the stereo effect. There-

fore, this deviation has also been measured in the calibration process andthe

corrected images are shown to the user. Moreover, it is difficult to see very close

objects. Humans normally slightly adjust their line-of-sight for each eye depen-

dent on the distance to the object he/she focuses on, but the parallel cameras are

fixed with respect to each other. This is a limitation of the current setup as the

alignment cannot be adapted to the current distance to the focused object.

Various problems which only occur when using the system in stereo could

be identified. For instance, using the HUD visualization of the artificial horizon

in the center of interface as it is common in HUD displays of aircrafts and in

mono interfaces, significantly disturbes the stereo impression of the operator and

is therefore not applicable in this type of stereo AR interface.

In addition, a function for the operator to adjust the brightness of the back-

ground stereo video to the environment conditions (e.g. contrast, light) during

remote control was implemented. This very helpful feature was a resultof the

already gained experience with this type of interface during the implementation

phase. It is now possible to adapt the brightness of the video and herebythe

contrast to the virtual elements to the current requirements and environmental

conditions.
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Comparing Augmented Reality and Augmented Virtuality

In order to validate the advantageous of the camera centric augmented reality

(AR) user interface compared to the map-centric augmented virtuality (AV) user

interface for the operator role the stereo augmented reality user interface (cf. Sec-

tion 5.4.2) is compared to a version of the team coordination user interface (cf.

Section 5.4.1). Therefore, during the user studies for the stereo augmented reality

user interface described in the section before, a test with the team coordination

user interface focusing on a navigation and exploration task with a single robot

was repeated with the stereo augmented reality interface. Thus, test participants

were different during the test runs, but the experimental task and setup was com-

parable. The objective of this test was to validate the hypothesis that the stereo

augmented reality interface performs better for the operator role than theteam

coordination interface as expected by design.

Tasks. The task for the test participants during the experiments was basically a

search task. They had to navigate through an limited area covered with obstacles,

find certain objects, and to mark their position in a given map. All experiments

were performed with a principal test setup as described in the section before.

The test participants were volunteers, mainly students with different studyback-

ground. The operators were located in a remote room without seeing or hearing

the robot. Furthermore, they were not allowed to see the robot’s environment be-

fore the test. Part of the experiment was videotaped (operator and robot) for later

evaluation. Both experiments were performed with at least eight test participants.

Results and Discussion. As main performance indicator for this experi-

ment with the AR and the AV user interface the time until completion of the task

was taken. For the AV user interface the average completion time was1212s

(100%) with a standard deviation of246.3, and for the AR user interface it was

464s (38.2%) with a standard deviation of70.5. The Kruskal-Wallis test verifies

that the results are statistically signifcantly different (p = 0.0003) with a level of

significance level5%. This significant difference in the completion time indicates

the expected better performance of the AR interface for an operator interaction

role and leads to the assumption of a better local situational awareness forthe

AR interface. The AV interface was designed to coordinate multiple robots with

supervisory control and the focus in the design laid on global situational aware-
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ness. A more detailed comparison on different mixed reality user interfaces can

be found in [16].

5.5 Predictive Mixed Reality Display

5.5.1 Predictive Concept

Three-dimensional, integrated user interfaces [17], [52] applying mixed reality

(MR) or augmented reality (AR) technologies proved their advantages compared

to standard user interfaces where the elements are aligned side-by-side. But still

you can typically either realize an exocentric viewpoint or an egocentric aug-

mented reality viewpoint at the same time in the same element. In addition, for

some teleoperation applications time delays can significantly disturb the human

operator performance, e.g. time delays in space robotics or time-delays in system

setups with ad-hoc networks where always a certain time for re-routing needs to

be bridged. In space robotics one successful example to cope with the problem of

longer time-delays is the virtual reality predictive display which was introduced

in the ROTEX project [222] and which proved to be advantageous. A predicted

virtual representation of a robot manipulator was used to operate a physical ma-

nipulator in space over a longer time delay.

With respect to the viewpoint in [223] augmented reality combined with an

exocentric viewpoint is realized for mobile robot teleoperation. The authors aug-

mented past images which are stored in a database during the robot’s movement

with a virtual model at the current position of their tele-operated mobile robot.

The physical placement of the camera at the required position in order toachieve

this exocentric view would increase the size of the robot to an undesirable size.

With the system in [223] it is possible to gain this exocentric view without in-

creasing the robot size. Nevertheless, with their approach the authors loose the

important live characteristic of the camera image received from the robot. If there

is a change in the environment or if something unexpected happens, this cannot

be recognized because the system presents only past images.

In the following the mixed reality user interface of the section before is ex-

tended to a short-term predictive mixed-reality display, which enables to tackle

both of these problems. The advantages of the exocentric viewpoint arecombined

with the correct spatial alignment of all user interface elements at the same time
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in an augmented reality user interface with a live camera image. In addition,it

allows for a decoupling of the human control loop and direct teleoperationloop,

and hereby bridging and hiding of short time delays from the user.

The presented work introduces an approach which enables to have bothimpor-

tant properties for the user interface - an augmented reality exocentric view. The

concept makes use of the fact that nowadays a robotic system can be designed in

a way that it operates very robust autonomously in a limited workspace around

the robot. In this user interface the human operates a virtual robot instead of the

physical real robot. The virtual robot is projected correctly aligned in the cam-

era image from the physical robot, such that an exocentric view of the operated

virtual robot and a correct AR user interface can be achieved. The physical robot

with its local autonomy including obstacle avoidance follows the virtual robot

with a certain distance. This can be implemented in two ways - time-based or

distance based. For the time-based approach a reference trajectory isgenerated

by commanding the virtual robot which is exactly followed by the physical robot

after a certain selectable time (cf. Figure 5.23a). For the distance-based approach

only a new goal position for the physical robot is defined by the virtual robot.

The physical robot always moves to the virtual robot position if the distance be-

tween virtual and physical robot is above a certain threshold independent of the

trajectory of the virtual robot (cf. Figure 5.23b). By this approach thehuman

operator always receives immediate feedback on his/her control inputs even if

the data from the robot is delayed. Nevertheless, he/she can always operate the

robot based on the newest information from the remote environment. Inaddition,

wrong planned paths and movements can be canceled before executiondue to the

predictive nature of the system and the the system gets more robust with respect

to delay in the complete teleoperation chain.

In the following the concept of the distance-based short-term predictiveuser

interface is introduced in more detail, and why the distance-based approach is

advantageous compared to the time-based approach. Details on the time-based

approach can be found in [4].

Timings

When designing a teleoperation system and its components the different timings

and delays in the system need to be considered. Figure 5.24 gives an overview

of a typical teleoperation setup. First of all there is a certain time for each sensor
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(a) Physical robot exactly follows virtual

robot’s trajectory.

(b) Physical robot only considers virtual

robot’s current position as new goal.

Figure 5.23: Schematic drawing of the predictive teleoperation approach.

i for data acquisition and pre-processing (∆tai). Then there is a time which is

needed to communicate and to present the data to the human operator (∆tcom)

and finally there is a delay caused by the time a human needs to percept and

react to a certain presentation of information (∆tp). All these delays can cause

significant disturbances in the closed loop system with the human as controller.

Figure 5.24: Teleoperation chain with most significant delays.

Thus, the proposed concept of a predictive mixed reality display enables to ne-

glect these delays up to a certain limit. As described before, the human operator

operates a virtual robot projected into the camera image which is retrievedfrom

a physical robot with a certain delay. If the distance between virtual robot and

physical robot exceeds a certain selectable limit, the physical robot autonomously

moves in direction of the virtual robot (cf. Figure 5.23b) as long as the distance
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is higher than the selected distance threshold. The local autonomy of the physical

robot is designed in a way, that the robot can plan the path to reduce the dis-

tance, that it can avoid obstacles autonomously, and that if the distance is below

the threshold it always orients towards the virtual robot in order to keep itin the

field of view of the camera. Figure 5.25 shows the timing of the different system

events at timet. At time t the (old) sensor data (e.g. camera image, position, dis-

tance measurements) from timet − ∆t1 is presented to the human. The human

generates through operation of the virtual robot a desired position for the physical

robot fort + ∆t3, such that a total time difference between physical and virtual

operated robot of∆tL,F = (∆t3 +∆tc +max tai) results. Compared to our ap-

proach presented in [4] the physical robot no longer follows after a fixed time the

virtual one exactly on its defined reference trajectory, but after a certain distance

and thus spatially. Hereby the prediction horizon∆t3 and∆tL,F respectively is

no longer constant. Tests with the time-based approach proposed in [4] showed,

that following exactly a reference trajectory is sometimes confusing to the oper-

ator when he/she steers a lot, although the predictive approach worked very well,

and was appreciated by the operators. In the time-based predictive approach each

single correction step will be exactly followed by the physical robot after the to-

tal delay of∆tL,F , what caused this confusion. Thus, in the new distance-based

approach presented here, the predictive virtual robot and the physical robot are

timely decoupled to a certain extend.

Figure 5.25: Timing of different system events for the predictive mixedreality

system.
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Setup

The different components and the data-flow in between the components torealize

this extended approach are shown in Figure 5.26. On the mobile robot a local

autonomy control system which works based on laser dataL and position data

p from the robot is implemented. The robot control system is able to steer the

mobile robot to a given waypoint with obstacle avoidance. The camera imageI,

the laser range finder dataL, and the positionp are transmitted from the mobile

robot to the operator station with the user interface. At the operator station a

dynamic simulation model of the robot and the augmented reality interface are

realized. The user inputsJ to steer the robot (in the test setup a Wii Controller)

are processed by the implemented dynamic model of the robot. From the dynamic

model a posep(t+∆t3) is calculated, which represents the position of the robot,

where the operator intends the robot to move to. This posep(t + ∆t3) is then

send to the robot as new desired goal. All other previous goals are considered as

outdated by the robot, such that the robot heads and moves to the new goal. If the

new goal is closer than a selected threshold distance the robot only headsto the

new goal.

Figure 5.26: Overview of dataflow and system setup for the user interface.

In addition, the posep(t + ∆t3) is also processed by the graphical user in-

terface. Together with the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration data, the integrated
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user interface visualization is generated based on the camera imageI, the virtual

operated leader robotV RL at posep(t + ∆t3), the virtual representation of the

physical robotV RF at posep(t−∆t1), and the virtual representation of the laser

dataL. Details how the graphical component of this mixed reality user interface

is realized can be found in the following section.

For the implementation realized in the context of this work, a robot with skid

steering and a fixed mounted camera has been chosen. The kinematic constraints

of a robot of this type allow to turn the robot in place. Hereby, the physicalrobot

is enabled to easily keep the virtual, predictive robot in the field of view of the

camera and laser range finder. Alternatives for the future are a pan tiltunit for the

camera and/or the laser on the robot or other robot configurations.

Graphical Realization

For the graphical user interface the generic mixed reality user interfacedescribed

in Section 5.4.3 can be applied. Figure 5.27 shows the most important elements

of the predictive mixed reality user interface from an exocentric viewpoint of the

physical robot. The red label (1) in the figure shows the avatar for the real robot,

and (2) the avatar of the operated virtual, predictive robot as wire frame.

Figure 5.28 gives two examples where the interface is used in egocentricaug-

mented reality view. The calibrated systems enables to plan well ahead a safe

way through a narrow passage (cf. Figure 5.28a). The human operator can asses

easily if a robot is able to pass a narrow passage safely. The autonomy of the

physical robot will then take care to actually drive through this passage safely.

Figure 5.28b is an example where the systems indicates a potential collision be-

tween virtual robot and the shelves in this scene.

Model of operated Virtual Robot

In order to enable a more natural behavior of the virtual robot, a dynamic exten-

sion [224] of the standard planar kinematic model of the robot is used. In standard

kinematic modelx, y denote rectangular coordinates andΘ the heading angle of

the vehicle in the plane defined byx, y. The control inputs arev the velocity in

longitudinal direction andω the angular turn rate. The dynamic extension of this

model is realized with the introduction of the speedv as new state variable and

accelerationa as new input variable leading to the following extended system
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Figure 5.27: Graphical mixed reality user interface in exocentric view for the

physical robot. Marked elements in the Figure: (1) avatar of the

real robot; (2) operated virtual robot; (3) visualized distances from

the laser range finder; (4) camera image projected on extruded laser

range data.

(a) Virtual robot, passing a narrow passage. (b) Virtual robot, showing a potential collision.

Figure 5.28: User interface with selected egocentric augmented reality view.
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model: Thus, the new state vectorξ and the new input vectorη can be defined as
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With the definition (Equation 5.3) the system can be written as:

ξ̇ = f(ξ) + g(ξ)η, (5.4)
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This extended nonlinear model also enables an exact linearization, suchthat a ro-

bust multi-objective controller can be designed. This can potentially also beused

for the control of the physical robot. Details on this model an the corresponding

controller design can be found in [224].

5.5.2 Discussion of Results

Tests of the user interface with different people have provided interesting feed-

back and proved the potential of the concept. People had the impression toreally

operate the virtual robot in the real world and did not think anymore about the

real physical robot.

The advantage of the approach is, that the teleoperation control loop is decou-

pled to a certain extend. This decoupling of the user input from direct action of

the robot makes the overall teleoperation control much more robust against sys-

tem delays and drop outs. The human operator directly sees the consequences of

his/her control inputs and can even undo his/her commands as long as thevirtual

operated robot is not farer away from the physical robot than the selected thresh-

old for actuation. The trials with the system showed that it is possible to hide

short time-delays during the teleoperation control loop from the human operator.

In one set of test runs the predictive user interface was used for teleoperation

of a mobile robot in an ad-hoc network combined with an active traffic shaping.
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Figure 5.29 shows the traffic profile of an exemplary test run. At firstglance,

throughput reductions are visible and they are really present. However, the ob-

servations during the test runs showed, that the effects of reduced image quality,

delays, communication drop outs, or bandwidth limitations were not directly no-

ticed by the user as the operation of the virtual leader robot is also possiblewith-

out continuous connection. The local autonomy features on the robot take care

of moving the robot towards the virtual leader robot position while taking care

of obstacle avoidance. Hereby, it allows to minimize the visibility of effects like

stagnant reaction of the user interface on user inputs due to the behaviorof an

ad-hoc network. The observations of the operators during the test runs with the

predictive approach showed the reduced visibility of the network effectsfor the

human, although the presence can be seen in the network analysis. The test with

the implemented prototype system for mobile robot teleoperation proved that the

approach is applicable and advantageous as expected and gave valuable insights

how the human operators use such interfaces.
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Figure 5.29: Exemplary traffic profile for operating a mobile robot with predic-

tive user interface in an ad-hoc network.

Another result is, that for a good usability of the predictive user interfaces, a

reliable short-time autonomy is a prerequisite to avoid confusion of the user. If

this short-time autonomy is not robust enough or not behaving like the human
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operator expects the robot to behave, people start trying to outfox the autonomy

instead of operating the virtual leader robot. This way, the operator tries toforce

the autonomy to do what he thinks being the best maneuver. As result, the perfor-

mance of operating the robot is reduced. The tests during the development phase

have also shown that the implemented feature to reset the virtual leader robot’s

position just ahead to the virtual representation of the physical robot is very im-

portant. This feature is the most comfortable way to set the virtual leader robot

back to a usable position in the field of view in case the virtual leader robot was

"lost" somewhere on the map. "Loosing" the virtual leader robot can easily hap-

pen if the user moves the virtual leader much faster than the local autonomy of

the real robot is able to follow the virtual leader.

5.6 Summary

Remote operation and coordination of robots require a good awarenessof the

local surrounding of the robots and the overall situation in the remote environ-

ment. This needs to be considered when designing graphical user interfaces for

the application. Based on human-factors theory and continuous tests with users

an integrated and user centered approach for graphical user interfaces by appli-

cation of mixed reality technologies is developed in this chapter.

The full range of the mixed reality is considered for the design of these user

interfaces. In order to enable high quality augmented reality views for robot op-

eration, specific advanced technologies are developed, set up, and analyzed. Es-

pecially the concept to efficiently project live camera images on geometries cal-

culated from any received live distance senor data from the robot provides signif-

icant advantages for the application of remote robot operation and coordination.

It allows for a better spatially integrated visualization of the remote environment

to the human operator. It directly supports the easy accessible usage ofdifferent

viewpoint concepts (e.g. egocentric, exocentric, augmented reality views, ... ). In

addition, it can make full use of the advantages of stereo display deviceswith-

out significant further effort, and efficiently uses the limited resourcesfor remote

operation tasks.

Design guidelines have been developed during this work based on the detailed

literature research and the results and experience gathered when users have op-

erated the robots with various interfaces. The developed design guidelines for
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mixed reality graphical user interfaces are directly reflected to a software frame-

work which enables a quick and easy setup and change of mixed reality user

interface. It also provides an easy access to people who are new to this topic.

Different task and interaction role specific user interface realizations evolved

iteratively during this work. A mixed reality team coordination interface is in-

troduced which has a three-dimensional model of the remote work environment

as central element. It meets the demands for information display for the actual

situation, environment, involved team members, task, and mission. In addition,

an advanced information management, a messaging system, and semantic maps

organized in layers are included.

As interface specifically for the operator interaction role an integrated stereo

augmented reality is presented, where all user interface elements are superim-

posed on the images provided by a stereo camera. The specific users tests carried

out with the implemented augmented reality system validated the great potential

of the applied augmented reality techniques. These tests promise a great poten-

tial for taking advantage of the augmented reality user interface and its specific

components in future interfaces.

Based on the various smaller qualitative and larger detailed user studies, the

specific implementations for the operator and supervisor interaction role have

been further developed to a generic mixed reality user interface, wherethe view-

point can be adjusted much better to the current needs by the user, and many user

interface elements have been further integrated to more natural representations

for a human operator. The generic interfaces can be easily combined (e.g. two

display devices) or completely embedded into the team coordination interface,

as both interface approaches are built on the same principles. Thus, it enables

to have both, an optimized supervisor team coordination user interface and on

demand an optimized operator user interface.

The way of spatially integrating the information in the generic user interface

has also enabled an extension to a new way of robot operation - a short-term pre-

dictive mixed reality user interface combining exocentric view and augmented

reality features for robot operation. It allows to decouple the teleoperation con-

trol loop over the human operator. Due to the predictive nature of the interface, an

reduction of visibility of network effects to the human operator, can be achieved

as the interface presents instantaneously feedback to the control inputs combined

and spatially correctly aligned with the newest information from the remote en-
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vironment. This way of operating the robot has also been very much appreciated

during the qualitative tests with different operators. The tests also showed, that

the reaction of the autonomy should match as close as possible the humans in-

tention in order to reach maximum performance of the system. A very promising

application of this predictive display concept would also be the remote operation

of robotic manipulators from remote as here the overall system is much more

deterministic and the autonomy or in this case path planning and tracking can be

much better adapted to the humans’ needs.
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With the progress in robotics research and technologies the human machine inter-

face reaches more and more the status of being the major limiting factor forthe

overall system performance of a teleoperation system. This work elaborates how

mixed reality technologies can be applied in order to increase both, the overall

system performance, and the acceptance of the user interface in the context of

robot teleoperation.

First, the specific human-robot interaction and the human factors theoretical

background with respect to remote operation and coordination are worked out

based on a detailed literature review which already incorporated own experience

with such systems. The relevant human factors are analyzed with respect to a

task-oriented user interface design adapting to the interaction role of the human

to the robots. Based on the supervisory control model from Sheridan [33] we

sketched a system model in order to allow an optimization of teleoperation from

a system perspective. Hereby the full range of autonomy in teleoperation and

coordination of human-robot teams from direct teleoperation to full autonomy

with supervisory control is considered, and the major relevant optimization pa-

rameters are identified. With this problem analysis background we derived a set

of elementary demands and design goals for the user interface. The mixed reality

technologies applied in this work match these demands and enhance performance

and acceptance of the user interface. The interface design is very much influenced

by the actual task and the necessary interaction roles. This work focuses on the

navigation, search, and exploration tasks and on the operator and supervisor role.

In most cases the camera image is the major, central element of the userinter-

face for teleoperation especially in mixed reality user interfaces. Networkperfor-

mance parameters can significantly influence the experience of the camera stream

by the human operator. In the exemplary scenario urban search and rescue it is not

possible to rely on infrastructure such that mobile ad-hoc networks implemented

with a team of robots and humans are very desirable. The presented intelligent
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traffic shaping approach enables to optimize the video traffic inside a multi-hop

network of non-competing nodes for a more robust navigation of robots with a

mixed reality user interface. The introduced approach achieves a stabilization of

the video frame rate and to keep the network link more robust through reduction

of image quality. Hereby the required bandwidth is adapted dependent onthe cur-

rent network load situation. It has been evaluated with real hardware in different

real-world scenarios. The approach works very well and it is possibleto stabilize

the framerate. The test users experienced much less network performance reduc-

tion and additionally the visibility of the quality reduction in some frames was

very little.

3D-perception of the environment promises various advantages for user inter-

faces dedicated to teleoperation of robots is natural, unstructured environments.

In this context novel time-of-flight cameras like PMD cameras are investigated

with this respect to the remote operation of robots. Time of flight cameras provide

immediately a depth image of the captured scene. Specific issues of calibration,

filtering schemes, and the dynamic application oriented adaptation for camera

parameters are presented. By application of the developed methods significant

improvements of the three-dimensional perception can be achieved. Anapplica-

tion example for user-centered mapping purposes is presented and theusability

is validated in a informative, qualitative user study.

Different ways exist to communicate the gathered knowledge of the robots’

sensors to the human operator(s). A sliding autonomy concept is introduced com-

bining force and visual augmented reality feedback. The force feedback compo-

nent allows to render the robot’s current navigation intention to the human oper-

ator. If the human is not overriding the currently rendered guidance forces, the

robot navigates fully autonomous, such that a real sliding autonomy with seam-

less transitions is achieved. The level of autonomy only depends on the current

level of human intervention. The integrated graphical mixed reality user inter-

face allows the human operator to validate the robot’s current intention based on

the sensor data. The sliding autonomy proved in user studies to be advantageous

with increases of more than 20 % for the different performance parameters. The

user studies also confirm the reached high quality and robustness of the system as

test participants very much appreciated the implemented assistance features. The

results are strong indicators that the application of the concept supports for a sig-

nificantly higher situation awareness and common ground. An important result
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is also the additionally improved performance when further visual hints (here:

superimposed 3D-path) about the systems intention are provided to the human

operator in order to reach common ground between system and human.

The sliding autonomy concept was successfully validated with a two-

dimensional laser range finder as distance sensor. However the concept allows

for an easy extension with a three-dimensional range sensor like the PMDcam-

era for the application in three-dimensional, unstructured environments infuture.

If the concept would be adapted to other applications for instance the pick and

place task or insertion tasks with a robot manipulator arm, also other forcefeed-

back devices which enable a force-rendering with more degrees of freedom can

easily be integrated.

The graphical user interface used for the sliding autonomy concept bases on

the mixed reality approach for graphical user interfaces elaborated in this work.

The way of spatially integrating information in the correct context allows to re-

alize any kind of specific interfaces from the mixed reality continuum including

high quality augmented reality views. This approach is supported by different de-

veloped, innovative technologies which make use of available informationfrom

the robots. An example is the realization of the live projection of two-dimensional

camera images on geometries generated from robots’ distance sensordata like

e.g. PMD cameras or laser-range finders. This delivers much morerealistic and

natural representations of the remote scene and very much supports the integrated

spatial understanding of the situation by the human operator. Furthermore this

enables also an occlusion handling for the augmented reality view without a pri-

ori knowledge about the captured scene besides the proposed static occlusion

handling. The major characteristics of the mixed reality approach are directly re-

flected in the developed mixed reality software framework. It provides aflexible

and easy access to realize innovative mixed reality user interfaces and supports

different stereo devices which can be advantageous for remote operation. The dif-

ferent implementations of the mixed reality approach in graphical user interfaces

specifically for the supervisor role and the operator are presented andevaluated.

Based on the evaluations and experience with these interfaces the mixed reality

component has been further developed to a generic mixed reality user interface

which further integrates information, provides more natural informationrepre-

sentations, and an optimized viewpoint system for the users’ needs.

The generic mixed reality user interface enables a further extension of the tele-
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operation system to a short-term predictive mixed reality user interface. With this

operation concept, it is for instance possible to have both an exocentric view and

an augmented reality view, to reduce the visibility of system delays for the hu-

man operator, and to cancel wrongly given commands to a certain extend. It also

turned out that the matching of the autonomy component to the humans planis

very important factor for the system setup. The qualitative experiments with the

predictive mixed reality user interface validated the great potential of the devel-

oped interaction concept. Many other application areas exist where this way of

interaction with a short term predictive component might be very advantageous.

It directly visualizes to the human operator the consequences of his/her input

commands in the correct environmental, spatial context. The remote operation of

a robot manipulator arm is one example where the available system information

enables a quick and high-quality implementation of such an approach. Theop-

erator would command a virtual representation of the robot arm superimposed

on the camera image from a camera mounted to the wrist or tool of the real,

physical robot arm. This allows for a very intuitive and precise commanding of

the robot without any actual risk resulting from the current applied command.

It also supports views in narrow operation scenarios of the tool, which can cur-

rently sometimes not even be achieved if the robot and the human are next to

each other. Thus, the investigation of the application of the short-term predictive

mixed-reality user interface in the robot manipulator arm scenarios wouldbe an

interesting topic for future research.

Future extensions to the predictive user interface would also be the designand

evaluation of predictive operation assistance systems. It is for instancepossible to

integrate an obstacle avoidance for the virtual operated robot in combination with

distance measurement sensors on the physical, real robot. If a possible collision

of the virtual robot is detected according to the range data, the execution of the

delayed commands can be stopped well in advance or the operator has toexplic-

itly override such assistance systems if they are realized as operation blocking

systems.

In this monograph we showed how mixed reality technologies can be applied

in order to enhance robot teleoperation. Concepts, technologies, and frameworks

have been developed and evaluated which enable for novel user-centered ap-

proaches to the design of mixed-reality user interface for the describedtask area.

The results enable to increase the performance of a teleoperation systemby ap-
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plying mixed reality technologies on the different levels of a teleoperation sys-

tem. Both the technological requirements and the human factors are considered to

achieve a consistent system design. In addition, a lot of potential future activities

for very promising future applications could be elaborated. Future application

areas of the results range from the exemplary application scenario urban search

and rescue, space robotics, advanced user interfaces for operating and program-

ming industrial robot manipulators, to areas of service robotics. In the area of

service robotics a very interesting application area of the results would be intu-

itive support systems for elderly people. The mixed reality concepts elaborated in

this work enable to support the elderly with spatially integrated and natural user

interfaces e.g. for driving assistance systems on wheel-chairs or scooters.
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